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The Museum is governed by a Trust established under  
the Australian Museum Trust Act 1975. The objectives 
of the Australian Museum Trust Act are to propagate 
knowledge about the natural environment of Australia 
and to increase that knowledge, particularly in the natural 
sciences of biology, anthropology and geology. The Trust 
has 11 members, one of whom must have knowledge of,  
or experience in, science; one of whom must have 
knowledge of, or experience in, education; and one 
of whom must have knowledge of, or experience in, 
Australian Indigenous culture. 

Trustees are appointed by the Governor on the 
recommendation of the Minister for a term of up to 
three years. Trustees may serve no more than three 
terms. Vacancies may be filled by the Governor on 
the recommendation of the Minister. The President 
of the Trust is appointed by the Governor on the 
recommendation of the Minister. 

The Director & CEO of the Australian Museum is Secretary 
to the Trust and is responsible for the common seal. 
Trustees receive no remuneration but may be reimbursed 
for expenses.

All of the Museum’s annual reports since 1853 are available 
at australianmuseum.net.au/Annual-Reports. 

Admission charges

General Museum entry: 
Adult $15 
Child(under 16 years) Free 
Concession $8 (see accepted concession cards below) 
Pre-booked Australian school groups (per child) Free 
Pre-booked preschool groups Free 
Australian Companion card holder’s attendant carer Free   
ICOM and Museums Australia members Free 
Australian Museum Members Free

Concession cards accepted: 
Seniors Card-holders (all states) 
International seniors aged over 60 years 
International Student Card-holders 
Australian Student Card-holders 
Centrelink Healthcare Card-holders 
Australian Government Pension Card-holders 
Australian Veterans’ Affairs Gold Card-holders

Additional charges may apply to special exhibitions, 
activities and educator led groups.
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On 30 March 2017, the Australian Museum (AM), the 
nation’s first museum, celebrated its 190th anniversary. 
Throughout its history, the AM has collected more than  
18 million scientific specimens and cultural objects and 
built a world-renowned reputation of scholarly excellence.  

Since opening its William Street home in the early 1850s, 
the AM has welcomed more than 34 million visitors to this 
historic site and helped educate more than five million 
school students through its education programs. AM 
scientists and researchers have discovered and described 
tens of thousands of species, published thousands of 
research papers and taken part in more than 100  
scientific expeditions. 

To mark this significant milestone, the AM has been able 
to reflect on the significant contributions it has made to 
the understanding of our natural world. The Annual Report 
outlines an impressive array of public programming, 
research and learning activities that celebrates the 
AM’s extraordinary 190 years and strengthens the AM’s 
reputation for the future.

I particularly would like to thank the NSW Government for 
their continued support of the Australian Museum and its 
significant role as an iconic and ground breaking scientific 
and cultural institution for NSW.

Science & Learning at the core 

One of the year’s highlights was undoubtedly the 
opportunity for the AM to bestow the AM’s highest honour, 
that of Lifetime Patron on the extraordinary Sir David 
Attenborough. A special event was held at the AM to 
celebrate Sir David’s international contribution to natural 
science and to mark our 190th anniversary.

The Australian Museum Research Institute (AMRI) 
continues to lead the nation in biodiversity research 
and discovery. This year AMRI scientists described a 
remarkable 209 new species representing over 1% of all 

new species of fauna and flora discovered globally.  This 
effort is extraordinary given the AM’s relative size to major 
international scientific institutions. 

As part of the 190th year celebrations, 20 AMRI 
scientists and a number of citizen scientists undertook a 
comprehensive survey of Lord Howe Island, including a full 
scale climbing expedition on the world’s tallest volcanic 
remnant, Balls Pyramid. The climb was successful with 
AM scientists able to collect a live specimen of one of the 
world’s rarest insects, the Lord Howe Island stick insect or 
phasmid (Dryococelus australis), to bring it to a breeding 
program at the Melbourne Zoo. 

AM scientists have been surveying Lord Howe and the 
surrounding ocean since 1851. The AM led the 1973 
expedition contributing to the UNESCO World Heritage 
listing of the site. This year’s expedition benchmarks Lord 
Howe’s native and introduced animal populations to help 
inform future biodiversity and pest eradication programs 
for this precious site.

The AM continues to deliver educator-led school programs 
in alignment with the Australian curriculum. The AM 
connected with over 115,000 school students in 2016–17, 
inspiring an interest in STEM learning, natural history and 
culture through a variety of outreach programs, onsite 
education workshops and tours and the AM’s Science 
Festival.

Immersive Exhibition experiences

More than 140,000 visitors experienced Spiders: Alive 
& Deadly developed by the AM with the support of 
Questacon in Canberra. Utilising the scientific expertise 
of both institutions, the exhibition featured more than 
200 real spider specimens from the AM’s extensive 
Arachnology Collection as well as 40 live exhibits. Through 
augmented reality, visitors experienced the home of 
the ancient Tasmanian Cave Spider and gained a deep 
understanding of the incredible world of spiders.  

President’s report
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This year the AM was able to finalise the cultural 
collections move to the Museums Discovery Centre in 
Castle Hill. This allowed for collection storage space to be 
repurposed for the new gallery and programming space on 
Level 1. The new Gallery hosted two wonderful exhibitions; 
the Australian Geographic Nature Photographer of the 
Year exhibition featuring over 100 stunning photographs 
showcasing nature throughout our region and to celebrate 
the AM’s 190 years, the archives team created a beautiful 
exhibition; Transformations: Art of the Scott Sisters 
exhibition featuring the art of Harriet and Helena Scott 
who entered the male world of science and became two 
of 19th-century Australia’s most prominent natural history 
illustrators. Scientists continue to reference the intricate 
natural history drawings of the Scott Sisters in identifying 
and classifying species today. 

Gratitude for the Museum Community

The many achievements of this year can be attributed 
to the passion and dedication of the AM staff under the 
leadership of Kim McKay AO and the executive leadership 
team who have continued to transform the AM and deliver 
first class experiences for a growing audience.  

I would also like to thank the Australian Museum Members 
who support the Museum in so many and varied ways and 
of course the incredible contribution of the large team  
of volunteers who along with AM staff deliver on the  
AM’s mission to inspire understanding of natural science 
and culture.

The Chairs and Trustees of the Australian Museum 
Foundation (AMF) and the Lizard Island Reef Research 
Foundation (LIRRF) continue to build important donor 
partnerships and advocate for the support of the AM’s 
scientific expeditions, education and cultural programs 
and build on the AM’s reputation as a world-renowned 
scientific and cultural institution. I particularly want to 
thank their respective chairmen, Diccon Loxton and  
David Shannon.

I would finally like to sincerely thank my fellow Trustees.  
Their dedication and ongoing contributions are 
invaluable as the Museum heads towards unprecedented 
transformation through the Master Plan and the new 
Corporate Strategic Plan to achieve its ambitious vision. 

Catherine Livingstone AO 
President, Australian Museum Trust

This year AMRI scientists described a
remarkable 209 new species representing  
over 1% of all new species of fauna and  
flora discovered globally.
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It has been a seminal and exciting year at the AM 
celebrating our 190th anniversary and looking ambitiously 
forward to the future with the delivery of the Master Plan 
to the NSW Government. 

The AM is the Museum of Australia and the Pacific and 
is ranked among the top 35 natural history and culture 
museums in the world – principally due to the significance 
of our collections and achievements in scientific research.

Master Plan

The Australian Museum’s Master Plan, is named 
barrabuwari muru, meaning ‘future path’ in the Sydney 
language. The Master Plan is a game-changer for New 
South Wales (NSW) and Sydney. It will redefine the role of 
a museum bringing new experiences, digital engagement 
and community participation to Sydney, while delivering 
significant benefits across the State and to the people of 
NSW. Under the plan, the AM will become one of the  
pre-eminent destination museums in the world sought  
out by an increasing number of tourists and regularly 
visited by locals who want to discover the latest science 
adventures and cultural experiences this cherished 
museum has to offer.  

This Master Plan seeks to liberate the AM’s extraordinary 
collections and will propel the AM into the new century 
as the leading museum in the region showcasing the 
Indigenous, Pacific and Science collections. The plan, 
developed in two phases, will create a new international 
focus for engagement and understanding in cultural and 
natural history. The proposal aims to turn the museum 
“inside out” making 20% of its collection accessible to the 
public both through physical and digital display (currently 
less than 1% of collections are shown).

Developed in two phases, the AM’s Master Plan has 
progressed through Infrastructure NSW’s Gateway Review 
with the independent panel recommending both Phase I 
and Phase 2 for funding. 

Westpac Long Gallery

The largest project undertaken by the AM in recent years 
is the $9 million restoration of the nation’s first museum 
gallery, the Long Gallery built in 1850. The neo-classical 
three level gallery is now named the Westpac Long Gallery 
and the project is an innovative model of investment 
in cultural infrastructure. With the generous support 
of Westpac matched by the NSW Government and AM 
donors, the new Westpac Long Gallery will be a major 
new attraction for Sydney. Featuring the 200 Treasures 
of the Australian Museum permanent exhibition, the 
gallery showcases the AM’s rich scientific and cultural 
treasures from around the world. The exhibition also 
features 100 people from all walks of life past and present, 
who have helped shape the nation. The Westpac Long 
Gallery is a lasting legacy for our 190th and Westpac’s 
200th anniversaries and I look forward to welcoming the 
community to the Australian Museum when the gallery  
re-opens in October 2017.

Corporate Strategic Plan (CSP)

The new Corporate Strategic Plan builds on the past three 
years of transformation at the AM consolidating strategies 
and operational procedures ahead of the Master Plan 
delivery. Seven key strategic areas have been identified to 
achieve the AM’s purpose and vision identifying a number 
of cross divisional flagship projects. 

Visitation

Visitation to the AM has increased again this year building 
on the Kids Free initiative, improved visitor amenity  
and exhibitions, and a rise in international tourism, 
especially from China. Visitation increased by 5% over 
the past year with approximately 440,000 visitors onsite, 
despite the three floors of the Long Gallery being closed 
for restoration.  

Director & CEO’s report
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Building economic sustainability – touring 
exhibitions

With the need to build economic sustainability  
through self-generated revenue, the AM has embarked  
on touring AM-produced exhibitions internationally to 
North America. 

The Australian Museum’s first international touring 
exhibition, Tyrannosaurs: Meet the Family, opened at the 
Waterloo Regional Museum in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada 
in February 2017. Tyrannosaurs: Meet the Family attracted 
record visitor numbers for the museum and the exhibition 
will also be seen at the Discovery Centre in Halifax,  
Nova Scotia, before it moves to the USA, at North 
Carolina’s Discovery Place, with other major museum 
venues to follow.  

Following on from the success of Spiders: Alive & Deadly 
exhibition at the AM, this exhibition will also be adapted 
for the North American market and will commence touring 
in 2018 with a number of museums already secured.

The AM’s partnership with Stockland also broke new 
ground, touring a life-size Tyrannosaurus rex model to 
five Stockland shopping malls across greater Sydney, 
Newcastle, Wollongong and the mid-north coast. 
Generously donated to the AM by National Geographic, 
the 11-metre-long and three-metre-high model shows  
T. rex’s vital organs – including a giant heart. T-rex returns 
to the AM in September for the AM’s Dinosaur Festival and 
will be on permanent display.

Innovative technology for Citizen Science

The AM continues to play a leading role in promoting 
citizen science with the advent of ‘smart phone’ 
technology opening up new possibilities for this 
increasingly important area of community engagement 
in science. The AM secured a Federal Government 
grant to launch Frog ID, a national project that provides 

all Australians the opportunity to participate in frog 
conservation. This flagship national project of the AM’s 
Centre for Citizen Science was developed in partnership 
with IBM and will launch in November 2017 as part of our 
190th Anniversary activities.

Workforce

This year, the AM consolidated its workforce under 
the NSW Government’s GSE (Government Services 
Employment ) Act and focussed on building capability for 
the delivery of the Master Plan and the new Corporate 
Strategic Plan. 

The new Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Strategy 
outlines building cultural capability across the AM 
workforce ensuring that the AM builds strong and 
respectful partnerships with Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities. The Strategy outlines the 
importance of career progression pathways for all 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff and will be  
rolled out over the next three years.  

The AM has continued to recognise the contribution of 
outstanding commitment and service through the Staff 
Recognition Awards. The monthly awardees are nominated 
by staff with an overall annual winner receiving funding for 
further professional study.

Thanks

It goes without saying that the AM staff both past and 
present have built an extraordinary legacy for the people 
of NSW over the past 190 years. Our science, though the 
Australian Museum Research Institute (AMRI) continues to 
break new ground while our public engagement, education 
programs and exhibitions deliver innovative and immersive 
museum experiences for our visitors. I want to thank 
every staff member for their dedication, creativity and 
commitment during this past year.

The Master Plan is a game-changer  
for New South Wales and Sydney  
redefining the role of a museum.
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The NSW Government has been the key partner of the AM 
since its founding, and is now enthusiastically supporting 
the new vision for the AM in our Master Plan and providing 
guidance in maintaining the AM’s reputation as a world 
class institution. Our Minister, Don Harwin, has shown 
outstanding support for the AM during his tenure. I would 
also like to acknowledge the collegiality of my peers in the 
other Cultural Institutions and Create NSW who are all 
doing great work to ensure NSW becomes a leader in Arts 
and Culture in the region.

The AM Trust led by the indominatable Catherine 
Livingstone AO, has been an incredible source of ideas, 
sound guidance and valuable support and I thank them 
for their extraordinary efforts as we drive the AM forward. 
Philanthropic support is key to the AM’s successful 
future and the Australian Museum Foundation led by 
Diccon Loxton and the AM’s Lizard Island Reef Research 
Foundation led by David Shannon have flown the flag 
strongly to generate new funding for our research and 
programs. Our sponsor partners too have provided 
outstanding support with Westpac as our Principal  
Partner leading a group of blue-chip and emerging 
Australian companies.

My colleagues on the executive leadership team are 
professional, highly skilled and are as committed as I am 
to ensure the Australian Museum becomes the leading 
museum in our region and I thank each them for their 
unwavering support.  We’re all looking forward to the  
next year of this incredible transformation of the 
Australian Museum.

Kim McKay AO  
Director & CEO
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37%  
Self Generated 

Revenues 
$15.98

55% 
NSW Government  
Grant (Recurrent) 
$23.835

8% 
NSW Government 
Grant (Capital) 
$3.33

Revenue summary
Figure 1.2  
Source of self-generated revenue for the Australian Museum, 2016-17  
($ million)

Rendering  
Services 
$2.87

Admission 
Fees

$4.73

Investment  
Revenue 

$0.32

Grants
$2.32

Sponsorship 
$2.21

Donations 
$2.52

Shop Sales 
$1.01

The AM is principally funded by the NSW Government and 
strives to achieve a balance of revenue from government, 
philanthropic and commercial sources. Total revenue in 
2016–17 was $43.14 million and comprised:

 · NSW Government grants of $27.2 million ($35.0 million in 
2015–16), incorporating Capital grants of $3.3 million  
($6.0 million in 2015-16) 

 · Museum-generated revenues of $15.98 million compared 
with $12.81 million in 2015–16, an increase of $3.17 million, 
due mainly to increased sponsorships and donations.

Total revenue was down $4.68 million from $47.83 million  
in 2015–16, which included redundancy payments of  
$4.49 million.

The AM generated 37% (26.8% in 2015-16) of its total 
revenue (Figure 1.1), mainly from admissions income, 
rendering of services, donations, sponsorships, scientific 
research grants and retail sales. Figure 1.2 shows sources  
of self-generated revenue.

Figure 1.1  
Total revenue of the Australian Museum 2016-17 ($ million)
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Highlights & snapshots

209
NEW 
SPECIES

facilitated  by the AM’s LIRS, informing 
our knowledge of the Great Barrier Reef

publications by AMRI  
scientists and associates

described to the Australian 
Musuem440,000 by AMRI  
scientists and associates

volunteers  
contributed  
183,000 hours  
of service

downloads of  
AM data from the  
Atlas  of Living Australia

OVER

MILLION
35

4.8
MILLION +
WEBSITE
VISITORS

4.8
MILL
WE
V

130

students engaged with AM  
educational outreach programs

115,000
OVER
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publications by AMRI  
scientists and associates

to the Australian Museum

people visited an AM  
touring exhibition

engaged with an AM exhibition  
or educational program

Pacific community members engaged with 
AM cultural collections in Western Sydney

natural specimens

& cultural objects

School students
visited the AM

440,000

MILLION
SPECIMENS

366,
000

++++++
 

 

921,000
PEOPLE

..?..

..!..

29,000+



King Christmas beetle, Anoplognathus viridiaeneus
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PART 2 

A year of 
celebration



Director & CEO Kim McKay AO, Sir David Attenborough and Dr Rebecca Johnson, Director of AMRI, 
celebrating Sir David’s Lifetime Patron of the Australian Museum Award. Photograph by James Morgan
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Celebrating 190 Years
The AM, the nation’s first museum, this year celebrated 
its 190th anniversary. Throughout its history, the AM 
has collected more than 18 million scientific specimens 
and cultural objects, holding the world’s largest Pacific 
collection and one of Australia’s most significant 
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander collections.

To mark this significant milestone, in February the AM 
invited global treasure Sir David Attenborough to visit the 
museum, and bestowed on him the AM’s highest honour, 
Lifetime Patron, in recognition of his extraordinary 
contribution to understanding natural science and 
conservation. Discovered by AM scientists, the AM also 
named a genus of semi-snail discovered by AM scientists, 
after the living legend. The Attenborougharion rubicundus 
is 35-45 millimetres long and found only in Tasmania.

“This museum of scientists took on 
the responsible job of chronicling 
and cataloguing the natural history 
of a continent. A continent unlike any 
other on this planet.”   
Sir David Attenborough

World leaders in scientific discovery 

As part of the 190 celebrations this year, the AM is 
celebrating not only the establishment of the AM but 
also the many contributions of its talented scientists 
and collaborators, past and present. Australian Museum 
Research Institute (AMRI) staff are world-leaders in their 
fields and have worked tirelessly to increase knowledge of 
the natural world, particularly within NSW, Australia, and 
more broadly, in the Pacific region.

Above: A new genus of snail has been named Attenborougharion 
in honour of Sir David Attenborough. Photograph © Simon Grove, 
Museum and Art Galleries, Tasmania
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Recognising scientific excellence

The 2016 AMRI Lifetime Achievement Award was presented 
to Professor Frank Talbot AM, Director of the AM from 1966 
to 1975. Professor Talbot has dedicated his life to scientific 
research and promoting positive social change through 
increased knowledge. He was also a previous director of 
the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of Natural 
History and a founding chair of the Sydney Institute of 
Marine Science, which is now one of the world’s leading 
centres for marine research. He also participated in 
the first large-scale environmental survey of Lord Howe 
Island, in 1970, which reported on natural degradation and 
ultimately resulted in its World Heritage Listing.

The 2016 AMRI Medal was awarded to Dr Robin Torrence in 
recognition of her outstanding contributions to the field of 
archaeological research and study of the roles of ancient 
materials within societies, especially stone tools. Torrence 
was acknowledged for her outstanding mentorship and 
commitment to communicating the results of her research 
to diverse audiences. 

Legacy projects – Lord Howe Island Expedition

AMRI scientists also returned to Lord Howe Island, where 
the AM conducted its first scientific expedition 130 years 
ago. The expedition, which was funded by private donors, 
saw more than 30 scientists and volunteer “extreme 
citizen scientist” climbers complete an epic survey of the 
fauna on Lord Howe Island and its surrounding seas. The 
expedition lasted for over three months and collected 
specimens and tissue samples for genetic analysis of 
numerous fish, birds, bats and invertebrates. Among these 
were several new beetle species, raising the total number 
to more than 530. An endemic Lord Howe longhorn beetle 
(Oricopis insulana), which was last seen in the 1880s and 
thought to be extinct, was also rediscovered.

The expedition included an adventurous survey of Ball’s 
Pyramid, a striking volcanic remnant and the world’s tallest 
sea stack, to study the little-known insect and mollusc 
fauna. The survey was the result of collaboration between 
collaboration between the AM, Melbourne Zoo, Lord Howe 
Island Board and the NSW Office of Environment and 
Heritage. This journey enlisted the help of six experienced 
climbers to scale the cliffs of Balls Pyramid in the hope  
of finding the elusive Lord Howe Island Phasmid 
(Dryococelus australis). The volunteers located 17 
Phasmids and collected one female for the Melbourne  
Zoo breeding program.

Establishing conservation partnerships – Solomon 
Islands expedition

An fruitful collaboration was established between AMRI, 
Professor Tim Flannery (AMRI Honorary Associate), 
Dr Tyrone Lavery (2016 AMRI Expedition Fellow) and 
community leaders from the Solomon Islands and 
Autonomous Region of Bougainville of Papua New Guinea. 
This collaboration commenced in 2016 with expeditions 
to the Solomon Islands archipelago. The aim of the work 
was to combine scientific methods with local community 
knowledge, to locate populations of two endangered 
mammals: Monkey faced Bats (e.g. Pteralopex) and Giant 
Rats (e.g. Solomys). AMRI scientists trained community 
members in scientific survey methods. Populations of 
the rats were located on the islands of Vangunu, Solomon 
Islands and Bougainville, and these communities are now 
establishing new conservation areas. Critical features 
of this expedition and conservation partnership were 
workshops held at the AM, which were attended by 
dignitaries, community members, and AMRI researchers. 
AMRI is committed to an enduring and mutually beneficial 
conservation collaboration with these communities. The 
project was made possible by the financial support of the 
Segue Foundation, the Dept of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
and the AM Foundation. 

Above: Scientists undertaking the survey of Ball’s Pyramid off Lord 
Howe Island in search of the Lord Howe Island Phasmid. Photograph 
by Tom Bannigan
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Corporate Strategic Plan (2017-2020)

This year the AM updated the Corporate Strategic Plan 
(CSP), building on three years of transformation at the 
museum and consolidating strategies and operational 
procedures in preparation to deliver the AM’s Master Plan.

The new CSP will work to a five year rolling time frame with 
the first three years (2017–2020) detailing clear objectives, 
targets and time frames.

Following a series of senior executive and management 
team workshops, seven Key Strategic Areas (KSAs) were 
identified to outline how the organization will deliver the 
AM’s purpose & vision.

These new KSAs take a whole of museum approach and 
identify several cross divisional projects which will help 
deliver the AM’s CSP.

The CSP demonstrates the connection to the AM’s mission 
and strategic direction, and filters down to individual 
personal development plans across the workforce.

Audience  
Engagement

People  
& Culture

Scholarship 
& Research 
Excellence

Collections Stakeholders 
& Governance

Financial 
Sustainability

Digital 
Platform

AM MISSION 

To make nature, indigenous 
cultures and science accessible 
and relevant
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Master Plan

At the end of 2015, the AM announced a comprehensive 
Master Plan, to deliver a world-class natural history 
and cultural museum to NSW. The Master Plan has now 
progressed through Infrastructure NSW’s Gateway process 
and has been recommended for funding as a two-phased 
project.

Named barrabuwari muru, meaning “future path” in 
Sydney’s indigenous language, the Master Plan sets the 
course for the 190-year-old AM to reclaim its place as a 
museum of international standing, opening more of its 
historic site to the public and showcasing more of its 
collection of over 18 million objects. 

The vision for the future museum aims to lift annual 
visitation significantly and includes a new multi-storey 
building on the AM’s eastern development site. The 
building will also extend over the top of some existing 
structures, while recognising the heritage of the historic 
site.

The AM’s extraordinary collection establishes it as one 
the world’s great museums, but it has been held back by 
the restrictions of its existing floor space and a history of 
buildings being added over time.

The AM’s public floor space is constrained at only 6500 
square metres, whereas most world-class museums have 
more than 20,000 square metres dedicated to galleries 
and public use. The Master Plan aims to triple the existing 
public floor space.

The AM is fortunate to own the 2700 square-metre 
development site, enabling the museum to build large, 
new exhibition spaces attracting major international 
exhibitions to Sydney.   

In addition to providing more space to display the AM’s 
extensive collection, the master plan’s vision includes:

 · A grand hall at the centre of the site, more than  
70 metres long, surrounded by historic sandstone walls  
and accommodating up to 2000 people

 · A cultural centre, where culture will be celebrated and 
researched at the highest level, alongside the scientific 
research of AMRI

 · Four new permanent galleries showcasing the world’s 
finest Pacific Collection and allowing the stories and 
history of Australia’s First Peoples to be shared with  
the world

 · Increased educational and community facilities 
including specialised STEM learning spaces and a new 
theatre

 · State-of-the-art DNA labs to expand the work of AMRI 
and the AM’s Wildlife Genomics team

Funded by a $4.7 million grant from the State government 
in 2014, the Master Plan has been the result of 
comprehensive research undertaken with building 
consultants Deloitte and architects Hames Sharley. The 
plan considers the opportunities and needs for the AM to 
continue to meet audience demand into the future.

In preparation for the Master Plan, the AM has 
commenced an extensive transformation program 
to upgrade existing facilities. This includes the 190th 
anniversary flagship project to restore Australia’s first 
gallery – the Long Gallery – which will reopen in October 
2017 as the Westpac Long Gallery, showcasing the  
200 Treasures of the Australian Museum exhibition.    

Artists impression of the AM’s Master 
Plan showing the building facade
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Science at the museum

The Australian Museum Research Institute (AMRI) is the 
centre of science and learning at the AM. AMRI comprises 
the Australian Centre for Wildlife Genomics (ACWG), 
Centre for Citizen Science, Lizard Island Research Station 
(LIRS), and the AM’s natural collections, research and 
education programs.

AMRI had a total of 112 staff at 30 June 2017, made up of 
world expert scientists, collections specialists, educators 
and citizen science coordinators. Over the past year,  
AMRI staff have achieved high-quality and high-impact 
science, built community knowledge and engagement in 
scientific discovery, and addressed challenges crucial to 
the future of New South Wales (NSW), Australia and the 
Asia-Pacific region. 

AMRI has continued to support talent, citizen scientists, 
emerging researchers and collections infrastructure. It has 
attained an international reputation as a leading research 
institute, particularly in the fields of biology, anthropology 
and geology. This year saw the development of the AMRI 
Science Strategy 2017–2021 (due for release in late 2017). 
The strategy will steer the AM’s science efforts and ensure 
that it continues to achieve its core mission of: discovering 
and documenting biodiversity, increasing knowledge and 
engaging the community. 

Education at the museum

The AM’s Education and Lifelong Learning initiatives 
provide inspiring education and training to diverse 
audiences, ranging from early childhood, school and 
tertiary programs, through to professional development 
for teachers. This year saw our reach continue to grow 
(see Table 2.1).

The AM plays an important role in supporting teacher 
training, particularly for pre-service teachers. The AM held 
tours, training and networking events for 180 pre-service 
teachers and conducted regular guided tours of the First 
Australians galleries, to support knowledge of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander art, culture, science and history. 

The AM has increased emphasis on engaging young 
audiences and adult learners in object-based learning  
(a powerful teaching tool using material objects) to spark 
curiosity and enhance engagement, including through the 
AM’s annual science events.

Table 2.1  
Education at the AM 2016–17.

Activity
Number of 

students

Self-Guided only 21,428

Self-Guided plus Educator led 12,943

Self-Guided plus Special exhibitions 4098

Biota onsite * 3115

Science Festival* 6335

Total onsite 47,919 

Museum in a Box 104,530 

Video Conferencing 6854 

Science festival – Science on the Road 3003 

Biota offsite 1202 

Incursions** 202

Total offsite 115,791

Teacher Professional Development 240

Work Experience Students 24

AMSF Launch 106

NAIDOC in the City 4250

Total number of students 168,232

* In conjunction with Taronga Zoo and the Royal Botanic Gardens Sydney

** Incursions is a new program trialled this year and will be implemented 
in 2017–18
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Creating fun learning environments

The annual AM Science Festival is the largest of its kind 
in Australia, focussed on educating and entertaining 
children and their families. The 2016 festival showcased 
the innovation and real-world applications of the scientific 
and technological achievements of the AM (such as 
forensic science), incredible natural discoveries (including 
the rare Lord Howe Island Phasmid (Dryococelus australis) 
and how Australia’s first scientists, the Indigenous 
Australians, used sustainable practices. The festival, 
held from August 11 to August 21 2016 as part of Sydney 
Science Festival and National Science Week, saw over 
10,000 participants involved in AM events. The festival 
then toured to regional New South Wales and the World 
Science festival in Brisbane, taking AM science to 3003 
school students in Albury Wodonga, the Hawkesbury and 
Jenolan Caves.

The popular Evolution of Australian Biota Study Day, run 
in conjunction with Taronga Zoo and the Royal Botanic 
Garden and Domain Trust, hosted 3115 students at study 
days in Sydney – and reached a further 1202 students 
in regional NSW with study days held in Dubbo, Coffs 
Harbour, Mount Annan and Mount Tomah. The project 
provided students with an opportunity to examine fossils, 
specimens, live animals and plants, and to investigate the 
evolution and adaptations of Australian animals and plants.

Commitment to regional and remote NSW

 As a NSW Government institution, the AM targets 
engagement with schools and community organisations 
in regional and remote NSW via a range of education 
outreach initiatives. The AM reaches all 12 educational 
hubs in NSW through its long running Museum in a Box 
program, interactive videoconferences, Science on the 
Road events and the Biota Study days.

Growing access

In 2016-17, the AM’s Education and Lifelong Learning 
area consolidated the AM’s position as one of Sydney’s 
most accessible, engaging and vibrant scientific and 
cultural institutions. The AM has increased opportunities 
for visitors to have access to the AM’s collections 
infrastructure, research outcomes and expert staff, with 
a focus on audiences with special needs and those from 
socially disadvantaged backgrounds.

CSI World Workshop – An immersive approach to 
encouraging science engagement 

CSI World Forensics workshop utilises expert theatre 
techniques and immersive learning to provide 
students with entry-level knowledge of forensic 
science. Within the workshop, students take on 
the role of a crime scene investigator, practicing 
the collection of evidence using scientific methods 
and authentic materials. From fingerprints to DNA, 
students retrieve and analyse evidence found at 
their mock crime scene, while educators explain the 
science behind these methods. The content focuses 
on developing and strengthening key skills, such  
as scientific enquiry, investigation and critical 
thinking, while also addressing core science 
curriculum outcomes. 

Placing students in the role of crime scene 
investigators encourages a curiosity for investigation 
and ensures involvement from all students. 

Left: Participants in the CSI World Forensics 
workshop. Photograph by James Horan

Right: Education staff deliver engaging 
workshops and activities based on Museum 
research and science
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DigiVol volunteers work with collection staff to create digital records of collection items
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Australian Museum Research 
Institute (AMRI), Science & Learning
Highlights

 · Achieved more than 37% of external revenue targets 
from grants, sponsorships, commercial contracts, 
bequests, and donations

 · LIRS supported 74 scientists and 43 postgraduate 
research students, and more than 100 research projects 
on the Great Barrier Reef

 · Australia Post issued a stamp series titled “Rare 
Beauties” featuring gemstones from the AM’s Mineralogy 
Collection

 · More than 54,000 people identified fauna in almost  
3.1 million images from around Australia, for the Wildlife 
Spotter citizen science project  

 · Received a significant donation of a renowned 
collection of over 10,000 butterfly specimens (family 
Papilionoidea) from John Landy AC, CVO, MBE.
Approximately 75% of the butterfly species in Australia 
are represented in the collection, providing an 
invaluable resource for future research

 · Successful submission for the Inspiring Australia Citizen 
Science grant for FrogID, a national frog identification 
project utilising smartphone technology and in 
partnership with IBM and other museums. The project 
will be launched November 2017

AMRI scientists authored  
130 publications and  
described 209 new species

 · AMRI Education programs reached 47,919 students 
onsite and 115,791 students throughout NSW and  
regional Australia 

 · Hosted WeDigBio (Worldwide Engagement for 
Digitization of Biocollections), a global transcription 
event held over four days in October 2016. The event was 
organised through collaboration with the AM’s DigiVol 
(Digital Volunteer) project, the Smithsonian Institution 
and iDigBio (Integrated Digitized Biocollections)

 · Launched the Oz Mammals Genome Project, which aims 
to sequence an array of Australian mammal genomes. 
The data will be of vital importance to Australian 
mammal conservation

Above: The FrogID app, a national frog indentification project. 
Photograph by Jay Dykes
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Increasing biodiversity knowledge

It was a busy year of scientific discovery for AMRI, with 
209 new species described and 130 peer-reviewed papers 
published in academic journals. 

AMRI plays an important role in assisting the public 
with identifying Australian species and answering 
natural history enquiries. AMRI received a record 1100 
identification requests over the past year.

AMRI acquired important biological conservation archives 
for rare Australian species, including feather and blood 
samples from the Orange bellied and Swift Parrots 
(Neophema chrysogaster and Lathamus discolour), and a 
Bacterial Artificial Chromosome library for the Tasmanian 
devil (Sarcophilus harrisii).

Building a better future through partnerships 

The AM established several significant collaborations 
over the past year, including a new partnership with 
the Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence 
of Australian Biodiversity and Heritage. The Centre of 
Excellence, which has almost 20 partner organisations,  
is led by the University of Wollongong and will track 
the natural and human history of Australia, Papua New 
Guinea and eastern Indonesia, to help protect important 
biodiversity assets.

In 2016, AMRI co-established and launched the Oz 
Mammals Genome Project initiative, a nation-wide 
collaboration involving researchers from more than 
30 institutions that will build genomic resources, 
including from historical specimens, to understand 
and protect Australia’s mammals. It is anticipated that 
the entire genomes of eight Australian mammals and a 
representative from every genus, species and subspecies 
will be sequenced to obtain this important data.

AMRI’s scientific work continues to support the 
achievement of national science priorities. In 2016, AMRI 
held a biosecurity workshop for officials and scientists 
from the Association for South East Asia Nations (ASEAN) 
to share knowledge and build capacity on biosecurity 
management. As part of ongoing biosecurity collaboration 
with the University of NSW, AMRI held a workshop in  
Papua New Guinea to train entomologists and improve 
insect identification. 

In 2016-17, AMRI began a new partnership with Australia’s 
premier research infrastructure facilities. These 
included the National Imaging Facility (NIF) and the 
Australian National Fabrication Facility (ANFF), imaging 
collaborations at the University of Queensland and the 
Australian National University (ANU) nodes, and 3D printing 
collaborations with Macquarie University and ANU. Based 

at the University of Queensland, the NIF and AM have 
begun scanning collection specimens using high powered 
CT-scanners to produce anatomically detailed high 
resolution 3D images. This is a game-changer in  
the study of museum specimens, with these images 
allowing scientists greater visualisation and accuracy  
for morphological analysis without using invasive 
techniques such as dissection, which can damage and 
destroy the specimen.

The AM’s Australian Centre for Wildlife Genomics (ACWG) 
continued several projects to address industry challenges, 
including threats to the aviation industry from wildlife 
strike and assisting government with the management of 
large wildlife seizures. ACWG participated in the Interpol 
Wildlife Crime Working Group held as part of the CITES 
(Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 
of Wild Fauna and Flora) Council of the Parties meeting 
in South Africa. ACWG staff and students also attended 
the Society for Wildlife Forensic Science conference in 
Edinburgh, in June 2017.

The AM and the Atlas of Living Australia continued their 
long and fruitful partnership with the DigiVol project, 
providing a world leading platform for institutions 
globally to run online citizen science projects. Twenty-
one institutions locally (e.g. Greater Sydney Local Land 
Services) and globally (e.g. Harvard University, Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew, and the South African National 
Biodiversity Institute) used DigiVol to deliver more than  
320 citizen science projects or “virtual expeditions,” 
which digitised their collections.

Creating a science nation 

The AM is providing a way for everyone to contribute to 
Australian Science. The AM’s Centre for Citizen Science 
has recently launched a number of innovative projects. 
Wildlife Spotter, a collaborative initiative between the AM, 
ABC Science and seven other organisations in partnership 
with National Science Week had more than 54,000 citizen 
scientists identify fauna in over 3.1 million camera trap 
images recorded from around Australia. These “wildlife 
spotters” are helping contribute to research that saves 
threatened species and preserve Australia’s wildlife.

The multi award-winning DigiVol project more than 
doubled the number of online citizen scientists it 
has engaged to over 2000, one of whom reached the 
impressive milestone of having completed 100,000 
transcription tasks. Another significant milestone was 
reached during 2016-17, with 500,000 tasks having been 
completed by DigiVol citizen scientists, 240,000 of which 
are Australian Museum collection digitisation tasks.
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Streamwatch, the citizen science water quality monitoring 
program managed by the AM and Sydney Water, had 224 
specially-trained volunteer citizen scientists committed 
to testing 125 waterway sites across greater Sydney and 
the Blue Mountains. Streamwatch empowers community 
groups to monitor and protect the health of local 
waterways. In November 2016, Streamwatch citizen 
scientists were instrumental in the preliminary detection 
and response to a destructive pollution event at Neverfail 
Creek in Terrey Hills, in Sydney’s north.

AMRI’s (ichthyology) fish group launched the Australasian 
Fishes website, which allows users to upload location 
referenced photos and have the fish species identified 
by a community of over 300 citizen scientists actively 
engaged in identifying the images. To date, it has attracted 
almost 13,000 images covering over 1,300 species of  
fish (approximately 20% of Australian and New Zealand  
fish fauna).

With funding from IBM and the Australian Government 
Inspiring Australia Citizen Science Grants, the AM is 
working closely with all major museums in Australia 
on the development of a national frog identification 
project called FrogID. Utilising smartphone technology, 
the FrogID app identifies frogs by their calls and sends 
geographical data to AM scientists. The five-year project 
will help map the national distribution of Australian frog 
populations and raise awareness about current population 
health and conservation issues. A tailored education 
program for primary and secondary school students is 
being developed, and the app and website will include 
gamification elements to enhance engagement across  
all ages. Led by Dr Jodi Rowley, FrogID will launch 
November 2017.

Citizen scientists are also helping the AM to find the 
critically endangered Peppered Tree Frog (Litoria 
piperata), which has not been seen in the wild since 
1973 – with fears that it may be extinct. The AM has 
begun surveying areas where the species was originally 
found and checking similar streams. A call for help at the 
2016 Glenn Innes Show helped to raise awareness of the 
species. Members of the local community have provided 
information on potential survey sites and permission to 
undertake surveys on their land.   

A collaborative effort between the AM, Sydney’s Royal 
Botanic Gardens, and University of Sydney has resulted in 
the publication of early results of the Cockatoo Wingtag 
citizen science project. All of the 100 cockatoos that were 
initially tagged were subsequently recorded by members 
of the public, with a total of 14,705 valid records during the 
first four years. The data has shown that urban cockatoos 
have surprisingly small home ranges. Subsequent Digivol 
analysis of photographic records revealed that 85% of 
cockatoos are left-footed. 

Inspiring education and training

The AM’s education programs reached a total of 47,919 
school students who visited the Museum this year. 
This comprised 12,943 students who participated in 
an educator-led program, and 25,526 students who 
undertook a self-guided tour. The AM extended its 
education reach beyond the galleries; with outreach 
services delivering education programs to 168,232 
students at schools and events held across NSW. The AM 
loaned 520 educational resource kits under its engaging 
Museum in a Box program. Through its videoconferencing 
and online educational outreach, the AM connected online 
with 6,854 students in Australia’s rural and regional areas.

Helping to encourage brilliant careers in STEM (science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics), AMRI 
welcomed many undergraduate university students to its 
facilities. These students worked on projects, developed 
digital content, undertook training, and received 
mentorship from senior scientists. Every year the AM’s 
Lizard Island Research Station  receives hundreds of 
undergraduate students who gain valuable field  
research skills. 

Strengthening global access

The AM’s collection of over 18.4 million objects and 
specimens is the largest in the southern hemisphere. 
In order to protect, preserve and provide access to 
the collections, the AM has embarked on an ambitious 
digitisation effort. With just over 2 million specimens 
currently digitised (see Table 3.1), providing digital access 
to all our collections, particularly entomology, which is our 
largest collection, remains a significant task.

The AM’s natural history collection of life and geosciences 
specimens and cultural artefacts are now accessible 
to people from around the world through the online 
platform, Google Arts and Culture: Natural History, 
launched in 2016. The platform combines Google photos, 
Google Street View, 360-degree videos and audio tours to 
allow virtual visitors to explore the AM’s collection and to 
take a behind-the-scenes look at stores and laboratories. 

DigiVol is AMRI’s largest and longest-running citizen 
science project, which digitises specimens and 
transcribes collections data so that it can be easily 
accessed and used by people around the world. The 
DigiVol Lab, which operates onsite five days per week, 
had over 70 volunteers and images of 84,108 specimens, 
paper-based archives and objects over the past year. 
DigiVol Online, the AM’s crowdsourcing transcription 
platform hosted in partnership with the Atlas of Living 
Australia also continues to grow. Over 58,887 collection 
objects were transcribed by DigiVol Online’s 2000-strong 
volunteer community, based in over 50 countries. 
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Department
Catalogue 

Records
Multimedia 

Records

Admin 280

Anthropology 123,065 99,642

Arachnology 125,089 11

Archives 78,637 79,434

Audiovisual 21

Entomology 341,893 80,704

Evolutionary Biology Unit 47,555 18

Herpetology 180,595 2271

Ichthyology 206,755 18,403

Invertebrates Marine and Other 229,344 14,540

Malacology 506,533 135,236

Mammalogy 60,873 6967

Materials Conservation 15,850

Mineralogy 29,921 1009

Ornithology 91,193 6194

Palaeontology 153,307 3115

Total 2,174,760 463,695

The AM continues to be the leading contributor of data 
to the Atlas of Living Australia (ALA), a national portal for 
sharing records of Australia’s biodiversity. Last year, the 
AM added 17,649 records to its total of 1,330,887 records, 
at June 2016. Table 3.2 summarises the data applications 
from AM collections downloaded from the ALA.

Table 3.1 
Digital Data by Department of Australian Museum collections, 2016/17

Table 3.2  
Applications of Australian Museum data access from Atlas of Living 
Australia, 2016-17

Applications
Download 

events Records

Biosecurity management/planning 91 73,581 

Citizen science 1546 1,149,609 

Collection management 44 3,239,239 

Ecological research 1570 6,680,909 

Education 1328 4,150,828 

Environmental assessment 861 1,662,459 

Other 141 536,484 

Other scientific research 17 1,523,627 

Restoration/remediation 26 15,906 

Scientific research 3230 9,823,983 

Systematic research/taxonomy 254 1,458,284 

Other 550 5,238,705

Total 9658 35,553,614

Researching the Reef

The AM’s internationally acclaimed LIRS attracted 
scientists from as far as Sweden and Canada, who utilised 
the world-leading facilities to undertake studies on the 
Great Barrier Reef. In total, the LIRS provided assistance, 
local expertise, equipment and accommodation to 173 
research personnel throughout the year. The LIRS hosted 
journalists from Europe, Japan and all over Australia, who 
reported on the latest reef science and condition of the 
reef. Over the year, 22 volunteers travelled to the LIRS to 
assist with maintenance activities. 

In 2017, the LIRS commenced a new undergraduate 
internship program for students passionate about marine 
science. With support from the LIRS Foundation, three 
students undertook field work internships at LIRS. The 
2017 Lizard Island Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships 
Program has supported seven researchers making 
contributions to coral reef science. This includes two 
additional awards to established scientists to study  
coral and fish populations following the 2016 coral 
bleaching event. 

Funding was received from the Ian Potter Foundation for 
the construction of a cyclone shelter at LIRS, which is 
expected to be completed by the end of 2017. 

Left: Working on the Koala Genome Project through the AM’s Australian 
Centre for Wildlife Genomics
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Programs, Exhibitions 
& Cultural Collections
Highlights

 · 439,129 people visited the Museum, a 5% increase on  
2015-2016

 · Spiders: Alive & Deadly (October 2016 to July 2017) 
attracted 140,400 visitors

 · Transformations: Art of the Scott Sisters (February to 
June 2017) was well-received on site and is now touring 
to regional NSW. Curator Vanessa Finney won a Gordon 
Darling Fellowship to write a Scott Sisters book.

 · Tyrannosaurus – Meet the Family began its successful 
international tour to Canadian and North American 
venues

 · Australian Museum’s T. rex on Tour, a partnership with 
Stockland, toured NSW, opening up new audiences for 
the AM

 · The inaugural Seniors’ Day program attracted 2000 
seniors – an emerging audience for the AM, which also 
reached 10,000 people at the NSW Senior’s Day off-site 
expo

 · Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander programs, 
children’s programming and night events exceeded 
audience targets

 · Asaro Mudmen project, funded by the AM Foundation, 
brought a team of maker-performers to the AM from 
the PNG Highlands to run public cultural exchange 
workshops and create new mud masks for the collection

Increased Visitation 

Over 439,100 people visited the Australian Museum in 
2016-2017, a 5% increase on the previous year despite 
several galleries being closed for renovation. The second 
anniversary of the Kids Free initiative (launched in June 
2015) was celebrated with a Free Weekend, with overall 
attendance of 9173 visitors.

Across the year most visitors came from Greater Sydney 
(63%, see table 3.4). International tourists represented 
the next largest visitor group, making up 22%. The largest 
group of international tourists was from China (4.4%), 
followed by visitors from the UK (3%) and the USA (2.1%).

Above: Vice President of USA, Mike Pence was given a tour of the Pacific 
Spirit gallery by Dr Michael Mel and Dr Jenny Newell at an event hosted  
by Foreign Minister, Julie Bishop and AM Director and CEO, Kim McKay AO
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Table 3.3  
Onsite visitation to the Australian Museum by access type, 2016-17.

Visitor type Access Total

General admission
All museum access except 
paid temporary exhibitions 
and programs

236,686 

Special exhibition Paid temporary exhibitions 
and general admission 153,382 

Paid programs
Various on-site programs 
and general admission 
(February 2017 onwards only)

13,760 

David Attenborough 
VR Booked via Ticketek 19,757 

Event attendance Visitors attending formal 
events at the museum 15,544 

Total  439,129 

Table 3.4  
Visitors to the Australian Museum by region, 2016-17.

Region of origin Visitors % of total

Sydney - City/East/North/South 177,877 46.99%

Sydney - West and South West 64,293 16.99%

Other NSW 27,838 7.35%

Interstate 24,990 6.60%

International 83,509 22.06%

Total  378,507 100.00%
Excluding David Attenborough’s VR experiences, free weekend, paid 
programs & events

Engaging Programs 

Following the appointment of a new Programs Manager, a 
newly formed Programming Department has begun to roll 
out an ambitious line-up of public programs.

Over the past year, the AM has audited, consolidated and 
re-imagined its programming activities. The Programming 
Department has developed a suite of exceptional, 
innovative public programs for all audiences, which 
respond to temporary exhibitions, museum-wide projects 
and current thinking around Indigenous culture, Pacific 
culture and natural sciences. Programs are designed 
to meet four objectives: increase visitation, deepen 
audience engagement, diversify audiences and develop 
collaborative opportunities for more innovative, ambitious 
and diverse engagement. 

Table 3.5 
International visitors to the Australian Museum by country of origin, 
2016-17.

Country of origin Visitors % of total

China 16,648 4.40%

United Kingdom 11,494 3.04%

USA 8191 2.16%

Japan 5809 1.53%

Germany 5079 1.34%

France 4606 1.22%

New Zealand 4250 1.12%

Korea 2456 0.65%

Spain 1895 0.50%

Canada 1588 0.42%

Italy 1356 0.36%

Hong Kong 1138 0.30%

Other 18,999 5.02%

Total 83,509 22.06%
Excluding David Attenborough’s VR experiences, free weekend, paid 
programs & events

Table 3.6  
Attendance at special exhibitions, 2016-17.

Exhibition Visitors

Trailblazers: Australia’s 50 greatest explorers  
(last weeks of exhibition: closed 18 July 2016) 6717 

Australian Geographic Nature Photographer  
of the Year 12,285 

Spiders: Alive & Deadly 134,380 

Total 153,382 

Right: The AM’s T.rex on Tour, a partnership with Stockland
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 · A suite of talks and workshops were delivered around 
Australian Geographic Nature Photographer of the Year

 · A series of talks, workshops, tours and performances 
were run to coincide with Transformations: Art of the 
Scott Sisters, including “Through Their Eyes”, a short 
original play inspired by materials held in the AM Library 
and Archive

Broadening AM audiences continues to be a key priority:

 · 15 Night Talks were held, extending the audience beyond 
AM Members to include the wider public

 · Three weekends of free programs were run at the 
newly-opened Museums Discovery Centre in Castle Hill, 
reaching over 3500 new visitors each weekend

Immersive and irreverent programs allowed the AM 
to reach more diverse adult audiences, including 
demographics under-represented in daily visitation:

 · David Attenborough’s Virtual Reality programs 
continued through to October, with many sold-out 
screenings

 · Culture Up Late: eight summer nights of interactive 
programs, in collaboration with Create NSW

 · Jurassic Lounge (1750, 18-35 year-olds attended the 
Halloween event)

 · Murder at the Museum, a new interactive murder 
mystery night event that sold out in advance

 · The inaugural AM Seniors Day, presented in association 
with Family & Community Services NSW, drew 2000 
seniors to the AM and reached 10,000 more through  
the NSW Seniors Expo

Programming helped to deliver rich benefits to AM 
stakeholders and partners, including a series of night talks 
for Adventure World and a full day of family programming 
for 9000 Westpac employees.

New exhibitions and galleries

One of the most exciting projects undertaken by the AM 
is the Westpac Long Gallery redevelopment, scheduled to 
open in October 2017 as part of the AM’s 190th anniversary 
celebrations. The restoration of the Westpac Long Gallery 
features the new permanent exhibition 200 Treasures 
of the Australian Museum. The Westpac Long Gallery will 
honour the memory and original intent of Australia’s first 
gallery. The gallery will provide visitors the opportunity 
to uncover hidden stories using new and immersive 
technologies that support dynamic object displays. On 
the second floor, the Birds & Insects gallery has also been 
refurbished. The gallery will feature new updated displays 
on Australia’s native birds and typologies.

Family audiences

The AM continues to be a prime destination for school 
holiday activities. 11,140 tickets were sold to children’s 
programs, against a target of 10,000. The volume and 
diversity of programs has grown to meet demand, from 
theatre shows, silent discos and kids’ yoga, to creative 
writing and photography workshops, and the inaugural 
Dinosaur Festival. Work has begun on new commissions 
and original content to reduce repetition of activities.

The Under 5s program proved extremely popular, running 
weekly sessions for toddlers (“Tiny Tots”) and 3-5 year-
olds (“Mini Explorers”), alongside weekly birthday parties. 
A weekday play program was started in Kidspace. The 
“DinoSnore” sleepovers have returned with increased 
frequency, selling out each time.

Search & Discover benefitted from the installation of a new 
skeleton gallery, while staff logged 2400 public enquiries, 
answered in person or by email. 

Cultural programs

Indigenous programs increased significantly this year, 
contributing cultural elements to many year-round events, 
while delivering a new stand-alone suite of paid activities. 
Highlights included meditation workshops, a symposium 
led with Kaldor Public Art Projects, documentary 
screenings and live music performances. Indigenous 
programs were also delivered as part of Reconciliation 
Week and NAIDOC.

New Indigenous visitor services officers and a cadet 
were recruited to build capacity. “Gamarada”, a weekly 
engagement activity led by Aboriginal practitioners, has 
been popular in the First Australians galleries, improving 
the offering to tourists. 

In parallel, community engagement has increased, 
including outreach activities, collection tours for 
community members, meetings with key elders 
and knowledge transfer workshops. The AM’s Youth 
Reconnection Project continued engagement with 
youth in juvenile detention or at risk, with a program to 
reconnect them with aspects of Aboriginal, Torres Strait 
Islander and Pacific cultures.

Adult audiences

Two new producers were recruited to develop adult 
audiences. Programs were designed to add value to 
exhibitions and deepen engagement, including:

 · A range of programs augmented the Spiders: Alive & 
Deadly exhibition, including arachnophobia treatment 
workshops delivered by clinical psychologists
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While the Australian Museum has celebrated its 190th 
anniversary in 2017, it remains committed to providing 
new and innovative experiences for visitors. A number of 
capital works were completed, including an updated and 
renamed minerals gallery; Minerals Featuring the Albert 
Chapman Collection. A new entrance wall and series of 
case refurbishments refreshed this existing gallery with a 
contemporary and timeless design, which re-opened to 
the public in December 2016.

Search & Discover has also seen a few changes, most 
noticeably a new wall showcase featuring a permanent 
display of vertebrates titled Skeletons – Seeing Animals 
from the Inside Out, which opened in November 2016. 

Stage two of the Garrigarrang: Sea Country gallery was 
completed with an exciting multimedia installation of the 
Gumbaynggirr Marine Seasonal Calendar, launched in July 
2017. This was an important collaboration between the AM 
and Gumbaynggirr People to share traditional ecological 
knowledge using interactive technology. In tandem with 
this launch, the AM also updated its Crystal Hall entrance 
with an official Acknowledgement of Country and display 
of Aboriginal shields which was endorsed by Gadigal 
Elders. The shields were selected as symbols representing 
the diversity and strength of Aboriginal culture and 
contemporary cultural transmission. 

A new additional display at the entrance to the Atrium 
was created to act as a focal point for smaller, temporary 
displays. The first “exhibition” was titled Go with the Flow 
and ran from December 2016 to June 2017. Eight fish 
skeletons were presented in their stillages with lighting 
that showcased their amazing features. This was followed 
by Meet the Diprotodon, which opened in June 2017. It 
features a fossilized skull and vertebrae of a Diprotodon 
optatum in its field excavation jacket, having been recently 
discovered and extracted by a team of researchers from 
the AM and UNSW.

The Australian Geographic Nature Photographer of the 
Year 2016 opened in August and ran until October 2016. 
More than 100 inspiring images showcasing natural 
wonders of the region were exhibited at the AM for the 
first time. The exhibition was developed by the South 
Australian Museum and presented in partnership with 
Australian Geographic and will be a continuing feature 
within the AM’s exhibition schedule.

Spiders: Alive & Deadly ran from October 2016 to July 2017. 
Developed in conjunction with Questacon, in Canberra, 
the content, including several augmented reality 
interactives, drew upon the respective scientific strengths 
of each institution. 

The exhibition recorded total vistaton up until 16 July 
2017 of 143,475 visitors and enjoyed a positive audience 
response. Spiders was previously hosted in Canberra 
(outlined in the Touring Exhibition report) and new 
elements were added to the engaging displays that 
ultimately featured over 200 real spider specimens, 40 
live exhibits and was accompanied by a program of venom 
milking demonstrations in the Venom Lab which attracted 
large crowds daily.

Work on the new temporary exhibition space on 
Level 1 was completed at the start of the 2017 with 
Transformations: Art of the Scott Sisters. The exhibition 
ran from February to June 2017 and was designed to 
transport visitors back in time to introduce them to two 
remarkable women artists and scientists. Featuring not 
only their extraordinarily detailed and accurate artworks 
of butterflies and moths, but comparative real specimens, 
archival sketches and letters, the life, times and struggles 
of the Scott Sisters was brought to life. One of the 
exhibition’s features was the inclusion of projections  
that animated some of the artworks.

The AM was proud to host an exceptional work by Janet 
Laurence, titled Deep Breathing (Resuscitation for the 
Reef), that featured in the Wild Planet gallery between 
28 July 2016 and 12 February 2017. Laurence is a world-
renowned artist and the AM was fortunate to have her as 
the  inaugural member of the Australian Museum’s Artist-
in-Residence program. Her work explored the effects of 
climate change facing the Great Barrier Reef and was first 
exhibited in Paris during the United Nations Convention on 
Climate Change in late 2015, receiving critical acclaim. 

Australian & International touring exhibitions 

In the last year, the Australian Museum has been working 
to increase its profile through touring exhibitions. Based 
upon a new touring strategy, the AM will extend its reach 
across NSW and beyond. The aim is to become a high-
profile, trusted, domestic and international provider 
of exhibition experiences, and the provider of choice, 
especially for exhibitions representing Australian and 
Pacific cultures and the natural sciences. To that end, 
the AM has been revising operational models, and 
developing plans that ensure the AM reaches audiences 
across Sydney, the wider NSW region, Australia-wide and 
overseas. This represents a significant opportunity for  
the AM to not only increase the visibility of the collections  
and the important research that is undertaken in the  
fields of science and culture, but to also increase 
recognition of the AM brand and support the Museum’s 
economic sustainability.
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The AM’s touring program featured five exhibitions in 
the past year and attracted 366,026 visitors, including 
two international venues. See Tables 3.7 and 3.8 for a 
breakdown of touring exhibitions, locations and visitation.

As part of the AM’s forward planning, the museum is 
developing ongoing relationships with regional groups 
across NSW. This will ensure that the AM can extend its 
outreach and offer exhibition experiences that serve a 
greater audience. 

International touring

The AM launched the first of many planned international 
touring experiences in early 2017. Having witnessed the 
success of Tyrannosaurs: Meet the Family both onsite at 
the AM and across venues in Australia, Tasmania and New 
Zealand, the opportunity to export the AM’s home-grown 
exhibitions and build self-generated revenue saw the AM 
take the exhibition to North America.

Tyrannosaurs: Meet the Family is proving to be a big hit 
with Canadian audiences, due to the popular subject 
matter, exciting content delivery and use of life-size 
models and innovative and immersive technology. In 
Canada, the exhibition broke the attendance record at 
its first venue in Ontario, while projected visitation at the 
second venue in Nova Scotia indicates similar results.

Table 3.8  
Touring exhibitions (International), 2016-17.

Exhibition Venue Visitation

Tyrannosaurs: Meet the 
Family

Waterloo Region 
Museum, Kitchener, 
Ontario, Canada  
 
Discovery Centre, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 
Canada

36,009 
 
 
 
20,224*

Total  56,233
*Final visitation numbers not available at the time of publishing

With the first exhibition into North America well underway, 
the AM has been quick to follow up with additional 
exhibition content  for the international market. The 
success of Spiders: Alive & Deadly at the AM has garnered 
significant interest from international venues. The AM 
hosted senior staff from the Royal Ontario Museum in 
Canada so that they could see the exhibition first-hand. 
The AM subsequently signed the first international 
contract for the exhibition – which will be renamed 
Spiders: Life & Death – for Ontario in mid-2018. 

Exhibition Venue Visitation

Supercroc  
An 11 metre replica of Sarcosuchus imperator - a 9000 
kilogram crocodile that roamed the earth 110 million  
years ago

Australian Fossil and Mineral Museum, Bathurst 
NSW 9174

Spiders: Alive & Deadly 
Developed in partnership with Questacon, the exhibition 
explores the vast world of spiders as one of nature’s 
greatest success stories

Questacon – The National Science and Technology 
Centre, Canberra, ACT 183,672

Beauty from Nature: Art of the Scott Sisters 
The Scott sisters were among the first to illustrate the  
life histories and immature stages of Australian moths  
and butterflies

Australian Fossil and Mineral Museum, Bathurst 
NSW 10,610

T. rex on Tour 
The Australian Museum and Stockland partnered to tour a 
‘life-size’ Tyrannosaurus rex model to five major shopping 
centres across greater Sydney, Newcastle, Wollongong and 
the mid-north coast in 2017

Wetherill Park, NSW
Shellharbour, NSW
Balgowlah, NSW
Forster, NSW
Glendale, NSW 

24,778
32,683

7464
20,145
21,267

Total 309,793

Table 3.7  
Touring exhibitions (Domestic), 2016-17.
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The AM has engaged with an international touring 
exhibition agent to help facilitate negotiations with 
potential host venues and represent the AM at 
international conferences and meetings. In May 2017, 
AM Director & CEO, Kim McKay and Manager, Exhibitions 
Gillian Scott attended the American Alliance of Museums 
Annual Conference & Expo, in St. Louis, Missouri, USA. 
They collaborated with the agent to promote existing 
exhibition offerings and topic test proposals for  
future exhibitions.

Conservation focus on collections on the move

Materials Conservation had an intensive year with the 
significant collections move to the Castle Hill storage 
facility followed by work for the 200 Treasures of the 
Australian Museum exhibition.

Work on the packing and transport of the collections 
to Castle Hill continued until December. The task of 
unpacking and housing the collections continued through 
to June. In November 2016, some of the team were tasked 
with removal of the skeletons and minerals from the Long 
Gallery. Since January, the main focus for the team has 
been the preparation of several hundred objects selected 
from every collection area for the new Westpac Long 
Gallery displays. Some of the objects have never been 
displayed and required significant treatments. Preparing 
the Irish Elk skeleton, which has been in warehouse 
storage since 1996, was a particularly large task. Several 
temporary and casual staff assisted with the project. 

Other exhibition projects requiring conservation input 
included:

 · Transformations: Art of the Scott Sisters 

 · Wild Planet 

 · Museum Discovery Centre, Castle Hill, where 240 
objects were installed for public display, including the  
10-metre Canadian Totem Pole – on display for the first 
time in 11 years

 · Two large carved trees were prepared and transported 
to the new Trangie Aboriginal Cultural Centre 

 · Conservation surveys were carried out at three regional 
museums

 · Staff presented at a Natural Science Collections forum 
at the University of Canberra

Archives, Library & Rare Books

In the Archives, Rare Books and Library Collections, staff 
assisted with almost 400 in-depth reference and research 
enquiries from community, staff and researchers across 
the two collections. This year, the Library focused on 
collection management, completing the move of 3240 
boxes or 25% of the modern journal collection to the 
Museums Discovery Centre, off-site storage at Castle Hill. 
On site, the modern Library collection has been audited 
and consolidated into a smaller footprint and the Library 
offices moved.

Archives staff focused on collection curation, with the 
successful Transformations: the Art of the Scott Sisters 
exhibition featuring paintings and manuscripts from the 
Archives collection. Curated by Archives, staff also led 
tours, gave talks and multiple media interviews to  
promote and enrich the exhibition for visitors. The  
Thomas Dick collection was sent to the Documenta14 
exhibition in Kassel, Germany. Staff supported the 190th 
celebrations with historical research, online content and 
articles. Staff contributed to the Westpac Long Gallery 
project, including writing an introduction for the  
200 Treasures book.

Digitisation and databasing of the collections continued. 
In Archives, 4858 new records were created, along with 
13,836 digital copies of photographs. In the Library 5047 
records were modified and 556 new records created. 
Image supply continued to generate income for the 
section, with 42 commercial supply agreements. Grant 
income also increased, with a grant from the Gordon 
Darling Foundation to support a book about the Scott 
sisters collections. The AM also contributed to a successful 
ARC Linkage Grant, led by the University of Sydney to 
reconnect specimens with vital collection data.

Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Collection 
management and cultural engagement

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Collection 
consists of cultural and archaeological material. The team 
continued to maintain focus on the ongoing collection 
care and preservation, inventory, digitising and updating 
object information in the KE EMu database, and ongoing 
community and sector engagements.

The team undertook a significant collection move to the 
Museum Discovery Centre at Castle Hill, involving over 
2300 Australian cultural objects. This sensitive collection 
move included secret/sacred, carved tree collections and 
ancestral remains.

Ongoing curatorial research was undertaken 
collaboratively across AM divisions for the redevelopment 
of the Westpac Long Gallery. 
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Community engagements with the cultural collection 
included access/tours for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander artists Jimmy Thaiday, Damien Shen, Travis 
de Vries, Amy Hammond, James Tylor, Ian R T Colless, 
Julie Shaw, Nicole Monks and the Solid Ground team 
(a partnership with Carriageworks and Blacktown Art 
Centre), Elders from the Redfern Community Centre and 
the Woppaburra Land Trust, programming, sector and 
corporate access engagements. 

Through the ongoing relationship with the Woppaburra 
people of Keppel Island, the team collaborated with the 
Woppaburra Land Trust to create videos, photographs 
and Indigenous object names for 27 cultural objects 
in our collection, and share this knowledge on the AM 
website. One of the team visited Keppell Island to meet 
the community and assist the Woppaburra community to 
interpret their cultural materials. 

During the year, a significant consultation project was 
completed under the AM’s Federally-funded Indigenous 
Repatriation Program. This three-year project was 
undertaken with senior Yolngu men to gauge their views 
on the possible repatriation of significant cultural material 
held at the AM to Yirrkala. The negotiation is ongoing, with 
the anticipation of a request for repatriation in the near 
future.

The AM was represented at a major repatriation event at 
Menindee in Western NSW. Ancestors from the National 
Museum, the Australian National University, Macleay 
Museum and AM were repatriated for reburial. The AM was 
heavily involved in the coordination and logistics for this 
event, including the repatriation of the remains of eight 
ancestors. 

As part of the AM’s long-term commitment to supporting 
Aboriginal cultural objectives within NSW, two significant 
carved trees were loaned to the Trangie Local Aboriginal 
Land Council for display within their new cultural centre.

KE EMu, the AM’s collections database, included 198 
new records, 6453 records modified (including 90 
amendments made by volunteers) and 2458 multimedia 
records uploaded for the Cultural Collection. 

KE EMu digitisaton figures included 628 new records,  
2269 records modified and 3598 multimedia records 
uploaded for the Archaeological Collection. The 
Archaeological Collection saw the arrival of the Frazer 
Donation, with over 3500 archaeological objects from 
west of the Darling River. 

Pacific Collection management and cultural 
engagement

In the past year, the Pacific Collection welcomed Dr 
Michael Mel and Dr Jenny Newell as team managers of the 
West and East Pacific, respectively. 

Throughout the year, the team worked on the move 
of collection items to the Museums Discovery Centre, 
in Castle Hill. This included 19,848 arsenal objects, 16 
large canoes, and 11,000 objects from the international 
collection. 

The team provided tours and access to a wide variety 
of the community to the museum’s extensive Pacific 
Collections, including the:

 · Samoan community 

 · Mundango Charitable Trust board members 

 · Cabramatta High School students 

 · Tongan National Handicrafts Association 

 · artist Lisa Hilli, amongst many others

In April the AM hosted the Vice-President of the United 
States of America, Mike Pence, who visited the Pacific 
Spirit gallery, accompanied by the Australian Foreign 
Affairs Minister, Julie Bishop.

Community engagement was undertaken at: Fiji Day, 
which saw over 5000 people in attendance; the Museum 
Discovery Centre Open Day; Seniors Week; Waitangi Day 
and Samoa Day. Pacific staff also hosted the Young Pacific 
Leadership Forum in June. Notably, the Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander and Pacific Youth Reconnection 
Program continued, engaging with young people at Reiby 
Juvenile Detention Centre, Cobham Juvenile Remand 
Centre and Blacktown PCYC. 

A variety of conference papers were presented by staff 
members, including: public lectures on-site; the keynote 
speech at the European Society of Oceanists’ conference 
in Munich by Dr Michael Mel; the ‘Global Ecologies – Local 
Impacts’ conference at the University of Sydney (by Dr 
Newell); and the “Oceanic Knowledges” conference at the 
Australian National University (by Drs Mel and Newell).   

In September, the team welcomed a group of Asaro 
mud-men from the Eastern Highlands of Papua New 
Guinea. The group brought with them 12 mud masks and 
accompanying body adornments and figurines, and made 
a further four masks in situ. Funded by the AM Foundation, 
these acquired objects now make up the most significant 
collection of Asaro masks in Australia. 

The Pacific Collection team began a major digitisation 
project in early 2017. Updating KE EMu was undertaken 
with the addition of films and narratives provided by 
source communities for the collection. The Kwaio 
community visited in 2016 and provided commentary and 
visual evidence about where they are located. The Asaro 
community provided extended stories and information on 
the Holosa masks in the AM.
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Marketing, Communications  
& Development
Highlights

 · Media coverage for July 2016 – June 2017 resulted in 
over 672 items across national and metro print, TV, radio 
and online

 · Audience reach was 62,668,772

 · Memberships increased by 24%, welcoming more than 
7000 new AM members

 · Over 2200 entries were received for the Eureka Prizes

 · $1,115,014 was raised by the AM Foundation, a 34% 
increase on the previous year

 · New sponsorships with several major companies were 
established and other contracts renewed including 
Archie Rose Distilling Co, Stockland, Digital Camera 
Warehouse and IAS Fine Art Logistics

 · The AM podcast series Amplify was listened to 1300 
times in 35 countries. A 60% increase on the previous 
year

Australian Museum’s 190th anniversary

In 2017, the AM celebrates 190 years, marking its significant 
role as the nation’s first museum. A series of programs 
and events were created to highlight and celebrate this 
significant moment in the AM’s history. These included:

 · Free entry on your birthday campaign

 · Transformations: Art of the Scott Sisters, an exhibition 
dedicated to the scientific artwork of the Scott Sisters 
from the 1850s

 · Limited edition print range of Scott Sisters prints 
available for purchase through The Store by Fairfax

 · Lord Howe Island Expedition

 · AM’s national Scientific Illustration Scholarship

 · 190th Gala fundraising dinner

Visit by Sir David Attenborough

Sir David Attenborough visited the AM in February to 
attend a luncheon in his honour and to be presented with 
the Museum’s Lifetime Patron Award. A new species of 
semi slug, the Attenborougharion rubicundus, was named 
after Sir David. The luncheon was attended by 130 VIP 
guests including prominent members of the government, 
corporate and media sectors. Media coverage was 
significant, receiving extensive national and international 
media coverage with a reach  of more than 2 million. The 
event also achieved the highest organic reach on social 
media channels in AM’s history reaching over 100,000.

Above: Transformations: Art of the Scott Sisters exhibition
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Media and publicity

Significant highlights included: 

 · The Lord Howe Island Expedition was covered 
extensively by Fairfax Media through a front-page 
print cover story and feature, and a specially designed 
webpage 

 · The Lord Howe Island Expedition also received national 
coverage by ABC Radio National, including three 
dedicated programs

 · The opening of Spiders: Alive & Deadly received 
widespread metro coverage, including Fairfax Media, 
News Corp and TV news featuring the exhibition 

 · The ensuing Spiders PR campaign across eight months 
supported the marketing campaign, through targeted 
stories aimed at the tourism market and regional towns 
across NSW

 · AM scientists and their research were extensively 
covered by ABC Radio, Channel 7, Fairfax Media and 
News Limited. Amongst those featured were: Dr Richard 
Major, Dr Jodi Rowley, Dr Rebecca Johnson and Dr Mark 
Eldridge

 · The AM has secured excellent coverage across TV and 
radio. This coverage is now being extended into weekly 
spots for AM scientists, including Dr Rebecca Johnson 
on Channel 7 and ABC 702 evenings and Dr Jodi Rowley 
on ABC 702 drive and weekends

Growing social media
Table 3.9: AM Social media followers, 2015-17

Social Media Followers 2015-16 2016-17

Facebook 43,626 52,055 (up 19.5%)

Twitter 11,551 17,476 (up 52%) 

Instagram 16,691 18,450 (up 11%)

The 2016-17 year saw continued growth across the AM’s 
social communities.

The AM’s Facebook following increased 19.5%, with post 
reach also increasing significantly. Each post was seen by 
an average of 11,000 users, compared with 8000 users in 
2015-16.

The AM’s video content, including Facebook live videos, 
was viewed 536,000 times – a 98% increase from 2015-16.

The AM’s Instagram following increased by 52%. Use of the 
Instagram Stories feature proved successful in reaching a 
younger demographic, with a notable increase in followers 
aged 18-24.

Social content also continued to deliver traffic to the AM 
website, with 197,000 website visits driven through social 
posts in 2016-17 – an increase of 6.5% from 2015-16. 

Membership targets exceeded

The AM Members program encourages a closer 
relationship with the AM, through tailored programs, entry 
to the AM Members lounge, invitations to special events, 
discounts and reciprocal benefits at a number of national 
and international museums. AM Members are among the 
AM’s most engaged audiences. Programs for members are 
aimed at providing unique experiences including exclusive 
previews, road trips and behind-the-scenes tours.

In 2016-17, AM welcomed 7886 new members, growing 
the community by 24%. The increase in members can be 
attributed to the popularity of Spiders: Alive & Deadly, a 
strong Christmas gift membership campaign, a Seniors  
Day promotion and an increase in digital marketing and 
onsite promotion.

Above: Aboriginal Elders and Milan Dhiyaan conducting a cleansing 
ceremony with AM staff in the historic Long Gallery
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Tourism

During the last quarter of 2016-17, the AM embarked on 
an audit of the tourism offering with a view to enhance 
inbound tourism activities and corresponding revenue.

In 2016/17 22% of the Museum’s attendees were 
international visitors. The top international visitor groups 
were mainland China, USA and the UK, which together 
made up over half of international visitors. A quarter 
of international visitors were from a Chinese country 
(mainland China, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan). 

Simplified Chinese text is included in a number of 
exhibitions including Australian Geographic Nature 
Photographer of the Year. Several additional services are 
being developed to service international visitors, including 
a Mandarin mini-website and an expanded suite of audio 
tours in English and Mandarin. 

Eureka Prizes awarded

In August 2016, the AM, in collaboration with 21 sponsors 
and supporters, presented the 27th year of the AM Eureka 
Prizes. The prizes recognised achievement across four 
categories: research & innovation; leadership; science 
communication; and school science.

On 31 August 2016, the AM Eureka Prizes program 
culminated in the celebration of finalists and winners at 
the award dinner at Sydney Town Hall, attended by over 
650 guests.

There were 49 finalists shortlisted, (including teams). A 
total of 16 Eureka Prizes, worth $160,000 in prize money, 
were awarded in recognition of outstanding contributions 
to Australian science. 

Philanthropy increases significantly

Philanthropic support for the AM Foundation and the AM 
Trust increased 34% to $1,115,014. This growth was largely 
driven by the 200 Treasures of the Australian Museum 
campaign to restore the Westpac Long Gallery. In March, 
the annual Gala Dinner, “The Night at the Museum”, 
celebrated the AM’s 190th anniversary. The celebration 
featured a performance by soprano Amelia Farrugia and a 
special anniversary message from Sir David Attenborough. 
The dinner raised a record $191,540 for the 200 Treasures 
of the Australian Museum. For a list of donors and 
supporters please see Appendix W.

Partnerships and sponsors 

The AM’s exhibitions and programs were supported by 
over 45 partners during 2016-17. This support included: 
the Spiders: Alive & Deadly and Australian Geographic 
Nature Photographer of the Year exhibitions at the AM; as 
well as T.rex on Tour; the Adventure World Talks series; the 
annual Eureka Prizes; and the Science Festival programs. 
AM partners contributed more than $2 million value 
in-kind (including goods and services) throughout the 
financial year. The combined value of financial and in-kind 
support from AM partners totalled $3,600,000.  

Digital experience enhanced

In April 2017, in celebration of the AM’s 190th anniversary, 
the Digital team launched a new version of the AM’s  
mobile app. Designed to enhance “visitor experience” 
before, during and after visiting the AM. This version 
provides information on current and upcoming exhibitions 
and events.

Users can explore the permanent AM galleries and 
facilities, discover what’s on at the museum and make 
bookings, take a self-guided audio tour through exhibitions 
and discover the stories behind an object or specimen 
on display. The app features content in simplified Chinese 
and an audio descriptive tour of the Dinosaurs Gallery 
created in partnership with Vision Australia.

Digital engagement through the AM website and social 
channels was enhanced by including more than 40 online 
videos promoting events, research and exhibitions.

The AM podcast series AMplify published 18 audio 
podcasts featuring Director & CEO Kim McKay AO ‘Live at 
the AM’. The series was listened to over 1300 times in 35 
countries via Soundcloud, social media sharing and iTunes 
subscriptions – a 60% increase from the previous year.

The Digital team produced an augmented reality mobile 
app, which included location markers around the City of 
Sydney for the Spiders: Alive & Deadly exhibition. The app 
was complemented by social media videos promoting the 
“bring spiders to life” experience.

A Christmas Beetle naming competition featured 
a Christmas Beetle mobile app, developed by AM 
entomologists. This competition generated over 2000 
entries, resulting in nine new beetle names.

Working closely with the Digital Collections and Citizen 
Science unit, the Digital team developed the StreamWatch 
website and the AM’s flagship citizen-science project 
FrogID. This work included production of the content 
management system, website and FrogID mobile app in 
partnership with IBM.

Right: “A Night at the Museum” Gala Dinner celebrating the 
AM’s 190th Anniversary. Photograph by Tim Levy
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Corporate Resources,  
Commercial & Finance
Highlights

The Corporate Resources, Commercial and Finance 
Division has 44 full-time equivalent staff spread across 
Finance, Human Resources, ICT, Work Health & Safety, 
Building Services, Commercial, Security and Master 
Planning. 

Major highlights include:

 · the restoration of the Long Gallery

 · completion and submission of the site Master Plan and 
the Master Plan Final Business Case for Gateway Review 

 · appointment of a new caterer

 · the creation of a commercial kitchen for retail and 
venue catering

 · completion of significant building maintenance projects

 · improvements to infrastructure to support people with 
disabilities

 · significant technology upgrades in ICT and security

 · the collection move and fit out to shared storage 
facilities at the Museums Discovery Centre, Castle Hill

 · an excellent WHS record

 · improved risk management

 · cutover to a new SAP ERP system and the creation of 
business partners in HR and Finance to support the 
needs of the museum’s departments

Human Resources (HR)

Based on employee feedback to the 2015-16 People Matter 
Employee Survey, HR has re-designed and implemented 
a new Performance Development Plan (PDP) process 
for employees. The new PDP aids staff and managers 
to understand their roles and effectively plan team and 
individual operational goals. The feedback obtained 
from these PDPs will also enable HR to strategise and 
implement a series of development opportunities for staff 
and managers.

The Building Performance Management training workshop 
was one of HR’s initiatives, derived from PDP information 
and divisional needs to support managers in motivating 
and developing their teams. HR has offered this workshop, 
and other training workshops, to all managers and staff.

The Manager Excellence Module was rolled out in response 
to PDP feedback. This program was produced to assist 
managers meet the AM’s requirements and expectations.

Above: New AM collections storage facility at the Museums Discovery 
Centre, Castle Hill
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Security

In response to the ongoing national terrorism threat, and 
in order to better serve all visitors and staff, the AM has 
upgraded its security capability and processes.

Focus has been placed on strengthening relationships 
with other cultural institutions, running emergency 
exercises to better prepare the AM for emergencies, 
working closely with NSW Police and implementing several 
security technology upgrades, including:

 · Installation of a new digital radio communications 
system

 · Redesigning the main and support security control 
rooms

 · Installing a new digital CCTV system to replace the 
analogue system

 · Increasing CCTV coverage throughout the AM

 · Redesigning the SiPass Access Control system

 · Installing a contemporary security system at the Castle 
Hill collection area, including an elevator air lock

These security measures also help to ensure the ongoing 
protection of the AM’s 18.5 million objects. 

Members of the AM Security and Emergency Response 
team coordinated and delivered security for numerous 
on-site events, including a visit to the AM by the Vice-
President of the United States of America.

ICT/Technology 

Many ICT technology upgrades have been implemented 
during 2016-17 including:

 · 252 redundant PCs were replaced with current 
hardware and the latest operating systems to meet 
computing needs of staff and network security 
requirements

 · 32 new virtual servers were created with the latest 
operating systems to maintain operations and 38 servers 
were decommissioned as their roles have been replaced 

 · Continued access to more cloud-based services 
by implementing Infrastructure as a Service IaaS 
(Firewalls, Storage, Servers), Platform as a Service PaaS 
(SharePoint), Software as a Service SaaS (Office365, 
Adobe CC, Online ticketing) and Federated Directory 
Services FDS in Microsoft Azure private cloud

 · Internet bandwidth at the AM was upgraded to 10Gbps 
with AARNet, to ensure responsive access to cloud-
based applications 

The HR team developed and delivered introductory 
training workshops for the newly-implemented Justice 
SAP ESS and MMS system. These workshops were 
accompanied by a series of supporting SAP material, 
created by HR, which include system snapshots, in-house 
production videos and step-by-step instructional notes. 
These were created as part of the change management 
plan and in response to a training needs analysis. 

Work health & safety

A new system of chemical classification and hazard 
communication, GHS, came into effect in January 
2017. GHS stands for “Globally Harmonised System of 
Classification and Labelling of Chemicals”. The GHS system 
replaces the previous Approved Criteria for Classifying 
Hazardous Substances.

The AM undertook an entire site wide chemical audit 
with assistance from a chemical engineering consultant. 
In line with the audit report recommendations: training 
was provided to all staff; a large amount of redundant 
chemicals were safely discarded; new Safety Data Sheets 
(SDS) and folders were compiled replacing the redundant 
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS); and GHS compliant 
signage was affixed to all laboratories and wet and dry 
collection areas.

Sustainability/Building Services 

Building Services has focused on several projects over the 
past 12 months. These include:

 · Development of the AM carbon footprint baseline, 
which positions the museum to develop a Sustainability 
Action Plan and build a framework to be carbon neutral 
by 2020

 · Commencement of the Westpac Long Gallery base build 
construction works, including new balustrades, flooring, 
air conditioning, lighting, paint, stairs and public 
address system

 · Completion of the A1 gallery conversion, including 
relocation of collection objects and base build 
refurbishment for use as a gallery space

 · Upgrade of bathroom facilities, including Level 4 and 
Lower Ground Lewis Wing

 · Completion of disability accessible office space

 · Refurbishment of the café and kitchen for the new 
rooftop café

 · Site maintenance  included painting, waterproofing, 
cleaning, gardening, electrical, plumbing and 
mechanical works
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 · Replaced the ageing data cable network with a high 
speed fibre-optic backbone and new data switching, 
to support high bandwidth software applications and 
reduce the risk of network failure from ageing hardware

 · Meeting room audio visual/conferencing infrastructure 
installed to improve the customer and staff experience, 
and to provide an improved commercial offering to 
customers of venue spaces 

 · Extension of computing network by connecting with 
GovDC datacentre to access SAP and the Castle Hill site, 
enabling redundancy of systems

 · Continuous improvement program initiated to upgrade 
many business productivity software applications

 · ICT roadmap developed for the AM Master Plan

Finance

SAP System Upgrade

The AM upgraded from SAP By Design to SAP ECC in 
February. SAP ECC is a solution-as-service platform 
hosted by the Department of Justice, with the AM an 
independent client. The scope of the project covered 
Human Resources payroll, Employee and Manager 
Self-Service (ESS and MSS), Finance, Procurement and 
reporting. 

Key features of SAP in Human Resources include 
Enterprise structure, New South Wales government 
awards, flexible working agreements, time reporting 
management, organisation management including 
delegation, an ESS and MSS online portal, governance risk 
and compliance with role based access, and single sign-
on capability. In Finance, value added functionality was 
delivered in general ledger accounting, consolidation and 
external reporting, management accounting, purchasing 
and purchasing card administration, revenue, petty cash, 
treasury and tax management, fixed asset and project 
accounting. 

The SAP System Upgrade project was successfully 
delivered by a cross functional project team, with 
representatives from each division, robust testing and 
data migration, change management plans executed for 
smooth changeover, staff training, internal audit review 
and risk management.

Commercial: Food & Beverage, Venue Hire, 
Customer Service and Retail   

Food & Beverage and Venue Hire

The food and beverage offering at the AM was transformed 
with the engagement of a new onsite caterer to provide 
food retail and function services. The Rooftop café 
underwent a full renovation and was relaunched as  
“No.1 William” in October. In addition, the caterer 
delivered various pop-up retail food outlets during the 
year to support peak visitation periods and special events, 
such as the Free Weekend. Function venues saw minor 
service improvements during the year. Two new venues, 
“1892” (formerly “Night Parrot”) and the A1 gallery were 
integrated as function spaces.

Retail 

The retail focus for the year was on implementing a 
number of initiatives with the goal of optimising sales and 
profitability. This included reducing stock holding and 
consolidation of stock lines, as well as improving the store 
environment with new lighting, layout and merchandising. 
In addition, the retail team delivered bespoke 
merchandise for special exhibitions, including Spiders: 
Alive and Deadly and Transformations: Art of the Scott 
Sisters, and supported a number of internal programs.  

The retail store recorded an 18% sales increase during  
the year.   

Customer Service 

The Customer Service team provides the first point of 
contact for the wide range of AM visitors. Conversion rates 
from general admission to special exhibitions increased 
significantly with tickets available both online via an 
external ticket provider and at the AM. In collaboration 
with Retail, a new customer service training program was 
successfully developed and implemented.

The AM actively encourages customer feedback receiving 
290 suggestions over the year. Most of the feedback was 
positive with suggestions for improvements in relation 
to signage and wayfinding and the retail offering. Quite a 
number of patrons suggested that the AM should be free 
for all visitors not just children.

Information Management 

The Records Management program oversaw a major 
upgrade to the database from HP TRIM to Content 
Manager9. This has resulted in an increase in our user 
base, with 201 staff trained and a 60% increase in active 
users. A total of 1994 record files were created over the 
year. There has been a significant increase in the number 
of electronic documents created in the system, with 40,101 
documents registered. All Human Resource files are now 
created and maintained electronically. More than 50% of 
new records are now electronic.

Right: Celebrating International Women’s Day at Transformations: Art 
of the Scott Sisters exhibition. Photograph by Tim Levy
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Shell dolls, Hemple Bay, Groote Eylandt, Northern Territory. Collected by Frederick McCarthy during the 
American-Australian Scientific Expedition to Arnhem Land, 1948, on display in the Westpac Long Gallery. 
Photograph by Stuart Humphreys
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Financial commentary
The AM’s financial statements are presented in two parts 
due to the change in governance arrangements under the 
Government Sector Employment Act 2013. AM employees 
were transferred to a new entity, the AM Staff Agency 
in 2014. Separate reporting arrangements apply to each 
entity and these reports can be found in:

 · Part 4A Australian Museum Trust (page 46)

 · Part 4B Australian Museum Staff Agency (page 84)

Overall, the AM’s net result for 2016–17 was a net deficit 
of $825,000 against a net surplus of $1.33 million 2015–16.  
The deficit was mainly due to the write-off of end-of-life 
assets to the value of $1.2 million. Excluding this write-off, 
the net results was a surplus of $328,000.  

AM’s sales of goods and services (net of GST) were $8.611 
million (against $7.591 million in 2015–16). Total revenue 
from admissions was $4.728 million (up from $3.360 
million), with higher visitation than in the previous year. 

Employee-related expenditure was $20.767 million 
(down from $25.2 million), which included $4.5 million in 
redundancy payments. Other Operating Expenses were 
$15.703 million (up from $14.511 million). This included 
$1.987 million (up from $1.863 million) for maintaining AM’s 
heritage-classified buildings, which require specialised 
treatment and greater trades skills and administrative 
oversight than contemporary buildings. 

Accounts Payable Performance

AM measures and reports its accounts payable 
performance on the basis of creditor terms (see Table 
3.1). This is more stringent than the standard endorsed 
for government and small business suppliers by the 
Treasury. Late payments may occur due to invoice queries, 
necessitating payment delays. There has been no interest 
charged for delaying payments.

Measure Sept 16 Dec 16 Mar 17 Jun 17 Total

Invoices due for payment 1407 1548 1295 2004 6254

Invoices paid on time 1406 1541 1295 2002 6244

Invoices due for payment received from small businesses 5 - 3 7 15

Invoices from small businesses paid on time 5 - 3 7 15

Amount due for payment ($’000) 6293 6061 5205 11,032 28,591

Amount paid on time ($’000) 6291 6056 5205 11,031 28,584

Amount due for payment to small businesses ($’000) 3 - 11 4 18

Amount due to small businesses paid on time ($’000) 3 - 11 4 18

Number of payments for interest on overdue accounts ($’000) - - - - -

Interest paid on late accounts ($’000) - - - - -

Number of payments to small business for interest on overdue accounts - - - - -

Interest paid to small businesses on late accounts ($’000) - - - - -

Table 3.1  
Accounts payable performance by quarter, Australian Museum 2016–17
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
Australian Museum Trust  

 

To Members of the New South Wales Parliament 

Opinion  
I have audited the accompanying financial statements of Australian Museum Trust (the Museum), 
which comprise the statements of financial position as at 30 June 2017, the statements of 
comprehensive income, the statements of changes in equity and the statements of cash flows for the 
year then ended, notes comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory 
information of the Museum and the consolidated entity. The consolidated entity comprises the 
Museum and the entities it controlled at the year’s end or from time to time during the financial year. 

In my opinion, the financial statements: 

• give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Museum and the consolidated entity as 
at 30 June 2017, and of their financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in 
accordance with Australian Accounting Standards  

• are in accordance with section 41B of Public Finance and Audit Act 1983 (PF&A Act) and the 
Public Finance and Audit Regulation 2015. 

 

My opinion should be read in conjunction with the rest of this report.  

Basis for Opinion 
I conducted my audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under the 
standards are described in the ‘Auditor’s Responsibility for the Audit of the Financial Statements’ 
section of my report.  

I am independent of the Museum and the consolidated entity in accordance with the requirements of 
the: 

• Australian Auditing Standards  
• Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 ‘Code of Ethics for 

Professional Accountants’ (APES 110). 
 

I have also fulfilled my other ethical responsibilities in accordance with APES 110. 

Parliament further promotes independence by ensuring the Auditor-General and the Audit Office of 
New South Wales are not compromised in their roles by: 

• providing that only Parliament, and not the executive government, can remove an Auditor–
General 

• mandating the Auditor-General as auditor of public sector agencies 
• precluding the Auditor-General from providing non-audit services.  
 

I believe the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
audit opinion.  
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The Trustees’ Responsibility for the Financial Statements  
The Trustees of the Museum are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial 
statements in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the PF&A Act, and for such 
internal control as the Trustees determine is necessary to enable the preparation and fair presentation 
of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

In preparing the financial statements, the Trustees must assess the ability of the Museum and the 
consolidated entity to continue as a going concern except where operations will be dissolved by an Act 
of Parliament or otherwise cease. The assessment must, disclose, as applicable, matters related to 
going concern and the appropriateness of using the going concern basis of accounting. 

Auditor’s Responsibility for the Audit of the Financial Statements 
My objectives are to: 

• obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and  

• issue an Independent Auditor’s Report including my opinion.  
 

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but does not guarantee an audit conducted in 
accordance with Australian Auditing Standards will always detect material misstatements. 
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error. Misstatements are considered material if, individually or 
in aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions users take 
based on the financial statements. 

A description of my responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located at the Auditing 
and Assurance Standards Board website at: 
http://www.auasb.gov.au/auditors_responsibilities/ar3.pdf. 
The description forms part of my auditor’s report. 

My opinion does not provide assurance: 

• that the Museum or the consolidated entity carried out their activities effectively, efficiently and 
economically 

• about the assumptions used in formulating the budget figures disclosed in the financial 
statements 

• about the security and controls over the electronic publication of the audited financial 
statements on any website where they may be presented 

• about any other information which may have been hyperlinked to/from the financial statements. 
 

 

 

 

James Sugumar 
Director, Financial Audit Services 

 

29 September 2017 
SYDNEY 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
Australian Museum Trust Staff Agency 

 

To Members of the New South Wales Parliament 

Opinion 
I have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Australian Museum Trust Staff Agency 
(the Staff Agency), which comprise the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2017, the 
statement of comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for 
the year then ended, notes comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other 
explanatory information. 

In my opinion, the financial statements: 

• give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Staff Agency as at 30 June 2017, and of 
its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with 
Australian Accounting Standards  

• are in accordance with section 41B of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983 (PF&A Act) and 
the Public Finance and Audit Regulation 2015. 

 

My opinion should be read in conjunction with the rest of this report. 

Basis for Opinion 
I conducted my audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under the 
standards are described in the ‘Auditor’s Responsibility for the Audit of the Financial Statements’ 
section of my report.  

I am independent of the Staff Agency in accordance with the requirements of the: 

• Australian Auditing Standards  
• Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 ‘Code of Ethics for 

Professional Accountants’ (APES 110). 
 

I have fulfilled my other ethical responsibilities in accordance with APES 110. 

Parliament promotes independence by ensuring the Auditor-General and the Audit Office of 
New South Wales are not compromised in their roles by: 

• providing that only Parliament, and not the executive government, can remove an Auditor-
General 

• mandating the Auditor-General as auditor of public sector agencies 
• precluding the Auditor-General from providing non-audit services. 
 

I believe the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
audit opinion.  
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The Executive Director’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements  
The Executive Director of the Australian Museum is responsible for the preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the 
PF&A Act, and for such internal control as the Executive Director determines is necessary to enable 
the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements that are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

In preparing the financial statements, the Executive Director must assess the Staff Agency’s ability to 
continue as a going concern except where the Staff Agency will be dissolved by an Act of Parliament 
or otherwise cease operations. The assessment must disclose, as applicable, matters related to going 
concern and the appropriateness of using the going concern basis of accounting. 

Auditor’s Responsibility for the Audit of the Financial Statements 
My objectives are to: 

• obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error 

• issue an Independent Auditor’s Report including my opinion.  
 

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but does not guarantee an audit conducted in 
accordance with Australian Auditing Standards will always detect material misstatements. 
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error. Misstatements are considered material if, individually or in 
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions users take based 
on the financial statements. 

A description of my responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located at the Auditing 
and Assurance Standards Board website at: www.auasb.gov.au/auditors_responsibilities/ar4.pdf. 
The description forms part of my auditor’s report. 

My opinion does not provide assurance: 

• that the Staff Agency carried out its activities effectively, efficiently and economically  
• about the security and controls over the electronic publication of the audited financial 

statements on any website where they may be presented 
• about any other information which may have been hyperlinked to/from the financial statements. 
 

 

 

 

James Sugumar 
Director, Financial Audit Services 

 

29 September 2017 
SYDNEY 
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2017 2016
 $’000  $’000 

EXPENSES
Salaries and wages (including recreation leave)        17,711              17,313 
Superannuation          1,667                1,756 
Payroll Tax and Fringe Benefit Tax          1,005                1,124 
Long service leave             206                   212 
Workers' compensation insurance             178                   389 
Redundancy                -                  4,486 
Other                -                       13 
Total expenses        20,767              25,293 

INCOME
Personnel services         20,323              24,646 

Acceptance by the Crown Entity of employee benefits and other liabilities 2             444                   647 

Total income        20,767              25,293 
Net result                -                        -   

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.

Statement  of comprehensive income for the year ended 30 June 2017

Notes

1
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Statement of financial position as at 30 June 2017

2017 2016
$’000 $’000

ASSETS

Current assets

Receivable from the Trust 2,615 2,478
Total current assets          2,615 2,478

Total assets          2,615 2,478

LIABILITIES

Current liabilities
Payables 3 187 133
Provisions 4 2,376                  2,293 

Total current liabilities          2,563                  2,426 

Non-current liabilities

Provisions 5               52                       52 

Total non-current liabilities               52                       52 

Total liabilities          2,615 2,478

Net assets                -                         -   

EQUITY

Accumulated funds                -                         -   

Total equity                -                         -   

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.

Notes

2
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Statement of changes in equity for the year ended 30 June 2017

Accumulated 
Funds

Accumulated 
Funds

2017 2016
$’000 $’000

Balance at the beginning of the year

Net result for the year                    -                      -   
Other comprehensive income                    -                      -   
Total comprehensive income for the year                    -                      -   

Transactions with owners in their capacity as owners

Increase/(decrease) in net assets from equity transfers                    -                      -   

Balance at the end of the year                    -                      -   

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.

Statement of cash flows for the year ended 30 June 2017

2017 2016
$’000 $’000

Net cash flows from operating activities                    -                      -   
Net cash flows from investing activities                    -                      -   
Net cash flows from financing activities                    -                      -   

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents                    -                      -   

Opening cash and cash equivalents                    -                      -   

Closing cash and cash equivalents                    -                      -   

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.

Notes

3
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Australian Museum Trust Staff Agency
Notes to the Financial Statements for the period ended 30 June 2017

Financial Statements 2016-17

1.

 
(d)   Comparative information

Except when an Australian Accounting Standards permits or requires otherwise, comparative information is presented in
respect of the previous period for all amounts reported in the financial statements. Comparative figures are for the period 01
July 2015 to 30 June 2016.

The financial statements and notes comply with Australian Accounting Standards, which include Australian Accounting
Interpretations.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT  ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(a)   Reporting entity

The Australian Museum Trust Staff (AMS) Agency was created by Administrative Order on 24th February 2014 under the
Government Sector Employment Act 2013 (GSE Act) . The sole objective of the AMS is to provide personnel services to the
Australian Museum Trust (The Trust).

The AMS is a reporting entity controlled by the Trust and these financial statements are consolidated into the financial
statements of the Trust.

These financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2017 have been authorised for issue by the Director and Trust
President on 29 September 2017.

(b)   Basis of preparation

The AMS’s financial statements are general purpose financial statements which have been prepared on an accrual basis and
in accordance with:

- applicable Australian Accounting Standards (which include Australian Accounting Interpretations);
- requirements of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983  and the Public Finance and Audit Regulation 2015 .

The financial statements are prepared on a historical cost basis.

Critical accounting estimates

The preparation of the financial statements requires the use of certain critical accounting estimates. It also requires
management to exercise its judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying value of assets and liabilities that are
not readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may differ from these estimates. The estimates and underlying
assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Judgements, key assumptions and estimations that management has made
are disclosed in the relevant notes to the financial statements.

The financial statements are presented in Australian dollars and all values are rounded to nearest thousand dollars ($000)
unless otherwise stated. 

(c)   Statement of compliance

4
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(i) Salaries and wages, annual leave, sick leave and on-costs

Salaries and wages (including non-monetary benefits), annual leave and paid sick leave expected to be settled wholly
within 12 months after the end of the period in which the employee render the service are recognised short-term and
measured at undiscounted amounts based on amounts expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled.

It is unlikely that the annual leave benefit will be settled wholly before 12 months after the end of the annual reporting
period. As a result, annual leave is likely to be a long term employee benefit which the Standard requires to be
measured at present value.
If applicable, long-term annual leave that is not expected to be taken within twelve months is measured at present value
in accordance with AASB 119 Employee Benefits . Market yields on government bonds are used to discount long-term
annual leave.

However, the impact of reclassification from a short-term (undiscounted) employee benefit to a long-term employee
benefit (present value) is immaterial. Actuarial advice obtained by NSW Treasury supports the view that the impact of
inflation and discounting is immaterial to annual leave. 

As per the Treasury Circular (NSW TC 15/09) the annual leave-on-annual leave liability is calculated at a factor of 7.9%
on the nominal value of annual leave.

Unused non-vesting sick leave does not give rise to a liability, as it is not considered probable that sick leave taken in
the future will be greater than the benefits accrued in the future.

The outstanding amounts of payroll tax, workers’ compensation insurance premiums and fringe benefits tax, which are
consequential to the provision of personnel services are recognised as liabilities and expenses where the personnel
services to which they relate have been recognised.

(h)   Employee benefit provisions and expenses

A short-term payable with no stated interest rate is measured at historical cost if the effect of discounting is immaterial.

(e)   Income

Income is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable. Revenue from the rendering of personnel
services is recognised when the service is provided and only to the extent that the associated recoverable expenses are
recognised.

(f)    Receivables

A receivable is recognised when it is probable that the future cash inflows associated with it will be realised and it has a value
that can be measured reliably. It is derecognised when the contractual or other rights to future cash flows from it expire or are
transferred.

A receivable is measured initially at fair value and subsequently at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method,
less any allowance for impairment. A short-term receivable with no stated interest rate is measured at the original invoice
amount where the effect of discounting is immaterial. An invoiced receivable is due for settlement within thirty days of
invoicing.

(g)   Payables

Payables include accrued wages, salaries, and related on costs (such as- payroll tax, fringe benefits tax and workers’
compensation insurance) where there is certainty as to the amount and timing of settlement.

A payable is recognised when a present obligation arises under a contract or otherwise. It is derecognised when the
obligation expires or is discharged, cancelled or substituted.

5
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(ii) Long service leave and superannuation 

The Crown assumes the liabilities for long service leave (LSL) and defined benefit superannuation. The AMS and the
Trust do not recognise LSL liabilities in the financial statements. Consequently, AMS and the Trust accounts for the
equivalent expense and equivalent revenue in its financial statements for the liabilities assumed by the Crown, based
on certain factors and Treasury calculations, as outlined in NSW TC 15/09.

Long service leave is measured at present value in accordance with AASB 119 Employee Benefits. This is based on
the application of certain factors for employees with five or more years of service using current rates of pay. These
factors were determined based on an actuarial review to approximate present value.

The superannuation expense for the financial year is determined by using the formulae specified in the NSW TC 14/05.
The expense for certain superannuation schemes (i.e. Basic Benefit and First State Super) is calculated as a
percentage of the employees’ salary. For other superannuation schemes (i.e. State Superannuation Scheme and State
Authorities Superannuation Scheme), the expense is calculated as a multiple of the employees’ superannuation
contributions.

All annual leave and any LSL on-costs (whether or not it is expected to be settled within 12 months) is presented as a
current liability in the Statement of Financial Position in accordance with AASB 101 Presentation of Financial
Statements .

(iii) Other provisions 

Other provisions exist when the AMS has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of a past event; it is
probable that an overflow of resources will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of
the amount of the obligation.

Any provisions for restructuring are recognised only when the AMS has a detailed formal plan and the Trust has raised
a valid expectation in those affected by the restructuring that it will carry out the restructuring by starting to implement
the plan or announcing its main features to be affected.

If the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are discounted at a percentage, which is a pre-tax rate
that reflects the current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the liability.

Fees ($6,000) for audit of the financial statements are met by the Trust.

At the reporting date all the new and revised Standards and Interpretations issued by the Australian Accounting 
Standards Board (The AASB) that are relevant to Staff Agency operations and effective for the current annual reporting 
period have been adopted.

The AMS has not applied any new accounting standards or interpretations that are not yet effective and the expected 
impact of standards not yet adopted is not expected to be significant.

(i)    Audit fees

(j)    Accounting standards issued but not yet effective

6
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2017 2016
Notes

Superannuation-defined benefits                  217                  281 

Long service leave                  215                  351 

Payroll tax                    12                    15 

                 444                  647 

3 PAYABLES
Accrued salaries, wages and on-costs                    58                    22 
Payroll Tax and FBT                  129                  111 
Total payables                  187                  133 

4 PROVISIONS 

Current 

Recreation leave               1,780               1,689 
Long services leave on-costs                  596                  604 
Total current provisions               2,376               2,293 

5 PROVISIONS 

Non-current 

Long services leave on-costs                    52                    52 
Total non-current provisions                    52                    52 

 $’000 

2 ACCEPTANCE OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND 
OTHER LIABILITIES BY THE GOVERNMENT 
(CROWN):

 $’000 

7
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6 CONTINGENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

7

(a)

2017 2016

Notes Category

Financial Assets
Class:

Receivables1 Loans and receivables (at amortised cost) 2,615 2,478 

Financial Liabilities

Class:

Payables2 Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost 58 22 

(b)

(c)

Liquidity risk is the risk that the entity will be unable to meet its payment obligations when they fall due. The entity’s exposure to liquidity
risk is deemed insignificant based on prior periods’ data and current assessment of risk. 

The liabilities are recognised for amounts due to be paid in the future for goods or services received, whether or not invoiced. Amounts
owing to suppliers (which are unsecured) are settled in accordance with the policy set out in NSW TC 11/12. 

Notes

As at 30 June 2017, the entity had debtors of $2.6 million (2016: $2.5 million) which represent personnel services receivable from the
Trust.  There are no receivables past due or impaired.

Liquidity risk

Credit risk arises when there is the possibility that the counterparty will default on their contractual obligations, resulting in a financial
loss to the entity. The maximum exposure to credit risk is generally represented by the carrying amount of the financial assets (net of
any allowance for impairment). 
Credit risk arises from the financial assets of the entity. No collateral is held by the entity. The entity has not granted any financial
guarantees.

Credit Risk

Receivables

The Treasury Managed Fund normally calculates hindsight premiums each year. However in regard to workers compensation the final
adjustment calculations are in arrears. 

The AMS has no material contingent assets or liabilities as at 30 June 2017 (2016:NIL)

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

The entity’s principal financial instruments are outlined below. These financial instruments arise directly from the entity’s operations or
are required to finance the entity’s operations. The entity does not enter into or trade financial instruments, including derivative financial
instruments, for speculative purposes. 

The entity’s main risks arising from financial instruments are outlined below, together with the entity’s objectives, policies and processes
for measuring and managing risk. Further quantitative and qualitative disclosures are included throughout these financial statements. 

 $’000  $’000 

The Internal Audit and Risk Committee (IARC) has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of risk management and
reviews and agrees policies for managing each of these risks. Risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the
risks faced by the entity, to set risk limits and controls and to monitor risks. Compliance with policies is reviewed by the IARC on a
continuous basis.  

1. Excludes statutory receivables and prepayments (i.e. not within scope of AASB 7).
2. Excludes statutory payables and unearned revenue (i.e. not within scope of AASB 7).

Financial instrument categories

8
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Australian Museum Trust Staff Agency
Notes to the Financial Statements for the period ended 30 June 2017

Financial Statements 2016-17

Weighted 
Average 
Effective 
Int. Rate

Nominal 
Amount 1

Non-
interest 
bearing

$’000 $’000
<1 yr 1-5 yrs >5 yrs
$’000 $’000 $’000

0%            58            58            58             -               -   
           58            58            58             -               -   

0%            22            22            22             -               -   
           22            22            22             -               -   

(d)

(d)

8 COMMITMENTS FOR EXPENDITURE

9

2017
$'000

   Salaries 278
23

Total Remuneration 301

The AMS's Key Management Personnel (KMP) compensation are as follows:

Short-term employee benefits:

   Other monetary allowances

The table below summarises the maturity profile of the AMS’s financial liabilities, together with the interest rate exposure.

1. The amounts disclosed are the contractual undiscounted cash flows of each class of financial liabilities, therefore the
amounts disclosed above will not reconcile to the statement of the financial position.

The AMS does not have any commitments for expenditure at 30 June 2017 (2016:NIL).

wages  and on-costs

Payables:

Note

Accrued salaries,
wages  and on-costs

Market risk
Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market prices. The entity has no exposure to interest rate risk, foreign currency risk and does not enter
into commodity contracts. 

Fair value measurement
Financial instruments are recognised at cost, the amortised cost of financial instruments recognised in the statement
of financial position approximates the fair value, because of the short-term nature of many of the financial
instruments.

7 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued)

Maturity Analysis  and interest rate exposure of financial liabilities

2016

Maturity Dates

2017
Payables:
Accrued salaries,

RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES

9
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Australian Museum Trust Staff Agency
Notes to the Financial Statements for the period ended 30 June 2017

Financial Statements 2016-17

10

During the year, the AMS did not enter into material transactions with its KMP, her close family members and 
controlled or jointly controlled entities thereof.  

No significant events have occurred since the end of the reporting period which would impact the financial position of
the entity at 30 June 2017.

END OF AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

EVENTS  AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD

10
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Faceted sapphires, Anakie Queensland
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Appendix A:
Organisational chart

Director & CEO 
Kim McKay AO

Director & CEO’s Office
Manager, Public Affairs  
& Community Relations
Amanda Farrar

Director, Corporate 
Resources,
Commercial & CFO
Paul Ryan

Marketing, Communications  
& Development
A/Director, Marketing & 
Communications  
Jacinta Spurrett
Director, Development
Tehmi Sukhla

A/Director, Programs, 
Exhibitions & Cultural 
Collections  
Dr Jennifer Newell 
Steven Alderton resigned 
February 2017

Director, AMRI, Education
& Lifelong Learning  
Dr Rebecca Johnson

Human Resources
Maggie Chien

Finance Operations 
Emmanuel Dalusang

ICT
Michael Brady

Aboriginal & Torres Strait 
Island Collection
Sharni Jones

Pacific Collection
Dr Michael Mel
& Dr Jennifer Newell

Materials Conservation
Colin Macgregor

Archives, Rare Books
& Library Collections
Vanessa Finney

Australian Centre for
Wildlife Genomics
Dr Greta Frankham 
& Scott Ginn

Education & Life Long 
Learning
Fara Pelarek

Life Science
Cameron Slatyer

Marketing & Memberships
Christine Bradburn

Communications
Vacant

Development
Michael Zwecker

Partnerships
Alex Boyce

Finance Business Partner
Jai Desai

Facilities & Security Services
Greg Pratt

Commercial Operations
Serafina Froio

Exhibitions
Gillian Scott

Programming
Mathieu Ravier

Digital Collections
& Citizen Science
Paul Flemons

Lizard Island Research 
Station
Dr Anne Hoggett  
& Dr Lyle Vail 

Eureka Prizes
Cara Bevington

Digital 
Megan Lawrence

NSW Minister for Resources,  
Energy and Utilities, and the Arts

NSW Department of Planning  
& Environment – Arts, Screen  
& Culture

Australian Museum Trust 
Catherine Livingston AO 
Chair

M
an

ag
er

s

At 30 June 2017
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Appendix B:
Trustees of the 
Australian Museum

The AM is governed by a Trust established under the 
Australian Museum Trust Act 1975. The Trust has 11 
members, including representatives with knowledge 
or experience in the areas of science, education and 
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Island cultures. Trustees met  
bi-monthly during the year, with attendances recorded  
in Table B.1.

Table B.1  
Trustees of the Australian Museum and their attendance at Trust 
meetings, 2016–17 

Trustee Meetings attended

Catherine Livingstone AO (President) 5 of 6

David Armstrong 6 of 6

Jennifer Bott AO 5 of 6

Paul Connor 5 of 6

Prof Merlin Crossley 6 of 6

Belinda Gibson 6 of 6

Steven Gregg 4 of 6

Dr Elie Hammam 3 of 3

Dr Rod Kefford AM, FACE 6 of 6

Robynne Quiggin 4 of 6

David Sherley 4 of 6

Catherine Livingstone AO

Catherine Livingstone was appointed President of 
Trustees when she joined the Australian Museum Trust 
in January 2012. She was appointed Chairman of the 
Commonwealth Bank of Australia in January 2017, having 
been a director since 2016. She is also a Director of Worley 
Parsons Ltd (since 2007), Saluda Medical Pty Ltd and The 
George Institute for Global Health; as well as being on the 
Australian Ballet’s Board of Directors, a member of the 
Commonwealth Science Council and Chancellor at The 
University of Technology Sydney since 2016.  

Catherine’s former appointments include: President of 
the Business Council of Australia (2014-16); Chair of Telstra 
Corporation (2009-16); Chair of CSIRO (2001-06) and the 
Australian Business Foundation (2002-05); and Director 
of Macquarie Group Ltd (2003-13), Rural Press Ltd (2000-
03) and Goodman Fielder Ltd (2000-03). She was CEO 
and Managing Director of Cochlear Ltd (1994-2000) and 
a member of the NSW Innovation & Productivity Council. 

Catherine has received a number of awards and was 
the recipient of NSW Distinguished Fellows Award AICD 
(2011) and the Alumni Award for Distinguished Service 
(Professional Category) from Macquarie University (2006). 
She was made an Officer of the Order of Australia in 2008 
for services to the development of science, technology 
and innovation policies, business and management. 

David Armstrong 

David Armstrong is a chartered accountant and non-
executive Director of the National Australia Bank. He is a 
Director of the Opera Australia Capital Fund, the Museum’s 
Lizard Island Reef Research Foundation and the George 
Institute. David was a partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers 
(PwC) for 24 years, specialising in providing professional 
services for financial services organisations throughout 
his career and has lived and worked in London and New 
York.  He has a BBus (UTS) and is a fellow of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in Australia. He was appointed to 
the Trust in January 2014.  

Jennifer Bott AO 

Jennifer Bott is a professional mentor, board member, 
project manager and consultant. She is currently Senior 
Consultant, Innovation and Development at the Museum 
of Australian Democracy at Old Parliament House, Chair 
of the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA), Director 
of the NIDA Foundation Trust and Artistic Director of the 
Canberra Writers Festival. She is also a board member 
of the Sydney Orthopaedic Research Institute and the 
Bundanon Trust. 

Previously, Jennifer served as Acting Director and then 
Special Advisor at the National Portrait Gallery of Australia, 
CEO of the Australia Council for the Arts from 1999-2006 
and Chief Executive of the University of New South Wales 
Foundation. Jennifer was awarded an AO in 2012 for 
distinguished service to the arts through executive and 
leadership roles in national cultural organisations and to 
the development of policy reform initiatives promoting 
funding and best practice. She was appointed to the Trust 
in January 2015.
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Paul Connor 

Paul Connor is an architect, artist and founding 
director of the NSW Parliament Plein Air Painting Prize. 
Paul completed his BArch (hons) at The University of 
Sydney in 1985 and spent his early professional life with 
internationally renowned architect John Andrews and 
teaching at The University of Sydney. In 1996, having 
started a lasting interest in the arid zone of far western 
NSW, he was awarded first class honours in Masters of 
Fine Arts at the College of Fine Art University of New 
South Wales for research in the area. Paul has had many 
solo and joint art exhibitions, and is represented in both 
government and private collections. He is a founding 
partner of COSCO Architecture. Paul was appointed to the 
Trust in May 2010.   

Professor Merlin Crossley 

Merlin Crossley is the Deputy Vice-Chancellor Education 
at the University of New South Wales (UNSW). Prior to 
taking that position he was Dean of Science at UNSW. 
A molecular biologist by training, he studied at the 
Universities of Melbourne and Oxford (as a Rhodes 
Scholar) and has researched gene regulation and genetic 
disease at Oxford, Harvard, University of Sydney and 
UNSW. His awards include the Australian Academy of 
Science’s Gottschalk Medal, the Royal Society of NSW’s 
Edgeworth David Medal, the Australian Society for 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology’s Roche Medal and 
the Lorne Genome Conference’s Julian Wells Medal. He is 
a committed undergraduate and post-graduate teacher 
and has received a Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Higher 
Research Degree Supervision. He was appointed to the 
Trust in January 2012.  

Belinda Gibson 

Belinda Gibson is a company director, business adviser 
and lawyer. She is a director of Citigroup Australia Pty Ltd, 
AUSGRID, Brisbane Airport Corporation and Thorn Group 
Ltd and a museum appointed trustee of The Lizard Island 
Reef Research Foundation. She chairs AMP’s Advice Review 
Panel. She is also a director of Chief Executive Women. 
Belinda joined ASIC as a Commissioner in November 2007 
and was appointed Deputy Chairman in May 2010, a role 
she held until May 2013. She was a partner of Mallesons 
StephenJaques for 20 years and partner in charge of 
Mallesons’ Sydney office (2000-03). She was a director 
of Airservices Australia (2000-04) and of The Sir Robert 

Menzies Foundation (1990-2007) after having received a 
Menzies Scholarship in 1982. Belinda’s qualifications include 
a BEc, LLB (Hons) (Sydney) and LLM (Hons) (Cambridge). She 
was appointed to the Trust in January 2013.

Steven Gregg 

Steven Gregg is a member of the Grant Samuel non-
executive Advisory Board and a non-executive Director of 
Tabcorp Holdings Ltd (since 2012), Caltex Limited (since 
2015), Challenger Ltd and Challenger Life Ltd (since 2012) 
and William Inglis & Son Ltd. He is currently Chairman 
of The Lorna Hodgkinson Sunshine Home. His past roles 
include non-executive Chairman of Goodman Fielder 
(2010-15) and Chairman of Austock Group Limited (2009- 
12). Steven has extensive Australian and international 
executive experience, with ABN Amro (as Senior Executive 
Vice President and Global Head of Investment Banking), 
Chase Manhattan, Lehman Brothers and AMP Morgan 
Grenfell. His most recent executive role was as Expert 
Partner (corporate finance) at McKinsey & Company 
in Australia and the US. He worked in the USA and UK 
resulting in an extensive executive career in management 
consulting and investment banking. He has a BComm 
(UNSW) and was appointed to the Trust in January 2014.

Dr Elie Hamman 

Dr Elie Hammam is a neurophysiologist with an awarded 
doctoral thesis from Western Sydney University (WSU). 
His research in integrative physiology is conducted at the 
School of Medicine, WSU, and abroad at the Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology. During his training, 
he was awarded several scholarships from national and 
international bodies, including the International Brain 
Research Organisation (IBRO). Elie is also a passionate 
higher education teacher with a special interest in 
Indigenous students’ medical education.

Since 2006, Elie has been a dedicated advocate for 
community welfare and led outreach programs to promote 
higher education and health in Western Sydney, for 
which he was highly commended by the Vice-Chancellors 
Excellence Award in Engagement. From 2013 to 2015, Elie 
was elected as the postgraduate member to the Board of 
Trustees, WSU (2013-2015) and in 2015 as a councillor of 
the Australian Medical Association (NSW). He graduated 
from the Australian Institute of Company Directors, having 
completed the Company Directors Course. Elie was 
appointed to the Trust in January 2016.
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Dr Rod Kefford AM, FACE 

Dr Rod Kefford was previously Headmaster of Barker 
College (1996-2013) and of Wesley College, Perth (1984-96). 
Dr Kefford was NSW/ACT Branch Chair of the Association 
of Heads of Independent Schools Australia (AHISA, 2006-
07), and a member of its national Board (1998-99 and 
2006-07).  In recognition of his contribution to AHISA and 
independent school leadership, he was made an Honorary 
Member of AHISA. As the inaugural Chair (2007-12), he 
played a key role in establishing the Independent Schools 
Teacher Accreditation Authority. He was also President 
of the Association of Independent Schools of Western 
Australia (1991-92) and Chair of the WA Chapter of the 
Australian College of Educators (1990-91). Dr Kefford was 
made a Member of the Order of Australia (AM) in 2008 
for service to primary and secondary education through 
administrative and teaching roles. He is a Fellow of the 
Australian College of Educators (FACE). His qualifications 
include BA (Hons), and MA (University of Sydney); MA (Hons) 
(Macquarie University); and Dip Ed, MEd Administration 
and PhD (University of New England). Dr Kefford was 
appointed to the Australian Museum Trust in March 2014. 

Robynne Quiggin 

Robynne Quiggin was the Deputy Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner for the 
Australian Human Rights Commission. Robynne is a 
Wiradjuri lawyer and has worked across legal and policy 
areas of relevance to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Australians, including human rights, consumer issues, 
financial services, governance, rights to culture, heritage 
and the arts. Robynne has served on the boards of the 
Arts Law Centre of Australia, the Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies and Gadigal 
Information Services (incorporating Koori Radio). She is 
Deputy Chair of the Bangarra Dance Theatre, Chair of 
Westpac’s Indigenous Advisory Committee and Chair of 
the Board of First Hand Solutions, an Aboriginal social 
enterprise. She has participated in a number of United 
Nations human rights and biodiversity forums and worked 
as a senior researcher and lecturer at the University 
of Technology, Sydney, Macquarie University and the 
University of Notre Dame. Robynne was the inaugural CEO 
of the Australian Indigenous Governance Institute and 
Senior Manager of ASIC’s Indigenous Outreach Program. 
Robynne was appointed to the Trust in January 2014.  

David Sherley 

David Sherley is the General Manager of Bathurst Regional 
Council, and is also a board member of both the Regional 
Development Australia Central West Committee. He 
has previously been a board member of Museums & 
Galleries NSW (which concluded in March 2014). David 
was an integral part of the team that coordinated “Band 
Town” in Bathurst during the 2000 Sydney Olympics, has 
been involved with the establishment and running of the 
Australian Fossil and Mineral Museum, Chifley Home & 
Education Centre, National Motor Racing Museum and the 
proposed Railway Museum in Bathurst. He has a Graduate 
Certificate in Museum Studies (Deakin University). As 
General Manager of the Bathurst Regional Council, he has 
also been involved with the operation of the Mt Panorama 
Motor Racing Circuit.  David has a BEc (University of 
Sydney) and a MBus (Charles Sturt University). He was 
appointed to the Trust in January 2009, and chaired the 
Internal Audit & Risk Committee from December 2011 to 
December 2014. 

Subcommittees

Internal Audit and Risk Committee

This committee ensures the sound financial position of 
the AM through regular reviews of its budget, finance and 
business decisions and policies that have an impact on 
these areas. The committee also has an important role 
in risk management, and audit through endorsement of 
internal and external audit plans, review of audit reports 
and the review of risk assessment and management. 
Trustees on the Internal Audit and Risk Committee at 
30 June 2017 were David Armstrong (Chair), Catherine 
Livingstone AO and David Sherley.

Science Advisory Board (SAB) 

The Science Advisory Board (previously Science Strategy 
Panel) was established as a subcommittee of the Trust in 
March 2012, and members at 30 June 2017 were:

 · Professor Merlin Crossley (Chair; Deputy Vice-
Chancellor Education University of New South Wales and 
AM Trustee)

 · Catherine Livingstone AO – (Chancellor of the University 
of Technology, Sydney and President of the AM Trust) 

 · Kim McKay AO – (ex officio, Director & CEO, AM)

 · Dr Rebecca Johnson – (ex officio, Director, Australian 
Museum Research Institute, Science & Learning)
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 · Dr Joanne Daly (Former Strategic Advisor, Science, 
Strategy & People, CSIRO, Advisory Board Member)

 · Professor John Mattick AO (Executive Director, Garvan 
Institute of Medical Research and genomics expert, 
Advisory Board Member)

 · Dr Jim Peacock AC (Fellow, CSIRO, former Chief Scientist 
of Australia and Advisory Board Member)

 · Professor Steve Simpson AC (ARC Laureate Fellow, 
University of Sydney with museum leadership experience, 
Advisory Board Member)

 · Dr Kate Wilson (Executive Director, Science, Office of 
Environment and Heritage, and Advisory Board Member)

 · Adam Williams (Science Educator, Summer Hill Public 
School, Science Education expert and Advisory Board 
Member)

The Terms of Reference for the Advisory Board are to:

 · provide advice to the Executive Director and CEO of 
the AM, the Director of AMRI and the AM Trust on the 
strategic direction of research and collections. 

In so doing, the Advisory Board will be mindful of the 
Australian Museum’s Act, and its responsibility to conduct 
work in biology and geology and anthropology, and of the 
current aspirations and strategic priorities, as set out by 
the Director and listed below, including to:

 · Conduct and publish scholarly research that is world 
leading

 · Maintain and make available world class collections

And to emphasise:

 · Contemporary discovery

 · Impacts of change

 · Supporting Australian industry

 · Cultural diversity

The Science Advisory Board will:

 · Advise on initiatives

 · Provide networks and contacts to promote collaboration

 · Provide support and help communicate and publicise 
the importance of the projects, particularly in order to 
generate resources or allow implementation of projects.

In 2016-17, the Advisory Board met on 13 October 2016 and 
20 March 2017.

The Museum Master Plan Governance Committee

The Committee meets every two months and the terms of 
reference as at 14 July 2015 are:

 · providing guidance and feedback for the Master Plan

 · confirming the strategic direction of the Master Plan

 · approving program and budget, including funding of the 
Master Plan - then monitor progress against the program 
and budget, recommending to the Trust for approval on 
significant items

 · establishing the governance arrangements and probity 
standards to apply to the Master Plan and then monitor 
adherence to that

 · upholding standards for design excellence in accordance 
with the approved program 

 · appointing and managing the Master Plan Steering 
Committee of Project Champions (stakeholder 
influencers and proponents of key messages)

 · approving outputs at the completion pre-determined 
stages

 · reporting progress against project objectives to the AM 
Trust at its monthly meetings 

 · approving documentation prior to submission through 
the NSW Government Gateway process 

Members at 30 June 2017 were:

 · Trust President or delegated representative

 · Trustee with extensive expertise in building and/or 
architecture

 · Trust representative with extensive expertise in financial 
management

 · Executive Director & CEO

 · Director, Corporate Resources, Commercial and CFO

Trustees on the Committee are Paul Connor (Chair), Steven 
Gregg, Belinda Gibson and Catherine Livingstone AO.
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Appendix C:
Executive & management 
group profiles

Executive Leadership Team

The Museum’s Executive Leadership Team (ELT) provides 
strategic direction and oversight of the AM’s operations 
and functions. The ELT meets weekly plus a formal meeting 
once a month to deal with a range of matters aimed at 
boosting income, improving cost recovery, reducing 
operating expenses and staff stewardship. ELT members 
and their profiles appear below.

Table C.1  Executive Leadership Team, Australian Museum 2016–2017

Executive  
Leadership Team Role

Kim McKay AO Director & CEO

Steven Alderton Director, Programs, Exhibitions  
& Cultural Collections 

Amanda Farrar Manager, Public Affairs  
& Community Relations

Dr Rebecca Johnson Director, AMRI, Science  
& Learning 

Dr Jenny Newell A/Director, Programs, 
Exhibitions & Cultural Collections

Paul Ryan JP Director, Corporate Services, 
Commercial & CFO

Jacinta Spurrett A/Director, Marketing, 
Communications & Partnerships

Tehmi Sukhla Director, Development 

Kim McKay AO 
Director & CEO 

As Director and CEO of the Australian Museum (AM), 
Kim McKay is responsible for strategic planning and 
management of the nation’s first museum, including  
a collection of over 18 million natural science and  
cultural objects.    

Since being appointed to the Director’s role in April 2014 
(the first woman to hold the role in the AM’s 190 year 
history), Kim has initiated an impressive transformation 
program. This includes enshrining free general admission 
for children into government policy, constructing a new 
award-winning entrance pavilion, Crystal Hall; creating 
new galleries and programs, including establishing the 

Australian Museum Centre for Citizen Science (part of 
the Australian Museum Research Institute, AMRI); and 
undertaking a comprehensive and strategic re-branding 
campaign. She previously served for two years as a  
Trustee of the AM.

Before joining the AM, Kim was Managing Director of 
Momentum2 Pty Ltd, a Sydney-based marketing and 
communications agency specialising in major events, 
corporate sustainability and social responsibility 
programs. Prior to this she spent seven years working 
in the USA for the Discovery Channel and National 
Geographic Channels International where she was Senior 
Vice President Global Marketing & Communications. 
She has since also held long-term consulting roles with 
the National Geographic Society co-developing The 
Genographic Project, the world’s largest DNA population 
study. Possessing a strong social conscience and 
environmental commitment, Kim co-founded the iconic 
Clean Up Australia and Clean Up the World campaigns 
in the early 1990’s and helped drive their success during 
their first decade.

Kim is a strong supporter of women in leadership. She 
actively promotes women within the Australian Museum, 
including in her executive leadership team and across the 
Museums sector where she has championed a nation-
wide mentoring program. She is on the advisory board 
of the One Million Women organisation and, in 2011, was 
named in the Australian Financial Review’s 100 Women of 
Influence list, and was included in the book The Power of 
100...One Hundred Women who have Shaped Australia.  

Awarded as an Officer of the Order of Australia (AO) in 
2008 for distinguished service to the environment and 
the community, Kim also serves on the board of the 
Sydney Institute of Marine Science Foundation, as well as 
the UNSW Science Advisory Panel, UTS Business Advisory 
Board and the MGSM Reference Panel, the Somerville 
Collection Museum in Bathurst, the AM Foundation, Lizard 
Island Reef Research Foundation and is Secretary of the 
Australian Museum Trust.  

The co-author of five books in the True Green series 
published in Australia (ABC Books) and internationally by 
National Geographic, Kim holds a BA Communications 
from UTS and is an honorary Adjunct Professor at the 
Macquarie Graduate School of Management.
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Steven Alderton  
Director, Programs, Exhibitions and Cultural Collections

Steven Alderton held this position from February 2011 to 
his resignation in February 2017. He is now the Director 
and CEO of the National Art School.

As part of the Audience Engagement Strategy, Steven 
provided strategic direction and management of the AM’s 
approach to audiences, programming, commercial growth, 
museum planning, cultural collections acquisitions and 
the Reconciliation Action Plan. Drawing on his extensive 
background in growing audiences, Steven managed 
the AM’s permanent and temporary exhibitions, public 
programs, cultural collections, materials conservation and 
design, and program production. 

Amanda Farrar  
Manager, Public Affairs & Community Relations

Amanda Farrar was appointed Manager, Public Affairs & 
Community Relations in April 2016. Prior to this, Amanda 
was a senior advisor to former NSW premier Mike Baird, 
with extensive experience in stakeholder and community 
relations. As former Managing Director of National 
Geographic Channel Australia/New Zealand Amanda 
has a depth of marketing, communications and digital 
broadcasting experience.

Amanda’s role at the AM is broad, managing all external 
stakeholder relations and government relations issues.   
Amanda is the project lead on the AM’s Aboriginal & 
Torres Strait Island strategy and manages stakeholder 
engagement on the AM Master plan.   

Adjunct Professor Rebecca Johnson 
Director, AMRI, Science & Learning 

Rebecca Johnson represents the Museum on a range of 
government and industry committees, and is a member 
of the International Society for Forensic Genetics, the 
Society for Wildlife Forensic Science and is the president 
of the NSW Branch of the Australia New Zealand Forensic 
Science Society, and Director of Membership & Outreach 
for the Society for Wildlife Forensic Science. She is 
passionate about biodiversity conservation, reducing 
the illegal wildlife trade and the importance of STEM 
education in contributing to positive science outcomes. 
She is frequently invited to present her research both 
in Australia and overseas, and regularly presents to 
peers, students and the public on the importance of 
conservation research, wildlife forensic science and the 
key roles that museums can play in making a difference 
through their science.

Rebecca is a Wildlife Forensic Scientist, conservation 
geneticist and co-chief investigator of the Koala Genome 
Consortium, an Australian led group carrying out 
sequencing of the koala genome and its genes for direct 
conservation application.

She has an honours degree from the University of Sydney 
and PhD from La Trobe University, Melbourne, in the field 
of molecular evolutionary genetics. She has worked as 
a molecular geneticist, in Australia and the USA before 
joining the AM in 2003.  Rebecca was made Adjunct 
Professor at the University of Sydney in May 2016. Since 
then she has established the AM as one of the global 
leaders in the field of wildlife forensics and conservation 
genomics, through the ISO17025 accreditation of the 
Australian Centre for Wildlife Genomics facilities (one of 
the only fully accredited wildlife forensics laboratories in 
the Australasian region). 

She is one of less than 30 certified as a wildlife forensic 
scientists globally, and is one of only two experts 
appointed by the Federal Environment Minister as 
an examiner in wildlife forensics under the EPBC 
commonwealth legislation section 303GS(1). In 2014, she 
was admitted into the Australian Academy of Forensic 
Sciences and in April 2015 she became Director, Australian 
Museum Research Institute, Science & Learning.

Dr Jenny Newell 
Acting Director, Programs, Exhibitions & Cultural 
Collections

Dr Jenny Newell has been Acting Director since February 
2017. She also works in the Pacific Collection, with Dr 
Michael Mel. Her work is based in the environmental 
humanities, with a focus on the cultural dimensions 
of climate change. She has previously held curatorial 
roles within Pacific collections at the American Museum 
of Natural History, New York, and the British Museum, 
London, and held a research fellowship at the National 
Museum of Australia, Canberra.

Her main research focus is on coastal peoples and 
interactions with their changing oceans. She also manages 
the Museums and Climate Change Network, seeking 
ways to enable museums to more effectively engage 
the public in the challenges of the Anthropocene. Her 
publications fall within the areas of museums and climate 
change, Pacific environmental history, and Pacific material 
culture: she is co-editor of Curating the Future: Museums, 
Communities and Climate Change (2016), author of Trading 
Nature: Tahitians, Europeans and Ecological Exchange 
(2010), and Pacific Art in Detail (2011). She works closely 
with scholars, artists, activists and curators in the Pacific 
and in diaspora communities.
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Paul Ryan JP 
Director, Corporate Resources, Commercial  
& Chief Financial Officer

Paul Ryan was appointed Director, Corporate Services, 
Commercial & Chief Financial Officer on 30 June 2014. 
Paul was also responsible for overseeing the AM’s Master 
Plan and Final Business Case. Paul started his career 
with chartered accountants Ernst & Whinney (now Ernst 
& Young) and then moved to working with multinational 
and Australian-owned corporations. Paul has extensive 
experience in senior executive and operational positions 
encompassing the functions of finance, human resources, 
information technology and administration. He has lived 
and worked in the Asia-Pacific to put business resources 
on the ground in developing economies, and has led 
business turnaround and business acquisition projects. 
Paul has led major transformation projects, including 
the development and implementation of financial and IT 
shared services that provided corporate services in six 
languages to multiple locations across Asia-Pacific. Paul 
is a Chartered Accountant, Fellow of the Governance 
Institute of Australia, has a BComm (Accounting, Finance 
& Systems) with Merit from the University of New South 
Wales and MBA from MGSM (Macquarie University). Paul is 
a volunteer member of the NSW Rural Fire Service.

Jacinta Spurrett 
Director, Marketing, Communications & Partnerships

Jacinta Spurrett joined the AM as Director, Marketing, 
Communications and Partnerships in October 2016. 
Jacinta is a highly experienced leader in all three related 
sectors and brings a wide range of strategic and practical 
skills to the role.

Her 20-year professional career has encompassed a 
diverse group of organisations. For the eight years prior 
to joining the AM, Jacinta was CEO of the Eye Surgeons’ 
Foundation where she oversaw a strategic turn-around 
and significant growth in funds raised from both donors 
and corporations. She has been Managing Director of 
the National Geographic Channel in Australia and New 
Zealand, supported international projects for many 
organisations (such as British Airways, Yahoo! and 
Discovery Channel) and been the Managing Director of 
a leading Sydney public relations firm. Jacinta has a BA 
Communications from the University of Canberra.

Tehmi Sukhla 
Director, Development

Tehmi Sukhla was appointed Director, Development in 2017 
to focus on building philanthropic revenue for the AM in 
light of the AM Master Plan. Previous to this Tehmi was the 
Director, Marketing, Communications and Development 
since 2013. Tehmi has held positions responsible for 
sponsorship, philanthropy, marketing and communications 
for internationally renowned arts and cultural institutions, 
including the Biennale of Sydney and the Australian Centre 
for Photography. Tehmi has presented on marketing and 
audience development in Australia and Europe. She was 
selected to the Australia Council’s Emerging Leaders 
Development Program (2011) and the Museums Australia 
and Gordon Darling Foundation’s Museum Leadership 
Program (2015). In 2007–8, she volunteered in Mongolia 
as an Australian Youth Ambassador for Development, 
working with a small business incubator to provide training 
and guidance to start-ups in marketing and business 
development. She has also worked as a management 
consultant for Accenture in the government practice area 
and as a freelance strategist and marketing consultant for 
arts and cultural clients. Tehmi has a BComm (Marketing 
and Accounting) and a BA Hons (Psychology) from the 
University of Sydney.  
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Management Activities

The Management Group meets on a bi-monthly basis to 
discuss cross-divisional operations and projects. During 
the past year, managers have worked on the following 
projects:

 · Protection of Cultural Objects on Loan (PCOL) and 
Immunity from suit and seizure accreditation.

 · Westpac Long Gallery – major refurbishment and new 
exhibition 

 · ICT Upgrades including a major SAP migration. 

 · The Master Plan vision for the AM

 · Expedition to Lord Howe Island

 · FrogID project

 · The relocation of collection items to the Museums 
Discovery Centre

 · Reconciliation Action Plan

 · Website Redevelopment

 · New Australian Museum mobile app

Internal Management Audits

The AM undertakes an internal audit program to improve 
its management practice. Reviews of Cash Handling and 
Collections Management were completed. 

Committees

Animal Care and Ethics Committee (ACEC)

As a registered user of animals for scientific purposes, 
the AM must comply with the requirements of the Animal 
Research Act 1985 and the current Australian code of 
practice for the care and use of animals for scientific 
purposes.

In accord with the requirements of the Act and the Code, 
the AM established the Animal Care and Ethics Committee 
to apply principles that govern the ethical conduct of 
persons whose work on behalf of the AM involves the use 
of animals for scientific purposes. The committee must 
ensure that the use of animals is justified, provides for the 
welfare of those animals and incorporates the principles 
of replacement reduction and refinement.

The committee members at 30 June 2017 were: 

 · Dr Glenn Shea (Veterinary Representative)

 · Dr Damien Higgins (Veterinary Representative)

 · Dr David Vella (Veterinary Representative)

 · Dr Mark Eldridge (Research Representative)

 · Chris Hosking (Research Representative)

 · Sally Reader (Research Representative)

 · Dr Jodi Rowley (Research Representative)

 · Daniel Large (Welfare Representative)

 · Storm Stanford (Welfare Representative)

 · Val Hutt (Community Representative)

 · Karen Lambert (Community Representative)

 · Dr Anja Divljan (Executive Officer)

Work, Health and Safety Committee (WHS)

The WHS Committee includes a cross-section of AM 
workers. Committee members, along with management 
representatives, have a strong role in identifying and 
resolving WHS issues and assist in developing and 
monitoring safe systems and procedures. In line with 
the WHS Act 2011, they provide a forum for consultation 
on health and safety throughout the AM’s diverse work 
spaces. The WHS Committee’s aim is to help maintain a 
safe and healthy workplace for all, including volunteers, 
visitors & contractors.

The WHS Committee meets monthly and the WHS meeting 
agendas and minutes are made available to all workers. 
The WHS Coordinator’s Safety Report is discussed at the 
monthly meetings of the AM’s ELT and the bi-monthly 
meetings of AM Trustees. Committee members at 30 June 
2017 were:

 · Andrew King (Wildlife Genetics and Microscopy 
technical officer)

 · David Teer (Exhibitions Project Officer)

 · Cass Brown (Customer Service)

 · Gerald Winch (Building Maintenance Coordinator)

 · Ingrid Potts (Venues Coordinator)

 · Maggie Chien (Senior HR Business Partner)

 · Melissa Murray (Visitor Services)

 · Samantha Emery (Retail Manager)

 · Andrew Cutbush (WHS Coordinator)

 · Paul Ryan (Management Representative)
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Green Team

The Green team is a group of staff volunteers that was 
established in 2015 and meets every month to identify 
and implement environmental strategies to improve 
environmental practices and reduce the AM’s carbon 
footprint.  

Led by the Environmental Officer, the Green Team has 
achieved the following:

 · Completed the AM carbon footprint to track and 
measure the AM’s improvement 

 · Waste diversion rate from landfill of 35% for the year

 · Expanding the AM waste recycling streams to eight: 
paper and cardboard; glass and plastic; fluorescent 
tubes; print cartridges; mobiles; batteries; soft plastic; 
and compost

 · Special collections of scrap metal, e-waste and 
Styrofoam are also periodically recycled

 · Installation of a Native Beehive in the Undercroft Garden 

 · Swapped 95% of all cleaning products to green 
environmentally friendly cleaning products

Disability Inclusion Action Plan

The Disability Inclusion Action Plan Committee continues 
to oversee the implementation of the AM DIAP. 

The Committee is led by the AM Environmental Officer and 
has achieved in the last year: 

 · Signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Accessible 
Arts, linking the AM with a citywide accessibility project

 · Engaged an accessibility consultant who has delivered 
training to staff, management, and worked with the 
Committee on their department specific actions

 · Installed hearing loops in the Hallstrom Theatre, Harbour 
View room, and purchased a portable hearing loop

 · A position for someone with a disability has been 
identified and scoped, the building works have been 
completed in preparation for this role at the AM

Cultural Collections Acquisitions Committee 

The Acquisitions Committee assesses potential 
acquisitions for the permanent cultural collections of the 
AM. As such, the committee is tasked with determining 
whether the acquisition is consistent with the Cultural 
Collections Acquisition Policy 2014–2017. 

In the past, acquisition proposals for donations and 
purchases from 10 vendors were accepted. John Frazer 
of Lithgow NSW donated his collection of more than 3500 
stone items to the AM, collected from across western 
NSW. In addition to this collection, the acquisition of 77 
cultural items was approved by the committee (30 of 
which are still to be finalised and registered), including 
three films by Angela Tiatia relating to climate change, a 
“Seasonal calendar” by Kath Withers and a Gadigal shield 
made by Uncle Charles (Chicka) Madden.

The committee members are: 

 · Director, Programs, Exhibitions & Cultural Collections – 
Steven Alderton / Dr Jenny Newell (acting)

 · Manager, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Collection 
– Sharni Jones 

 · Manager, West Pacific Collection – Dr Michael Mel 

 · Manager, East Pacific Collection – Dr Jenny Newell 

 · Manager, Materials Conservation - Colin Macgregor 

 · Manager, Archives - Vanessa Finney 

 · Collections Officer - Rebecca Fisher, secretary 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Strategy Steering 
Committee

The Australian Museum’s Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
strategy was completed in June 2017 informed by a series 
of workshops with an internal Aboriginal & Torres Strait 
Islander reference group and project champions from 
across the AM. The strategy sets out an ambitious journey 
of change which will broaden cultural capability across the 
workforce and build respectful and ongoing relationships 
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.

The strategy will honor the AM’s role as custodian of 
significant cultural collections, respect Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander communities and their rights to 
interpret their heritage and ensure best practice across 
the Museum.

Staff have begun a cultural capability program that 
includes online training and hands-on workshops. An audit 
of protocols and policies in relation to Indigenous issues 
is underway and will be steadily updated as part of the 
strategy.

The next iteration of the AM RAP will be rolled out in 2018.
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Appendix D 
Internal audit & risk management

Statement for the 2016–17 financial year

I, Catherine Livingstone, am of the opinion that the Australian Museum has internal audit and risk 
management processes in operation that are, excluding the exceptions or transitional arrangements 
described below, compliant with the eight (8) core requirements set out in Treasury Circular NSW TPP15/03 
Internal Audit and Risk Management Policy. 

I, Catherine Livingstone, advise that the internal audit and risk management processes for the Australian 
Museum depart from the following core requirements set out in the Internal Audit and Risk Management 
Policy for the NSW Public Sector:

Ministerially determined departure Reason for departure and description of practicable  
alternative measures implemented /being implemented

Core requirement 3.1 of TPP15/03 regarding the 
Prequalification Scheme: Audit and Risk Committee 
Independent Chairs and Members

Independent members of the Australian Museum Trust fulfil  
all other requirements of Core requirement 3.1

 
I, Catherine Livingstone, am of the opinion that the Audit and Risk Committee for Australian Museum is 
constituted and operates in accordance with the independence and governance requirements of Treasury 
Circular NSW TPP15/03. The Chair and Members of the Audit and Risk Committee are: 

 · Independent Chair to December 2014, David Sherley (term of appointment  1/1/2014 –31/12/2017) 

 · Independent Chair January 2015 – June 2016, David Armstrong (term of appointment  1/1/2017 – 
31/12/2019)

 · Independent Member 1, Catherine Livingstone (term of appointment 1/1/2014 – 31/12/2017) 

These processes, including the practicable alternative measures (being) implemented, demonstrate that 
the Australian Museum has established and maintained frameworks, including systems, processes and 
procedures for appropriately managing audit and risk within the Australian Museum. 

As required by the policy, I have submitted an Attestation Statement outlining compliance with the policy to 
Treasury on behalf of the Treasurer. 

Catherine Livingstone AO 
President, Australian Museum Trust 

1 September 2017 
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Appendix E 
Credit card certification

The Australian Museum has a policy for the use of corporate credit cards by staff that is in 
accordance with the Premier’s Memorandum 99-05 and the Treasurer’s Directions 205.01 to 08. 

No irregularities in the use of corporate credit cards by staff have been recorded during the year 
2016-17.  No fraudulent use by a third party was detected.

In accordance with Treasurer’s Direction 205.01, I certify that credit card use in the reporting period 
by officers of the Museum was in line with government requirements.

 
Kim McKay AO 
Director & CEO

1 September 2017
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Appendix F 
Privacy & personal  
information

The AM’s Privacy Management Plan outlines how the 
Museum complies with the NSW Privacy and Personal 
Information Protection Act 1998 and the standards outlined 
in its Information Protection Principles. The plan outlines 
the personal information held by the AM and includes 
strategies to ensure its responsibilities under the Act  
are met. 

The plan is available to staff on the AM’s website at: 
www.australianmuseum.net.au/Privacy-Management-Plan

Copies may be obtained by contacting:

Privacy Contact Officer 
Australian Museum 
1 William Street, Sydney NSW 2010 
T 02 9320 6000 

The Museum’s Web Privacy Statement is available at:  
www.australianmuseum.net.au/Privacy

No applications for internal review were received during 
the year 2016-17.

Appendix G 
Digital information  
security

Annual Attestation Statement for the 2016–17 Financial 
Year 

I, Catherine Livingstone, am of the opinion that the 
Australian Museum has made considerable progress 
towards implementing an Information Security 
Management System during the financial year being 
reported on, consistent with the core requirements 
set out in the Digital Information Security Policy for the 
NSW Public Sector.  This was done internally by targeting 
processes and procurement of infrastructure for systems 
improvement.

I, Catherine Livingstone, am of the opinion that the 
security controls in place to mitigate identified risks to 
the digital information and digital information systems of 
the Australian Museum are adequate for the foreseeable 
future.  We will continue to work with our parent agency, 
the Department of Planning and Environment, to achieve 
full compliance.

Signed   
15 August 2017 

 

Catherine Livingstone 
President, Australian Museum Trust
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Appendix H 
Public access to  
information

The Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009  
establishes a freer, more open approach to gaining access 
to government information in NSW.

The Act requires the production of a publication guide 
that details who we are, what we do and how members 
of the public, community organisations, media and 
government agencies can interact with us. The Museum’s 
publication guide is available on our website at:  
www.australianmuseum.net.au/Australian-Museum-
Publication-Guide

One request for information under the Act was received  
from media with no information held by the AM in relation 
to the request.

Appendix I 
Disability action plan

The Australian Museum (AM) continues to support 
the goals of the NSW State Government as shown in 
the Disability Inclusion Act 2014, and previously in the 
Ministerial Memorandum 2009–10 Guidelines for Disability 
Action Planning.

In December 2016, the AM established a Disability 
Inclusion Action Plan (DIAP) Steering Committee to 
oversee the implementation of the AM DIAP. The Steering 
Committee has worked with an external accessibility 
consultant since January who advised on best practice, 
conducted training and has overseen the implementation 
of DIAP actions. 

The aim of the Museum’s Disability Inclusion Action Plan is 
to achieve five outcomes:

 · Identify and remove barriers to services.

 · Provide information and services in a range of 
accessible formats.

 · Make venues and facilities physically accessible.

 · Enable active and meaningful consultation with 
people with disability including advisory boards and 
committees.

 · Increase employment participation of people with 
disability.

The AM signed a memorandum of understanding with 
Accessible Arts in December 2016 and the Accessible 
‘A’ logo was placed on the AM homepage addressing all 
accessibility queries. As a result, this has given rise to a 
significant increase in the number of accessibility calls and 
traffic on the accessibility webpage.

Other initiatives include the Science Festival, which took 
a lead in addressing accessibility by taking requests in 
the lead up to the event. Accommodations were made 
for volunteers with access needs to ensure they got the 
most out of and enjoy their volunteering experience, 
additionally the team worked with presenters to provide 
programs that were accessible and inclusive for all 
students. 

As one of the Building Services actions under the DIAP, 
hearing loops were installed in May 2017 in the Theatre, 
Harbour View Room and a portable FM system was 
purchased for tours. 

The Australian Museum Disability Action Plan is available 
on our website at: 
 www.australianmuseum.net.au/disability-action-plan
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Appendix J 
Cultural collections  
community engagement 

The AM is actively engaged with the Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander and Pacific communities from which 
its cultural collections were originally obtained. Some 
examples of projects involving these communities are 
discussed below.

Repatriation

Repatriation is a significant activity of the Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Collection team. Repatriation Officer 
Phil Gordon currently drives the federally funded program. 

In the past year, significant activities have included 
continued consultation with senior Yolngu men 
regarding the return of cultural material to Yirrkala, the 
repatriation of eight ancestors at Menindee, Western 
NSW (along with ancestors from the National Museum, the 
Australian National University, and the Macleay Museum), 
consultation in Newcastle with Traditional Owners and 
the Awabakal Land Council, and the long term loan of two 
carved trees to the Trangie Local Aboriginal Land Council.  

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and Pacific Youth 
Collection Access

From July 2016, the Youth Reconnection Project worked 
with a broad range of Government and Community 
organisations to provide cultural and creative workshops 
for young people and the communities they identify with. 
Programs were run with:

 · Juvenile Justice Centres: Cobham, Reiby and Frank 
Baxter Juvenile Justice Centres

 · Youth Centres: Street University, Mt Druitt, Granville 
Youth Centre

 · Community Organisations: Sydney Pacifica, 250 Pacific, 
NSW Council for Pacific Communities, Fiji Youth 
Initiatives, Pacific Island Mt Druitt Action Network, 
Pacific Runway Fashion

 · Cultural Events: Fiji Day, Tonga Day, Samoa Day, Waitangi 
Day, Mr Polynesia Pacifica, NSW Waratahs Pacific Round

 · Government Partners: NSW Police

Cultural Collections

In addition to Repatriation, the Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander team engaged with various communities 
by providing access and tours of the collection. Artists 
included Jimmy Thaiday, Nicole Monks and Travis de 
Vries and communities included Elders from Redfern 
Community Centre and the Woppaburra Land Trust.  

A highlight of the year was working closely with the 
Woppaburra people of the Keppell Island and the 
Woppaburra Land Trust to create a webpage on the 
27 cultural objects from the region that the AM holds 
in its collection, including photographs and videos. 
This collaboration allowed for a significant exchange of 
information and knowledge. Collections Officer Rebecca 
Fisher travelled to Keppell Island to discuss the project 
with the community. 

In the past year, the Pacific team welcomed a variety 
of people to access and view the Pacific Collections, 
including artists such as Lisa Hilli, people of the Samoan 
community, Cabramatta High School students, and the 
Pacific Youth Leadership Forum. 

Pacific communities were also engaged at offsite events, 
where Collection Officers brought cultural objects for 
display and discussion. These events included Fiji Day, 
Waitangi Day, Samoa Day and the Museum Discovery 
Centre Open Day. 

In September, the Pacific team notably organised for a 
group of Asaro mud-men from Papua New Guinea to visit 
the museum and demonstrate their practice of making 
mud-masks. The men also performed for the public, 
making this a unique and moving acquisition process.  

Programming

The past year saw a significant rise in Indigenous 
programming. A new weekly engagement activity was 
established, entitled Gamarada, which takes place in the 
First Australians gallery space every Tuesday afternoon. 
This consistent recurring event gives the public an 
opportunity to engage with cultural practices first hand; 
activities included Aunty Karleen Green’s weaving and 
storytelling, message sticks during Reconciliation Week, 
and body adornments using natural materials. 

Other highlights throughout the year included: the Spot 
Fire Symposia series “Loss and Resilience” which was  
held as part of Jonathan Jones’ work, barrangal dyara 
(skin and bones); Reconciliation Week programs; 
NAIDOC programs; Aboriginal meditation workshops and 
documentary screenings. 

In parallel, community engagement has increased, 
including outreach activities, collection tours for 
community members, meetings with key elders and 
knowledge transfer workshops. New Indigenous Visitor 
Services Officers and a cadet were recruited to build  
the Programming team’s capacity to deliver more event 
such as these. 
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Exhibitions 

A multimedia installation of the Gumbaynggirr Marine 
Seasonal Calendar was added to the Garrigarrang: Sea 
Country gallery. This installation was made in collaboration 
with the Gumbaynggirr People and displays the complex 
understanding that they hold of the coastal ecology in the 
Coffs Harbour region.

The AM also updated its entrance with an official 
Acknowledgement of Country sign, alongside the display  
of two Aboriginal shields. 

Work on the Westpac Long Gallery continued throughout 
the year, including consultation for the Aboriginal members 
of the “100 People” display. 

Education

Indigenous education programs continue to be in high 
demand with groups of primary, secondary and tertiary 
students. These programs provide a way for students to 
engage with AM collections, our expert staff and extensive 
cultural knowledge. The AM’s offering included a range 
of curriculum based hands-on experiences, gallery 
tours, video conferences and resources, plus a variety of 
bespoke programs for specific groups including for teacher 
professional development, pre-service teacher training and 
corporate cultural competency. The Aboriginal bush foods 
and medicine workshop was developed this year and has 
proved popular with primary and secondary school groups. 
The establishment of the Bushtucker and Learning Circle 
will allow for resources for these sessions to be grown 
onsite in the future, and provides additional space for 
students to engage with our programs.

Other highlights for the year included participation in a 
variety of community events such as NAIDOC in the City, 
the Indigenous Science Experience at Redfern Community 
Centre, the Murama Indigenous Youth Summit, and at 
the National Centre for Indigenous Excellence during the 
Koori Knockout. The Education team provided support by 
mentoring students through the Western Sydney University 
Fields of Dreams program, through the AM’s indigenous 
cadetship program and assisting on the education advisory 
committee for the Australian Human Rights Commission. 
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Appendix K 
Grants

Table K.1.  
Grant-funded projects for research and collections administered by the Australian Museum 2016-17

Principal Investigator(s) / 
Person Responsible Title of project Granting body

S Ahyong Revision of the Australian Faunal Directory –  Crustacea 
Checklist (Stomatopods & Decapods)

Department of the Environment and Energy 
(ABRS)

C Beehag Australian Museum Science Festival

Various grants including: 3M, Australian 
Nuclear Science & Technology Organisation 
(ANSTO), University of NSW, University of 
Sydney, University of Technology Sydney, 
Office of the NSW Chief Scientist & 
Engineer, Office of Environment & Heritage, 
and Education Perfect

D Bickel
Description of a diverse new genus of empidid flies 
(Diptera: Empididae: Hilarini) from Australian forest 
creeks

Australian Government - Director of 
National Parks (Bush Blitz)

D Colgan Unlocking the biodiversity information in molluscan shells Australian Museum Foundation (Biodiversity 
Conservation Seed Grant)

D Colgan, W Ponder Revision of the Australian Faunal Directory – Molluscan 
(Bivalvia and Gastropoda) checklist

Department of the Environment and Energy 
(ABRS)

M Eldridge Identifying refugia for mesic biodiversity in south-eastern 
Australia under climate change

Australian Museum Foundation (Biodiversity 
Conservation Seed Grant)

M Eldridge Genetic analysis of Nabarlek/Monjon Museum Specimens World Wide Fund for Nature

M Eldridge Genetic studies for Scientific Committee - Eastern Quoll 
(Dasyurus viverrinus) Office of Environment & Heritage

P Flemons DigiVol Australian Museum Foundation

P Flemons Insect Soup Australian Museum Foundation

P Flemons Exploring 3D models of collection objects and specimens 
for research, education and exhibition applications Australian Museum Foundation

P Flemons
Support for the strategic direction of the Australian 
Citizen Science Association and scoping a Citizen Science 
project with national and international appeal

Inspiring Australia

P Flemons Support for Australian institutions in the use of DigiVol for 
digitising their collections (includes imaging equipment) Atlas of Living Australia (CSIRO)

P Flemons DigiVol – training materials for WildCount Office of Environment & Heritage

P Flemons, C Slatyer Oxley Wild River National Park Bush Blitz Australian Government - Director of 
National Parks (Bush Blitz)

D Hoese, M Lockett Taxonomic and nomenclatural treatments of fishes Department of the Environment and Energy 
(ABRS

Table K.1 lists projects for AMRI, Science and Learning 
administered by the AM. Table K.2 lists research projects 
administered by other institutions where a Museum 
scientist was nominated as either a principal investigator 
or co-investigator.

The total value of grants and external-funding made to 
AMRI, Science and Learning was $1,796,432 (previous year 
$2,204,901) with an average value of $46,062 (previous year 
$45,935). This figure will not match the figures included 
in the financial statements because it does not include 
adjustments due to the timing of payments or previous 
year currency fluctuations.
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Grant funded projects, continued

Principal Investigator(s) / 
Person Responsible Title of project Granting body

A Hoggett Lizard Island Fellowships Lizard Island Reef Research Foundation

L Hughes The description of coastal and wet-forest  
talitrid amphipods of Australia Department of the Environment (ABRS)

R Johnson Timor-Leste expedition (databasing) Australian Museum Foundation

R Johnson Chadwick Biodiversity Fellowship Australian Museum Foundation

R Johnson Australian Museum Foundation Visiting Fellowships Australian Museum Foundation

R Johnson
International cultural visits program for Solomon Islands 
Community conservation program for giant rats and 
monkey-faced bats

Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade

R Johnson Fossil acquisition (Lightning Ridge) Lightning Ridge District Bowling Club

R Johnson Freshwater snail project Owen Griffiths

R Johnson Australian Museum Teaching Development Grant Sydney Grammar 

R Johnson Joint appointment of Terrestrial Vertebrate scientist 
with University of NSW University of New South Wales

R Johnson The advanced DNA identification and forensics facility Australian Research Council (via University of 
Adelaide)

R Johnson Wildlife Genomics Australian Museum Foundation

R Johnson DNA-based species identification of bird strikes Various commercial airports

R Johnson Developing conservation genomics capability BioPlatforms Australia

R Johnson 
Development of forensically informative DNA markers 
for Short-beaked Echidna and pilot pedigree testing 
and trade

Zoo & Aquarium Association

R Johnson Koalas: Applying conservation genomics to manage an 
iconic species NSW Environmental Trust

R Johnson, T Flannery Community conservation of Solomon Islands endemic 
mammals - Phase 1 Fondation Segré

R Johnson, P Flemons Documenting the Solomon Islands Expedition Australian Museum Foundation

R Johnson, P Flemons It’s not just rats and bats! Uncovering and conserving 
the biodiversity of the Solomon Islands Archipelago Australian Museum Foundation

R Johnson, P Flemons Lord Howe Island Expedition Various donors (via Australian Museum 
Foundation fundraiser)

R Johnson, P Flemons Lord Howe Island Expedition including Ball's Pyramid Graeme Wood Foundation

R Johnson, P Flemons Lord Howe Island Expedition - advancing the survival of 
the Lord Howe Island Phasmid (Dryococelus australis)

Melbourne Zoo, Lord Howe Island Board, 
Office of Environment & Heritage

R Johnson, P Flemons FrogID - the Australian Museum's national citizen 
science project

Department of Industry, Innovation and 
Science - Inspiring Australia Science 
Engagement Programme - Citizen Science 
Grant

S Keable Databasing Australian Museum Malacostraca Data Australian Natural History Assessment Tool
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Grant funded projects, continued

Principal Investigator(s) 
/ Person Responsible Title of project Granting body

S Keable, M McGrouther,  
A Reid

The Museum of Australia and the Pacific: An expedition to 
enhance our understanding of the marine biodiversity of 
outer reefs and islands of Fiji/Tonga and southern Vanuatu/
south eastern New Caledonia 2017

Australian Museum Foundation (Porritt)

F Koehler Lord Howe Island Mollusc Survey Lord Howe Island Board

F Koehler Unlocking the Australian Museum’s gastropod collection as a 
significant resource for wildlife genomics Australian Museum Foundation

F Koehler Australia's Desert Snails: Systematics and evolution of the 
Camaenidae in arid Australia

Department of Sustainability, Environment, 
Water, Population and Communities

F Koehler Assessing the conservation status of an invertebrate model 
group, Australia’s camaenid land snails

Australian Government - Director of National 
Parks (Bush Blitz)

F Koehler
Evolutionary systematics and conservation biology of 
rainforest snails and semislugs of the family Helicarionidae 
in northern Queensland

Department of the Environment (ABRS)

F Koehler A systematic revision of the eastern Australian land snail 
Austrochloritis

Department of the Environment and Energy 
(ABRS)

E Kupriyanova Origin of invasive fan worm Sabella spallanzanii (Sabellidae, 
Annelida) in NSW and New Zealand Australian Museum Foundation

E Kupriyanova
Molecular identification, barcoding, and phylogeny of 
Hydroides (Serpulidae, Annelida), the largest genus of 
notorious fouling and invading calcareous tubeworms

Department of Sustainability, Environment, 
Water, Population and Communities

E Kupriyanova Travel grant for Yanan Sun (PhD candidate) to attend and 
present at the 12th International Polychaete Conference Department of the Environment (ABRS)

R Major
A targeted approach to containing the spread of pest birds: 
genetic identification of invasion pathways of the Common 
(Indian) Myna

Australian Museum Foundation

R Major Birds in Backyards Birds Australia 

R Major Understanding the Indian Myna City of Sydney

R Major Arresting declines of woodland birds through Noisy Miner 
control NSW Environmental Trust

A Mitchell You can't manage what you can't identify: Managing threats 
from exotic borers through accurate identification Sugar Research Australia

K Player, P Flemons Streamwatch Sydney Water

A Reid Malacology donation Bequest (Estate of Jessie Campbell Wise)

A Reid Malacology donation - teaching microscope Private donation

C Reid An identification guide for the species of Christmas Beetles 
in Australia

Australian Government - Director of National 
Parks (Bush Blitz)

C Reid Biodiversity Capacity Building in Papua New Guinea and 
Sustainable Development of its Primary Industries University of New South Wales

C Reid Life history, identity and damage assessment of Galip Weevil Australian Centre for International 
Agricultural Research (via University of NSW)

C Reid An identification guide to adult and larval leaf beetles of 
Australia

Department of the Environment and Energy 
(ABRS)
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Grant funded projects, continued

Principal Investigator(s) 
/ Person Responsible Title of project Granting body

C Reid Diagnostic key for exotic pest species of leaf beetles 
(Chrysomelidae) Department of Agriculture & Water Resources

R Johnson Digitising Canowindra Fish Fossils NSW Government

J Rowley Accelerating Amphibian Conservation in Indo-Burma ADM Capital Foundation, Hong Kong)

J Rowley
Conservation of the highly threatened Helen’s Flying Frog 
from the lowland forests of Vietnam: Research and Capacity 
Building

Ocean Park Conservancy Foundation

J Rowley Resolving data deficiency in three threatened frog species NSW Environmental Trust

J Rowley, S Mahoney Bradshaw Bush Blitz - surveys of frogs and reptiles Director of National Parks (Bush Blitz)

C Slatyer Taxonomy of specimens collected from the RV Investigator 
voyages to the Great Australian Bight Museum Victoria

D Smith Entomology taxonomy at Northern Territory Airport Northern Territory Airport

Table K.2.  
Grant-funded projects for research and collections administered by institutions other than the Museum

Principal Investigator(s) 
/ Person Responsible Title of project Granting body (administered by)

S Ahyong Sampling the abyss: latitudinal biodiversity patterns along 
the base of Australia's eastern continental margins CSIRO

S Ahyong Species discovery and evolution of deep-sea squat 
lobsters from the family Munididae (Crustacea: Anomura)

Department of the Environment (ABRS) 
(administered by Museum Victoria)

V Attenbrow Traditions, Transformations and Technology in Aboriginal 
Australia

Australian Research Council (administered by 
University of Sydney)

D Bickel
The first Mesozoic fossiliferous amber from Southern 
Gondwana: an ancient portal into an Australian polar 
greenhouse

Australian Research Council (administered by 
Monash University)

D Colgan
Resolving the cryptic species identity of native Mytilus 
mussels and a marine global invader along Australia’s 
temperate coastlines

Department of the Environment (ABRS) 
(administered by University of Queensland)

M Eldridge Do chromosomal rearrangements drive genomic evolution 
and speciation?

Australian Research Council (administered by 
University of Canberra)

D Faith Linking Earth System and Socio-economic models to 
predict and manage changes in land use and biodiversity

Future Earth (administered by Arizona State 
University)

D Faith Scientific Support for IPBES Knowledge Generation Future Earth (administered by University of 
Paris Sud)

D Faith Saving our Species Science & Research Project: An 
integrated spatial prioritisation for investment in NSW Office of Environment & Heritage

R Johnson Conservation genomics through de novo sequencing BioPlatforms Australia

R Johnson Returning burrowing bettongs to Bon Bon - survival 
outside fenced sanctuaries

Ian Potter Foundation (administered by Bush 
Heritage Australia)

R Johnson Development of genetic methods for management of 
Australasian wildlife

University of Sydney and Zoo & Aquarium 
Association (administered by University of 
Sydney)
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Grant-funded projects for research and collections administered by institutions, continued

Principal Investigator(s) 
/ Person Responsible Title of project Granting body (administered by)

R Johnson
Community conservation of the Solomon Islands endemic 
animals through a partnership with the Kwainaa’isi Cultural 
Centre

James Cook University (Dr David MacLaren 
representing the community of East Kwaio, 
Malaita, Solomon Island)

R Johnson, M Eldridge Building genomics resources to understand and protect 
Australia’s mammals

Consortium of partners including BioPlatforms 
Australia, Australian National University, CSIRO

R Johnson, K Ewart

Clarifying the phylogeny and phylogeography of two 
commonly traded Australian Cockatoo species and the 
development of a wildlife forensic toolbox to identify illegal 
trade in the species

Birdlife Australia - 2016 Stuart Leslie Bird 
Research Award (administered by University of 
Sydney)

R Johnson, K Ewart
Genome-based approaches for improving wildlife 
forensics methodology and determining key conservation 
parameters

University of Sydney - Industry and Community 
Engagement Seed Funding Grant (administered 
by University of Sydney)

R Johnson, C Morrison
Conservation genomics of the Orange-bellied Parrot: 
developing genetic resources for management of a 
critically endangered species

Birdlife Australia - 2016 Stuart Leslie Bird 
Research Award (administered by University of 
Sydney)

R Johnson, C Morrison Toll-like receptor markers in the orange-bellied parrot
Linnean Society of NSW - Joyce W. Vickery 
Scientific Research Fund (administered by 
University of Sydney)

R Johnson, L Neaves Using DNA to understand bamboo and the complexity of 
giant panda diet

Leverhulme Trust (administered by Royal 
Botanic Garden Edinburgh)

R Johnson, A Summerell
Development of forensically informative DNA markers for 
the short-beaked echidna - their utility in pedigree testing 
and application in wildlife trade

Holsworth Wildlife Research Endowment
(administered by University of Technology, 
Sydney)

R Major Community monitoring of tree hollow availability and their 
use by wildlife

Sydney’s Coastal Councils Group Inc. 
(administered by Royal Botanic Gardens & 
Domain Trust)

J Nguyen A phylogenetic and morphological study of Australasian 
passerine birds

Australian Bird Study Association (administered 
by J Nguyen)

K Player Museum on the Wall - Lets Play Museum Australia Council (administered by Royal North 
Shore Hospital)

C Reid
BIG 4: Biosystematics, Informatics and Genetics of the 
big 4 insect groups: training tomorrow’s researchers and 
entrepreneurs

Marie Sklodowsa-Curie Action Grant 
(administered by University of Copenhagen / 
Natural History Museum)

C Reid Laboratory Residential program: DAWR Cairns Tropical 
Insect Collection – Leaf Beetles

National Plant Biodiversity Network - Laboratory 
Residential program (administered by 
Department of Agriculture & Water Resources)

J Rowley
Resolving data deficiency in two-point endemic high 
altitude Vietnamese frogs: are Leptolalax botsfordi and 
Oreolalax sterlingae Critically Endangered?

The Mohamed bin Zayed Species Conservation 
Fund (administered by Zoological Society of 
London)

J Rowley, R Major Reintroduction of locally extinct mammals - the landscape 
ecosystem approach

NSW Environmental Trust (administered by 
University of NSW)

C Slatyer Research Voyage to the Great Australian Bight on RV 
Investigator CSIRO

R Torrence Re-assembling the MacGregor national collection from 
Papua New Guinea Australian Research Council

R Torrence Centre of Excellence for Australian Biodiversity and 
Heritage

Australian Research Council (administered by 
University of Wollongong)
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Appendix L 
Publications by staff

Highlights

209 new species were described comprising: 

 · 115 insects
 · 27 snails
 · 24 crustaceans
 · 13 marine worms
 · 11 fish
 · 6 molluscs
 · 4 frogs

Museum staff, Senior Fellows and Research Associates 
published 130 papers in international and national peer-
reviewed scientific journals and books, largely based on 
the AM’s natural history collections. Highlights include the 
publication of a paper detailing the identification of a new 
species of green tree frog, Litoria bella, from northern 
Australia in Zootaxa.

Publications of the Australian Museum 

Explore magazine

There was one edition of Explore, the AM’s magazine for 
Member’s supporters and other stakeholders; Explore 
Winter 2017. Each edition of Explore is published on the 
AM website at the end of its coverage period. Copies 
are circulated to all NSW regional libraries. Stories and 
photographs from the magazine are made available online.   

Cultural collections publications 

In the past year, five publications were produced including 
a catalogue essay by Dr Michael Mel; a book co-edited by 
Dr Jenny Newell (including an authored chapter) Curating 
the Future: Museums, Communities and Climate Change  
and three short publications by Research Associate Kirk 
Huffman. 

Scientific publications 

The AM publishes two peer-reviewed scientific serial titles, 
one of which is online only. Six issues of Records of the 
Australian Museum with descriptions of 55 new species 
and 6 new genera were published in print and online in 
2016–17. All are Open Access at:  
australianmuseum.net.au/journalfinder
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Appendix M 
Overseas travel

Officer Destination/Dates Purpose

Kim McKay Germany  
09/07/2016–16/07/2016

To speak at the international conference Communicating the Museum 
(CTM).

Shane Ahyong Germany  
09/07/16–16/07/16

To speak at the international conference Communicating the Museum 
(CTM). 

Shane Ahyong Singapore 
09/07/2016–17/07/2016 

To attend scientific conference and conduct scientific research at 
the Lee Long Chian Natural History Museum (National University of 
Singapore)

Robin Torrence Japan 
26/08/2016-12/09/2016

Present paper at the World Archaeological Congress 8 in Kyoto, 
Japan and visit archaeological sites and museums to discuss research 
collaborations – funded externally.

Robin Torrence Papua New Guinea 
16/10/2016-30/10/2016 Conduct research at the National Museum of PNG – funded externally.

Greta Frankham New Zealand 
17/09/2016-25/09/2016

Present the keynote address in the Wildlife Forensic Science session 
at Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society – funded 
externally.

Yvonne Carillo-Huffman Papua New Guinea 
9/10/2016-23/09/2016 Acquisition of Asaro mud masks and cultural exchange.

Rebecca Johnson South Africa 
30/09/2016-05/10/2016

Invited to attend the 27th Meeting of the Wildlife Crime Working Group 
(WCWG), held alongside the 17th meeting of the Conference of the 
Parties (CoP17) to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES).

Dan Faith Unites States of America/France 
06/11/2016-30/11/2016

Dr Faith participated in a major international workshop in Tennessee, 
the “Next Generation Genetic Monitoring Investigative Workshop” with 
all costs covered by the hosting National Institute for Mathematical and 
Biological Synthesis (NIMBioS). Dr Faith has been invited to lecture on 
biodiversity concepts at the National Socio-Environmental Synthesis 
Center, in Washington DC. Dr Faith also visited the Paris Natural History 
Museum to prepare a collaborative paper with Drs Pellens and Pavoine 
(arising from his recent work there as a visiting professor) and for the 
PhD thesis defence of his student, Simon Veron. Funded externally.

Chris Reid Papua New Guinea 
21/11/2016-01/12/2016

Study of a forest industry pest in Papua New Guinea including biology, 
ecology, behaviour & field survey methods.  Provide training for 
local staff to undertake long term monitoring of the pest – funded 
externally.

Rebecca Johnson Singapore 
26/11/2016-04/12/2016

To attend Chief Executive Women Scholarship Leading for Results 
program at INSEAD, Singapore.  

Aaron Maestri Italy 
27/11/2016-04/12/2016

To collaborate with showcase designers for the Westpac Long Gallery 
restoration

Francis Daley Canada 
20/01/2017-06/02/2017 Installation of Tyrannosaurs exhibition in Canada. Externally funded.

Angus Adameitis Canada 
20/01/2017-06/02/2017 Installation of Tyrannosaurs exhibition in Canada. Externally funded.

Rebecca Johnson United States of America 
13/01/2017-21/01/2017

Dr Johnson was invited to the International Plant and Animal Genome 
(PAG) congress to give a plenary talk on conservation genomics. 
Funded externally.
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Officer Destination/Dates Purpose

Chris Reid Papua New Guinea 
03/04/2017–11/04/2017 Conduct a survey on the Galip Weevil in Madang Province

Dan Faith United Kingdom/France 
17/04/2017-28/04/2017

Attend international workshop “Cutting edge: science for 
conservation” and meetings with Paris Natural History Museum.

Megan Lawrence United States of America 
15/04/2017 – 23/04/2017 Attend conference “Museums on the Web” and present AM Projects

Kim McKay United States of America 
06/05/2017-15/05/2017

To attend American Alliance of Museums national conference and 
promote AM international touring exhibitions. 

Gillian Scott United States of America 
06/05/2017-13/05/2017

To attend American Alliance of Museums national conference and 
promote AM international touring exhibitions.

Shane Ahyong New Zealand 
7/05/2017-14/05/2017

To attend a National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research 
workshop. Part externally funded.

Jenny Newell United States of America 
30/05/2017-08/06/2017

To attend AMNH, MMA, United Nations Oceans Conference and other 
Pacific events and meetings.

Greta Frankham Netherlands/UK (Scotland) 
31/05/2017-19/06/2017

Meetings with Wildlife Forensic Lab at the Netherlands Forensic 
Institute and to attend Society for Wildlife Forensics Conference in 
Edinburgh. Externally funded.

Chris Reid Papua New Guinea 
25/06/2017-30/06/2017

Study of a forest industry pest in PNG including biology, ecology, 
behaviour and field survey methods. Externally funded.

Kim McKay Hong Kong & China 
25/06/2017-30/06/2017

Attend the Hong Kong Museum Summit as a keynote speaker and 
attend meetings to further international tourism strategy.

Jacinta Spurrett Hong Kong & China 
25/06/2017-30/06/2017 Meetings to further international tourism strategy.

Michael Mel Germany 
28/06/2017-03/07/2017

Dr Mel attended the European Society for Oceanists (ESfO) conference 
as a keynote speaker. 

Overseas travel, continued
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Appendix N 
Recognising staff 
achievements

Honours 

Renee Cawthorne was awarded as a runner up in the 
Indigenous STEM Awards that recognise educators and 
scientists who are leading efforts to introduce innovative 
STEM education programs to Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander communities.

Dr Greta Frankham was awarded the 2016 Allan Hodda 
Memorial Award. The award is offered each year to allow 
a member of the Australian and New Zealand Forensic 
Science Society to travel to any destination to further 
their own study, attend a notable forensic meeting or visit 
a laboratory of their choice. Greta chose to attend the 
Society for Wildlife Forensic Science meeting in Edinburgh 
in June.

Dr Rebecca Johnson was honoured as an Adjunct 
Professor of the University of Sydney and received the 
Alumni Award for Professional Achievement. Dr Johnson 
was also recognised as one of Westpac’s 100 Women of 
Influence.

Dr Robin Torrence was awarded the AMRI Medal in 
recognition of research addressing AMRI’s strategic 
research priorities, communication of research to a 
broad range of audiences and actively engaging the wider 
community in AMRI research.

Leadership

Dr Rebecca Johnson was appointed as President of the 
NSW branch of the Australian and New Zealand Forensic 
Science Society and was made a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of NSW. Dr Johnson was also awarded a Chief 
Executive Women scholarship to attend INSEAD business 
school.

Dr Lyle Vail, Co-Director of Lizard Island Research Station 
was made a member of the Standards Australia Working 
Group on Scientific Diving.

Dr Robin Torrence was invited to join the International 
Scientific Advisory Board of the Max Planck Institute for 
the Science of Human History in Jena, Germany.

Science

Dr Rebecca Johnson gave plenary speeches at both the 
Society for Wildlife Forensic Science meeting in Edinburgh 
and the Plant and Animal Genome Conference in San 
Diego, both globally recognised conferences in Forensic 
Sciences and genomics respectively.

The AM co-established the Oz Mammals Genome 
Initiative, combining the expertise of researchers from 
30 institutions with the aim of sequencing the entire 
genomes of key Australian mammal species. The project 
has attracted $1 million in funding from Bioplatforms 
Australia (BPA)

The AM joined the Australian Research Council’s (ARC) 
Centre of Excellence for Australian Biodiversity and 
Heritage, a highly innovative international collaboration 
and research program to track the natural and human 
history of Australia. This initiative has attracted more 
than $35 million in funding and will transform our 
understanding of Australia’s ancient Indigenous heritage 
and environmental past.

Dr Robin Torrence received an ARC Linkage Grant for her 
project focussing on the role of obsidian stemmed tools 
in the creation of social complexity in ancient Papua New 
Guinea.

Staff recognition awards

The Staff Recognition Awards have been running since  
July 2015. The Recognition Award provides employees  
with recognition for outstanding performance, encourages 
innovation and creativity and rewards professionalism. 
Ultimately it provides staff with an opportunity for career 
growth and development.

Monthly winners go in the running to win the Annual 
Award.

There were two winners and three runners-up for the 
2015-2016 Annual Award. The winners used the scholarship 
money to attend overseas conferences and the runners 
up participated in a week’s work experience at the Lizard 
Island Research Station.

The annual winners for 2016-2017 will be announced in 
September 2017.
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Appendix O 
Fellowships  
& postgraduate awards

Researchers from around the world visit the Australian 
Museum and go to Lizard Island Research Station, on 
the Great Barrier Reef to study collections, undertake 
research and collaborate with AM researchers. 

Each year, the AM awards visiting fellowships with the 
generous support of various benefactors. These awards are 
shown in table O.1 

Table O.1  
Australian Museum visiting fellowships and postgraduate awards for 2016-17

Fellowship Name Institution Project

AMRI Visiting Postgraduate 
Award Molly Scott James Cook University Mechanisms of behavioural thermoregulation in coral 

trout, Plectropomus spp.

AMRI Visiting Postgraduate 
Award Caitlin Morrison University of Sydney

Conservation genomics of the orange-bellied parrot 
(Neophema chrysogaster): developing genetic resources 
for management of a critically endangered species

AMRI Visiting Research 
Fellowship Dr Lucy Aplin University of Oxford, 

UK
Urban parrot societies: social mechanisms for living in 
novel environments

AMRI Visiting Research 
Fellowship Dr Maria Capa

Norwegian University 
of Sciences and 
Technology

The evolution and diversity of eyes in fan worms and 
sandcastle worms (Annelida)

Peter Rankin Trust Fund 
for Herpetology Julia Riley Macquarie University What shapes skink societies? Social organization of 

saxicolous and scrubland Egernia striolata

Ian Potter Doctoral 
Fellowship Damaris Torres-Pulliza Macquarie University Monitoring habitat complexity from space: a multi-scale 

approach to quantifying ecological change on coral reefs

Lizard Island Doctoral 
Fellowship Alexia Graba-Landry James Cook University Algae-fish interactions in a changing ocean

Lizard Island Doctoral 
Fellowship Renato Morals Araujo James Cook University

Cyclone damage and massive bleaching effects 
over reef fish productivity, biomass and assemblage 
composition

John and Laurine Proud 
Fellowship Dr Thomas DeCarlo University of Western 

Australia

Are corals acclimating to warming on the Great Barrier 
Reef? Reconstructing temperature and coral bleaching 
histories on Lizard Island

Yulgibar Foundation 
Fellowship Dr Gergely Torda James Cook University Population genomics of coral recovery at Lizard Island 

following the 2016 bleaching event

Lizard Island Reef 
Research Foundation 
Fellowship

Dr Zoe Richards &  
Dr Daniela Ceccarelli Curtin University Monitoring the effects of repeated disturbance on 

corals and fishes
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Appendix P 
Sustainability & energy 
management

In this Financial Year we received the AM carbon footprint, 
which is the new baseline measurement for emissions at 
the AM. From this report, we have developed a pathway 
moving towards our 2020 goal of carbon neutrality. The 
AM’s sources of emmission are shown in Figure P.2. The 
AM’s FY2016/17 net carbon footprint is 13,186.87 tCO2e (for 
certification purposes under NoCO2 Program).

Table P.1   
Energy usage at the Australian Museum, 2014-2017

Year 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17

Energy use (kWh) 4,081,175 3,915,544 3,735,193

Gas (MJ) 7,503,578 7,957,671 6,446,829

 
Examples of AM initiatives developed for the Sustainability 
Plan for 2020 and implemented in this financial year 
included: 

 · Continued management of the air-conditioning systems 
at its peak optimum performance for collections care, 
allowing for a set amount of temperature and humidity 
drift as the air handling units are shut down for periods. 

 · Lights in the Parkes Farmer Building corridor, as well as 
the Harbour View Room, have been updated to LED as 
part of the AM’s commitment to energy efficiency.

Figure P.2  
Emission Sources for Australian Museum, FY2016
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Appendix Q 
Waste reduction and 
recycling

Appendix R 
Heritage management

During this financial year the AM continued with our  
newly implemented waste recycling initiative as part  
of the Whole of Government Waste Management contract,  
in alignment with the Government Resource Efficiency 
Policy reporting.

The AM commenced an Operational Waste Management 
Plan, Refurbishment Management Plan, Sustainable 
Procurement Plan, as well as developed an Environmental 
Management Plan. These plans will inform the 
management of waste, and its reduction to landfill  
at the AM.

In the second half of this year we continued working on 
the Green Team small group recycling training sessions 
across the site. Regular audits were conducted of the bins, 
which assisted with tracking and monitoring recycling 
procedures. 

The AM’s recycling and waste systems aim to reduce 
waste in both public and non-public areas. The AM has 
eight waste recycling streams including: fluorescent 
lights, print cartridges, batteries, mobile phones, soft 
plastic, organics, cardboard and paper, plastic/glass and 
aluminium, as well as general waste. 

The overall waste for this financial year (not including 
liquid waste) was 79.23 tonnes. Of this total, 22 tonnes was 
diverted from landfill resulting in a total of 41 tonnes of CO2 
being diverted from being released into the atmosphere. 
This is equivalent to 18 vehicles removed from the road 
for one year, 6 hectares of trees growing for one year, and 
54 passengers’ emissions offset on a Sydney to Hong Kong 
flight.

The AM has a responsibility to identify and manage items 
of heritage it owns, cares for or controls. Under Section 
170A of the Heritage Act 1977, the AM must provide a 
statement on the condition of items on its register in the 
Annual Report.

The entire site, bordered by College, William and Yurong 
Streets, is included on the State Heritage Register (No. 
805). The AM is also listed on the Australian Heritage 
Database (formerly the Register of the National Estate) and 
in Schedule 5 of the Sydney Heritage Local Environmental 
Plan 2012, and classified by the National Trust of Australia 
(NSW). The AM has several buildings that have been 
assessed as exceptional or high significance. They are:

 · Lewis Wing

 · Barnet Wing

 · Vernon Wing (including the Hallstrom Theatre)

 · William Street (Parkes-Farmer) Wing

 · Former National School Building

 · Former Infants School building

These buildings are maintained in good condition, except 
for the former Infants School building which is in fair 
condition. The William Street (Parkes-Farmer) wing has 
been assessed as medium significance, and is in good 
condition. Other buildings on the site that have had their 
heritage values assessed are of low significance. They are 
in good to fair condition, and include:

 · The Child Welfare building (completed c1952) 

 · The new Spirit House (completed in 1969)

 · The Still Addition (completed in 1988)

 · The Australian Museum Research Institute building 
(completed in 2008)

In 2015 Orwell and Peter Phillips completed the 
Conservation Management Plan (CMP) to complement the 
site master plan and inform the design of the new William 
Street entrance.

In 2016, the Commonwealth Government (Department 
of Environment and Energy) has proposed a National 
Heritage Listing for the Governor’s Domain and Civic 
precinct, which includes many of Australia’s earliest public 
parks, gardens and squares along Macquarie Street, Bridge 
Street and College Street. 

The Department of Premier and Cabinet coordinated a 
whole-of-government response to the proposal.
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Appendix S 
Staff, workforce diversity and  
Work Health & Safety (WHS)

The Australian Museum has aligned human resources goals 
with the AM’s strategic plans (2017-2020). Outlined below 
are the changes HR have made so far.

HR Team Planning

A workshop assisted realigning the HR team’s purpose 
and functions based on the AM’s Corporate Strategic Plan 
(2017-2020). Key focuses include:

 · Develop HR Strategy (2017-18)

 · Develop a Leadership Development Strategy

 · Review and revise HR policies, guidelines and the code 
of conduct to ensure clear communication, focusing on 
the AM Values and current best practice

Changing mindset and behaviour 

The HR Team have shifted functionality from a focus 
on transactional HR activities to strategic business 
partnering; the aim being to create a contemporary 
HR department that optimises outcomes through the 
provision of an integrated workforce, cross-functional and 
performance-based solutions to achieve an agile, engaged 
and high performing workforce. 

Achievements for 2016-17 are:

 · Shift from a centralised to a more co-ordinated and 
distributed business model, with HR business partners 
and specialists working closely with business units.

 · HR provided ongoing employee learning and 
development for the year 2016-17, including induction, 
on the job training, internal and external courses and 
workshops, compliance training, supported external 
study, coaching and mentoring. The aim is to ensure 
that our employees have the appropriate skills and 
knowledge to fulfil the organisation’s strategic and 
operational objectives to promote an inclusive and 
proactive approach to our workforce development.

 · HR designed and implemented a new Performance 
Development Plan (PDP) as a result of the feedback 
from the 2016 People Matter Employment Survey 
(PMES). A key component for developing employees 
is a comprehensive and well executed performance 
management system. 

 · HR has built and established connections with the PSC 
Aboriginal Workforce Development sector to improve 
strategies in relation to Indigenous recruitment. This 
partnership enables the AM to effectively reach a wider 
Indigenous audience, as well as provide support to AM 
Indigenous strategies and recruitment needs.

 · HR have partnered with the National Disability 
Recruitment Coordinator to improve our recruitment, 
selection and onboarding practices in regards to 
identified roles for individuals with a disability. 

 · All current positions comply with the Government 
Sector Employment Act 2013. 

People Matter Employee Survey (PMES) 

The PMES response rate has increased to 81% in 2016-17. 

The PMES records the organisations engagement index, 
which measures the extent to which employees feel 
proud, attached, motivated, inspired and would be willing 
to recommend their organisation as a great place to work. 
The AM’s Engagement Index is 73% and higher than the 
average score for the NSW public sector at 65%. 

Salaries

The NSW Government 2.5% wage increase was paid to all 
staff in the first full pay period in July 2015. The Senior 
Executive 2.5% SOORT increase was paid to executives 
after approval of annual performance reviews by the 
Departmental Secretary.

Work Health & Safety 

The AM’s Work Health and Safety (WHS) Committee, 
continued working with management to identify, assess 
and manage workplace hazards and ensure that the AM 
complies with its legislative responsibilities under the NSW 
Health and Safety Act 2011 and the NSW Work Health and 
Safety Regulations 2011. There were no lost time injuries, 
an improvement to the previous year and there were no 
prosecutions under the WH&S Act 2011.

Staff Statistics

The following tables provide summary statistics and trends 
in non-casual staff, salary and EEO status.
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Appendix S, continued

Table S.1  
Numbers, gender and salary band levels of Executive management

Level Gender 2012–13 2013–14 2014–15 2015–16 2016–17 Salary range 2016–17 
($)

Employee-related  
expenses 2016–17

SE Band 2
Female 1 1 1 1

$301,153 1.42%
Male 1 1 1

SE Band 1
Female 1 2 2 3

$203,941-$212,000 3.92%
Male 2 4 4 2 1

Table S.2  
Remuneration level and workforce diversity status of non-casual employees, Australian Museum 2016-17

Remuneration level of  
substantive position Total Staff Male Female

Aboriginal 
people and 
Torres Strait 
Islanders

People whose 
first language 
spoken as a 
child was not 
English

People with  
a disability

People with  
a disability 
requiring  
work-related  
adjustment

< $60,154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

$60,154 to < $65,396 20 8 12 1 5 0 0

$65,396 to < $73,635 27 12 15 1 2 1 0

$73,635 to < $87,591 52 16 36 2 7 1 0

$87,591 to < $99,862 40 15 25 1 2 1 0

$99,862 to < $113,324 24 13 11 1 2 0 0

$113,324 to < $137,557 17 9 8 0 2 0 0

$137,557 + (non SE) 6 5 1 0 0 0 0

Total 186 78 108 6 20 3 0

Table S.3  
Salary of non-casual employees, Australian Museum 2012-17

Salary Level 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17

< $60,154 0  0  0 0  0

$60,154 to < $65,396 0 0 0 0 20

$65,396 to < $73,635 28 12 6 5 27

$73,635 to < $87,591 120 94 70 66 52

$87,591 to < $99,862 112 120 137 133 40

$99,862 to < $113,324 34 30 33 38 24

$113,324 to < $137,557 10 9 16 18 17

$137,557 + (non SE) 0 0 2 2 6

$137,557  + (SE) 3 5 6 5 5

Total 307 270 270 267 191
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Table S.4  
Workforce diversity status of employees, Australian Museum 2012-17

Workforce diversity status Benchmark or 
target (%)

2011-12 
 (%)

2012-13 
 (%)

2013-14 
 (%)

2014-15 
 (%)

2015-16 
 (%)

2016-17 
 (%)

Women 63.6 55 57 54 55 55 56.5

Aboriginal people and  
Torres Strait Islanders 3.1 1.9 3 2 2 3 3.1

People whose first language 
 spoken as a child was not English 18.0 14.2 11 15 28 13 10.5

People with a disability 2.8 1.3 3 2 2 1 1.6

People with a disability requiring  
work-related adjustment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Appendix T 
Honorary appointments

The Australian Museum has a long history of making honorary appointments to recognise individuals who have contributes 
to the advancement of the Museum. 

The following people held honorary appointment at 30 June 2017.

Honorary Associates

His Imperial Majesty 
Emperor Akihito of Japan

Dr Hal Cogger, John Evans 
Memorial Fellow

Dr Desmond Griffin AM, 
Gerard Krefft Memorial 
Fellow

Mr Frank Howarth PSM

Professor Frank Talbot AM

Professor Tim Flannery

Senior Fellows

Dr Val Attenbrow

Mr Desmond Beechey

Dr Penny Berents

Dr Daniel Bickel

Dr Walter Boles

Dr Michael Gray

Dr Douglass Hoese

Dr Pat Hutchings

Dr Alan Jones

Mr Robert Jones

Dr Kate Khan

Dr Brian Lassig

Dr Jeff Leis

Dr Jim Lowry

Dr David McAlpine

Dr Max Moulds

Ms Anna Murray

Dr John Paxton

Dr Winston Ponder

Dr Harry Recher

Dr Alex Ritchie

Dr Frank Rowe

Dr Bill Rudman

Dr Ross Sadlier

Dr Jim Specht

Dr Lin Sutherland

Dr Buz Wilson 

Research Associates

Dr Ken Aplin

Dr Larry Barron

Dr Michael Batley

Dr Peter Bayliss

Mr Robert Beattie

Professor Katherine Belov

Dr Ingo Burghardt

Dr Maria Capa

Dr Anne Clarke

Dr Georgina Cooke

Mr David Colchester

Ms Tessa Corkill

Mr Roger de Keyser

Dr Malte Ebach

Mr Brian England

Dr Judith Field

Mr Joseph Forshaw

Emeritus Professor Richard 
Frankham

Dr Richard Fullagar

Dr Anthony Gill

Dr John Gollan

Dr Ian Graham

Mr Ken Graham

Dr Peter Grave

Mr Owen Griffiths

Dr Kristofer Helgen

Dr Peter Hiscock

Mr Kirk Huffman

Ms Patricia Kailola

Mr Vince Kessner

Dr Nina Kononenko

Mr Robert Lachlan

Dr Nathan Lo

Mr Wayne Longmore

Dr John Martin

Prof Peter Matthews

Mr Katsusuke Meguro

Dr Hiroyuki Motomura

Dr Chris Muller

Dr Anne Musser

Dr Armstrong Osborne

Dr Hannelore Paxton

Dr Rachael Peart

Dr Jan Yde Poulsen

Mr Rohan Pethiyadoga

Dr David Pollard

Dr Sally Potter

Dr Glenn Shea

Mr Michael Shea

Mr Graeme Smith

Dr John Stanisic

Dr Jeffrey Stilwell

Dr Des Strusz

Dr Pamela Swadling

Mr Gerry Swan

Mr Gunther Theischinger

Dr Brian Timms

Dr Eren Turak

Dr Tegan Vanderlaan

Mr Jean Weiner

Dr Geoff Williams OAM

Dr Gavin Young

Dr Bruce Jenkins

Dr Richard Schodde

Dr Michele Schiffer

Dr Marion Anstis

Dr Francis Lemckert

Prof Gerry Cassis

Dr Patrick Faulkner

Mr Phil Spark

Dr Rafael Lemaitre

Dr Ichiro Takeuchi
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Appendix U 
Museum volunteers

The Australian Museum appreciates the generous support 
of volunteers who provide vital assistance to the work 
of the AM. In 2016-17, a total of 659 volunteers have 
supported staff and visitors at both onsite and offsite 
programs and gave more than 183,000 hours of service. 

Online volunteer support more than doubled in 2016-17 
with 2,071 DigiVol Online program volunteers completing 
data transcription tasks using the joint AM and Atlas of 
Living Australia web portal.

In December 2016 the AM held a special afternoon tea to 
celebrate the contribution of volunteers with Director & 
CEO, Kim McKay AO and other senior staff.  

Volunteers receiving special recognition in 2016-17 include:

 · Nanette Goodsell (10 years, Archives, Rare Books and 
Library Collection)

 · Jim Teys (10 years, Malacology) 

 · Nick Phillips (15 years, Malacology)

 · Penny Zylstra (15 years, Indigenous Collection)

 · Mary Hughes and Moira Shackleton (both 20 years, 
Programming)

 · Gordon Campbell (20 years, Ornithology and DigiVol Lab)

 · Christine Crowther (20 years, Terrestrial Vertebrates)

 · Peter Mallesch (20 years, Malacology)

 · Susan Myatt (20 years, Archives, Rare Books and Library 
Collection)

 · Carole Bennetts (15 years, Programming) 

 · Warren Bennetts (25 years, Education) 

 · Jan Fisher (30 years, Malacology)

A new program, Events volunteering, was developed and 
launched in late 2016. The program offers volunteering 
opportunities at after-hours and one-off special events 
and has attracted students and full, part time and casual 
workers with limited time availability. 

Volunteer highlights include:

 · 69 Events volunteers gained skills and experience 
assisting Programming staff and visitors at Jurassic 
Lounge, Night Talks, Culture Up Late, Seniors Day, 
Australian Museum Free Weekend and the October, 
January and April school holiday programs

 · 9 ongoing Programming front-of-house volunteers 
assisted visitors offering general information, 
orientation tours and ‘hands on’ experiences using real 
objects and specimens

 · 490 behind-the-scenes volunteers supported staff in 
collections, marketing and archives

 · 65 DigiVol Lab volunteers continued digitising 
collections with new work stations established in 
the Pacific Cultural Collection and the Palaeontology 
Collection 

 · 1008 new volunteers joined DigiVol Online, contributing 
to the completion of 168,419 data transcription tasks. 
Volunteer Megan Edey reached a significant milestone 
in completing 100,000 transcription tasks. DigiVol 
Online was a major platform in the global WeDigBio 
transcription blitz linking with more than 60 worldwide 
events held in October 2016.

 · 188 Streamwatch volunteers, in 53 groups, monitor 
117 sites across the greater Sydney region from 
Wollongong to Ku-ring-gai, Blackheath to Bronte. 
The groups conducted 688 water quality monitoring 
visits supported by AM staff and other stakeholders. 
Volunteers include TAFE and university students and 
graduates, teachers, environmental professionals, 
retirees, local residents, local council staff and Bush 
Care groups.

 · 68 short-term volunteers assisted staff with schools and 
families during the AM Science Festival in August 2016

 · Lizard Island hosted 22 volunteers in 2016-17

Table U.1  
Contribution of volunteers to the Australian Museum, 2016-2017

Division Number Area

Programs, Exhibitions 
and Cultural 
Collections

147

Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Collection, Pacific 
Collection, Archives, Rare 
Books and Library Collection, 
Materials Conservation and 
Programming

AMRI Science and 
Learning 489

Education and Lifelong 
Learning, Life Science, Digital 
Collections and Citizen 
Science

AMRI Science and 
Learning 22 Lizard Island Research 

Station

AMRI Science and 
Learning 2071 DigiVol Online

Marketing, 
Communications  
and Development  

1 Marketing and Memberships
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Appendix V 
Key acquisitions  
& donations to the collections

The AM is grateful and pleased to receive donations of 
cultural significance and natural science specimens where 
these are accompanied by label data, including place 
of origin, date collected and the name of the collector.  
Significant acquisitions are listed below.

Cultural Collections 

Over 3,500 items (objects and lots) were acquired and 
donated into the cultural collections in 2016-17 including: 

Archives

 · A Collector’s Box from Carmel Broadstreet

 · Ross Pearson Tour, trip and walk records from Anne 
Ridley

 · ‘Two Years in New Guinea’ notebooks and photo album, 
Reginald Allan Hobson, 1932-34 from Susan Frost

 · Drawing of Emus by Gerard Krefft

Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Collection

 · NSW Archaeology collection from Mr John Frazer

 · 25 stone tools from NSW from Dr Solomon Bard

 · A kangaroo pelt seasonal calendar from Kath Withers

 · Northern territory objects including baskets, dilly bag 
and bark paintings from Val Attenbrow 

 · Paddle installation (ghost net) and ‘Buai ra war’ print 
from Erub Erwer Meta

 · Kei Athe Mosby print and ‘Story Boat’s installation by 
Glen Mackie

 · ‘First contact with Kugu people’ painting from 
Pormpuraaw Art and Culture Centre

 · NSW Wooden club from Annette McCrossin

 · Boomerang, carved lizards and miniature weapon set 
from Marion Hope

 · Gadigal shield made by Uncle Charles (Chicka) Madden

 · ‘Seasonal calendar’ by Kath Withers 

Pacific Collection

 · 12 Asaro mud masks, associated body ornament 
materials, and 6 small figurines made in Komunive, Asaro 
Valley, Papua New Guinea; 4 mud masks made in situ at 
the museum

 · 3 video artworks by Angela Tiatia – Tuvalu (2016), Holding 
On (2015) and Salt Stone (2016)

 · Asaro Mud Man Istap Wantim Girl Pren (Asaro Mud Man is 
wanting a girlfriend) artwork (1995) by John Siune

 · Ta reo o Vanuatu (canoe) from 350.org Pacific

 · Fijian Wedding dress by Tara Dias

 · Fijian Wedding shirt by Iliesa Delana

Natural Science Collections

Over 47,581 specimens were added to the natural science 
collections, including donations of 12,140 specimens.  
Natural sciences obtained specimens from around the 
world covering everything from marine worms to fossil 
fish.

The AMF’s Patricia Porritt Collection Acquisition Fund 
supported an Expedition to the South-west Pacific which 
will be undertaken jointly with Auckland Museum in 
August, to collect marine specimens.

Following are key acquisitions and donors by collection

Entomology and Arachnology

This year, the AM was honoured to receive a spectacular 
donation of butterflies from Mr John Landy AC, CVO, MBE. 
Mr Landy’s collection was collected over a lifetime and 
comprises 139 boxes of 9,302 specimens predominantly 
covering eastern Australia, and particularly temperate 
Australia, notably Victoria. About 75% of the butterfly 
species in Australia are represented in the collection and 
this generous donation increases the AM’s total holding of 
butterfly specimens by 19%.

Malacology

Malacology received over 886 specimens during the 
course of the year, including freshwater mussels, cuttlefish 
and marine gastropods.

Marine Invertebrates

A major acquisition this financial year was the extensive 
Tasmanian amphipod collections of Associate Professor 
Alastair Richardson. Overall, over 9,566 specimens were 
added to the marine invertebrate collection.

Mineralogy and Palaeontology

Geosciences received donations from a broad range 
of sources including a range of spectacular specimens. 
Michael Leu made an outstanding donation of a group 
of fish fossils from the nationally important Permian 
Blackwater fish fossil site. A group of ‘Ruby tin’ cassiterite 
(tin dioxide) crystals from Elsmore, NSW, were donated 
by Mr Christopher Parkinson. Mr Martin Rosser of 
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‘Geodiscoveries’ donated Scorodite (iron arsenate) 
crystals on sulphides, from the Continental Mine, Zeehan, 
Tasmania. A suite of 23 primary sulphide and sulphosalt 
minerals from the Northern Territory and Tasmania were 
donated by geological consultant, Mr Paul Melville. Linarite 
(lead copper sulphate hydroxide) crystals on gossan from 
Cliff Mine, Red Rock, Drake, NSW, were donated by Mr 
Dieter Mylius. Dr Ian Graham, University of NSW, donated 
smoky quartz crystals in illite clay matrix from Manuka 
Mine, Cobar, NSW. 

Terrestrial Vertebrates

Over 1000 specimens were received in terrestrial 
vertebrates. This includes a number of important 
specimens of birds received from the New South Wales 
National Parks and Wildlife Service. In addition to this, a 
wide variety of unusual specimens including rodents and 
bats from the Solomon Islands and whales from Lord Howe 
Island were also received.

Ichthyology

Over 24,000 specimens were received, covering a broad 
range of freshwater and marine species, including 
important collections for northern Australia and 
temperate marine waters.
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Appendix W 
Benefactors & sponsors

Australian Museum Foundation

The Australian Museum Foundation (AMF) is dedicated to 
raising funds to support acquisitions and projects across 
the AM, from research and collections to outreach and 
education programs. Donations to the AMF increased 
by 24% in 2016–17, totalling $677,521. Three fundraising 
appeals were conducted: 200 Treasures of the Australian 
Museum campaign and the AMF Annual Gala Dinner, both 
in support of the restoration of the Long Gallery; and an 
end of financial year public appeal.

The AMF Trustees in 2016–17 were: 

Diccon Loxton (Chair) 

John Pearson (Deputy Chair) 

Natalia Bradshaw

Michael Chaaya 

Warwick Evans

Chris Grubb 

Virginia Judge

Alasdair MacLeod

Kim McKay AO

David Rickards

Brian Sherman AM

Fiona Sinclair

Jeremy Spinak

Albert Wong AM

Grants made by the Australian Museum Foundation 

A total of $326,416 in grants was disbursed to the AM to 
fund seven projects in 2016–17. These included:

 · Lord Howe Island Expedition

 · T-Rex Autopsy

 · Chadwick Fellowship

Other projects supported by the AM Foundation through 
the Patricia Porritt Collection Acquisition Fund included:

 · Solomon Islands Expedition

 · South West Pacific Expedition

 · Acquisition of Mud Men masks from Asaro, Papua New 
Guinea

Donations

The AM Trust received an additional $437,493 in donations 
including $230,000 towards the 200 Treasures campaign.

Lizard Island Reef Research Foundation

The Lizard Island Reef Research Foundation (LIRRF) is 
dedicated to raising funds for scientific research at the 
AM’s Lizard Island Research Station. Trustees in 2016–17 
were:

David Shannon, Chair

David Armstrong

Dr Penny Berents

Jim Bildner

Ken Coles AM

Belinda Gibson

Dr Ronnie Harding

Kate Hayward

Chris Joscelyne

Vivian King

James Kirby

Professor Lynne Madden

Kim McKay AO

Heather Power

Robert Purves AM

Graham Sherry OAM

Charlie Shuetrim AM

Helen Wellings

Benefactors and Partners 

The AM gratefully acknowledges the generosity of all 
benefactors and partners and thanks them for their 
diverse contributions to exhibitions, programs, education, 
outreach and scientific research. 

Australian Museum Foundation 

Treasures Circle

Robert Albert AO RFD

David and Megan Armstrong

The Calvert-Jones Foundation

Carrawa Foundation

Jan Scott, Paul Connor and Prof Ian Hickie

Jenny Crivelli

John Dickinson

Warwick Evans

Claude and Maryanne Gauchat

Belinda Gibson

At 30 June 2017
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Chris and Gina Grubb

Brian Hartzer 

John and Frances Ingham

W & A Johnson Family 
Foundation

Keith and Maureen Kerridge

Jim Lennon in memory of 
Jean Lennon

Lindblad Expeditions

Catherine Livingstone AO

Diccon and Elizabeth 
Loxton

Alasdair and Prue Macleod

Memocorp Australia Pty Ltd

John and Jacqui Mullen

Mark Nelson

Gretel Packer

The Paradice Family 
Foundation

Patterson Pearce 
Foundation

Purcell Family Endowment 
Fund

Robert Purves AM

Patrons

The late Senta Taft-Hendry

Ann Macintosh Trust

Brian Sherman AM and  
Dr Gene Sherman AM

Chris and Gina Grubb

Alasdair and Prue Macleod

Memocorp Australia Pty Ltd

Helen Molesworth

Benefactors

Mary Holt and the late  
Dr John Holt

Graeme Wood Foundation 

President’s Circle 

Claude and Maryanne 
Gauchat

Chris and Gina Grubb

Bill and Alison Hayward

Judy Lee

Diccon and Elizabeth 
Loxton

Robert Rich

Brian Sherman AM and  
Dr Gene Sherman AM

The Dick and Pip Smith 
Foundation 

Director’s Club 

Alan and Pauline Campbell

Margot and Stephanie 
Chinneck

Kim McKay AO

Tanert Pty Ltd

Guardians 

Graham Bradley AM and 
Charlene Bradley

Glenn and Caroline Crane

Jane Mathews AO

Alice Oppen OAM

John Pearson

John and Christina Stitt

Wendy Walker

Custodians 

Antoinette Albert

James and Belinda Allen

Ken and Roddy Bell

Natalia Bradshaw 

Rosemary Campbell

Philip Cornwell

Trevor Danos AM

Dixson Trust Pty Limited

John Leece AM and  
Anne Leece

Howard Lewis

Nick and Caroline Minogue

Lily W Müng Endowment

David Robb

Jane and Neville Rowden

David and Daniela Shannon

Fiona Sinclair

Jeremy Spinak

Tehmi Sukhla

Anne Sullivan

Vera Vargassoff

Wavish Family Foundation

Stephen Wilson

Supporters 

Lauren Atmore

Dinah Beeston

Marco Belgiorno-Zegna AM

Elizabeth Cameron

Chikako Carter

Michael Crowley

Margaret and Peter 
Donovan

Ronald and Suellen 
Enestrom

Ronnie Harding

Derek Heath

Adrianne Johnson

Warwick Klabe

Eugenia Langley

Ross McNair and Robin 
Richardson

David Norman

Bruce Norton

Frank and Judith Robertson

Jacinta Spurrett

Christopher Still

Tom Story

Francis Walsh

Michael and Mary Whelan 
Trust

Tony White AM and Doffy 
White

Michel Zwecker

Anonymous

Bequests

Estate of the Late Clarence 
Chadwick

Estate of the late Jean 
Marjorie Edgecombe

Estate of the late Patricia M 
Porritt

John and Maryilyn Evans on 
behalf of the late Christine 
Neild

Estate of the late 
Jacqueline Heather Field

Estate of the late Phillip 
Jack

Estate of the late Merrill Pye

Estate of the late Eileen Silk

Estate of the late William S 
Tatlow

Estate of the late 
Gwendoline A West

Estate of the late Jessie 
Campbell Wise

Australian Museum 
Foundation –  Night at 
the Museum Partners and 
Supporters 

Adventure World

Amelia Farrugia and Verna 
Lee

Arbonne

Archie Rose Distilling Co.

Australian Chamber 
Orchestra

Australian Geographic

Bellwether Wines

Bulgari

Bunda Sydney

Burberry

Café Sydney

Create Consultants
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Delaware North Companies 
Parks and Resorts

Event Projects

Fiona Sinclair

Gaia Retreat Byron Bay

Garmin

Helen McCombie

Helen Wellings

Hermès

Janet Laurence

Jennifer Crivelli

Jenny Garber

Justin Miller

Karen Eck

Lisa McGuigan

Lindblad Expeditions

Lizard Island Resort

Luca Sannibale

Marguerite Julian

Merivale

Naomi Hamilton 
Photography

National Geographic

Natalia Bradshaw

Oatley Fine Wine Merchants

Pocketwatch Wines

Simply Linen

Star Clippers

Susan Avery Flowers and 
Events

Sydney Opera House

Sydney Theatre Co

Tracey Holmes

Tulloch Wines

Urban Winery Project

Valiant Hire

Victoria Tulloch

Westpac

Partnerships and Sponsors 

The AM’s exhibitions and programs were supported by over 45 partners during 2016-17. 
This included the Spiders and Australian Geographic Nature Photographer of the Year 
exhibitions at the AM as well as T. rex on Tour; the Adventure World Talks series; and the 
annual Eureka Prizes and the Science Festival programs. The combined value of support 
from AM Partners totalled $2,210,964. AM Partners also contributed more than $2 million 
value in-kind (including goods and services) throughout the financial year.  

Australian Museum 
Principal Partner

Westpac  

Australian Museum 
Corporate Partners 

303MullenLowe 

3M 

4 Pines Brewing Company 

Adventure World

Archie Rose Distilling Co

Australian Nuclear 
Science and Technology 
Organisation (ANSTO) 

Bamstone 

Cortell Australia 

Department of Family 
Services

Destination NSW 

Digital Camera Warehouse

Event Cinema

Google AdWords 

Guardian Global Systems

IAS Fine Art Logistics 

IBM Australia 

JCDecaux Australia 

Kent Street Studio

National Geographic 

News Corp Australia 

Oatley Fine Wine Merchants 

Stockland

Time Out

Valiant Hire 

Australian Museum Eureka 
Prizes Partners and 
Supporters

3M 

4 Pines Brewing Company

Abbey’s Bookshop 

Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation 

Australian Infectious 
Diseases Research Centre 
at The University of 
Queensland 

Australian Nuclear 
Science and Technology 
Organisation (ANSTO) 

City of Sydney 

CSIRO 

Defence Science and 
Technology Group 

Department of Industry, 
Innovation and Science 

Elsevier 

Fourth Wall 

Johnson & Johnson 

Macquarie University 

New Scientist 

NSW Office of Environment 
and Heritage 

Oatley Fine Wine Merchants

Restaurant Associates 

UNSW 

University of Sydney 

University of Technology 
Sydney

Australian Museum 
Supporters 

ADM Capital Foundation

Australian Government’s 
Australian Biological 
Resources Study (ABRS)

Australian Government’s - 
Director of National Parks 
Bush Blitz Programme

Australian Museum 
Foundation

Australian Research Council

BioPlatforms Australia

Birds Australia

Charles Sturt University

City of Sydney

Code Club Australia

CSIRO

Department of the 
Environment and Energy

Department of Foreign 
Affairs & Trade

Department of Industry & 
Science – Inspiring Australia

Education Perfect

Fondation Segré

Graeme Wood Foundation

Jenolan Caves

Lizard Island Reef Research 
Foundation

Lord Howe Island Board

Macquarie University

Melbourne Zoo

NSW Environmental Trust

NSW Government
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Appendix X 
Key Management Personnel 
(KMP) of the Trust 

Related Party Disclosure for the 2016-17 Financial 
Year

The Australian Museum Trust (The Trust) in accordance 
with the Australian Accounting Standards Board standard 
AASB (124) Related Party Disclosures and the issuing by 
NSW Treasury of TC 16-12 Related Party disclosures, has 
complied to public sector standards by the disclosure of 
related party relationships and transactions.

These disclosures provide a level of assurance that 
identifies those related parties that are closely related 
to the Trust through control, joint control or significant 
influence. The Trustees and Executive Director & CEO of 
Australian Museum were identified as Key Management 
Personnel (KMP) for having authority and responsibility 
for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the 
Trust.   

All the KMP have complied with AASB 124 requirements. As 
disclosed in Note 23 of the Financial Statements, the Trust 
did not enter into material transactions with any KMP, their 
close family members and controlled or jointly controlled 
entities thereof during the financial year.

NSW Office of Environment & Heritage

Ocean Park Conservancy Foundation

Office of the NSW Chief Scientist & Engineer

Sugar Research Australia

Sydney Grammar School

Sydney Water

University of New South Wales

University of Sydney

University of Technology Sydney

University of Western Sydney

Vincent Fairfax Family Foundation

World Wide Fund for Nature

Zoo & Aquarium Association

University of Wollongong
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Appendix Y 
Consultants 

In accordance with NSW Government guidelines, projects 
for which consultants received more than $50,000 are 
listed individually. Those involving costs of $50,000 or less 
are grouped under a total figure.

 · Dawn Belton – Consultation for implementation support 
for new customer relationship management system: 
$72,000

A number of building infrastructure consultants were used 
on the AM Master Plan and the Long Gallery restoration 
project including:

 · Design 5 Studio: $174,712

 · Hames Sharley (NSW) Pty Ltd: $329,326

 · Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu: $205,017

 · Cappre: $274,065

 · BG&E Pty Ltd: $121,174

 · Taylor Thompson Whitting (NSW) Pty Ltd: $69,850

 · ADP Consulting: $167,585

 · Sandwalk Partners: $89,991

 · WTP Australia Pty Ltd: $76,660

Two  consultants were used on the AM Website 
redevelopment project including:

 · Meld Studios: $99,000

 · Bookworks: $139,687

16 consultancies of $50,000 or less cost a total of $379,446 
in the following areas: 

 · PR/Marketing (5)

 · Tourism (1)

 · Legal  and professional services (3)

 · Website re-development (3)

 · Master Plan (4)








